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INTRODUCTION

During the classroom observational study (Romberg, Small, & Carnahan,

1979), interviews were conducted with teachers both at the beginning of

the school year and at the end of each of the ten topics on addition and

sUbtraction (Kouba & Moser, 1979, 1980). The purpose of this paper is

to document those interviews.

The topics had been especially prepared for the classroom observa7

tional study and had been written in the saMe pedagogical style as DMP

(Romberg, Harvey, Moser, & Montgomery, 4974, 1975,-1976). The distribu-

tion of the ten curriculum units over the first three grades is shown

in the diagra below:

Sl, S2, S3

Grade 1

S4, S5, S6, Al, A2 A3, A4

Grade 2 Grade 3

Topic Interviews

The topic interviews were conducted bY staff of the Wisconsin Center

for Education Re'search duririg the period of the classroom observation

study and were intended to ascertain the degree of importance which

teachers gave to a particular topic, as well as information about how

teachers planned instruction, and about their own classroom strategies.

This information was intended to complement the quantitative data obtained

from the classroom observational study, and to serve as a form of eyalua-

don of the revised curriculum units. The schedule of available interviews

included in this report for each teacher is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1

Interviews with Teachers

Grade 1 S1

Teacher

G /

L /
H /

E /

B /

A /

M /*

I /

/ /X

/ x

(2) /

A /

/ (:)

/ ./

(:) /

/ /

Grade 2 S4 S5 S6 Al A2

Teacher

S / / (:) / /

J / / / / /

T / (2) /: / /

C

,

Grade 3

Teacher

0

A3 A4

V complete transcript

X interview notes but tape recorder failed

/X partial transcript

no interview

*D is a Teacher Aide
F shared teaching with Teacher E

viii
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The following questions were used by interviewers during the in-

\

terviews. The first questions were asked only in the initial inter-

-

.- view of each school year:. The remaining queft1ons-were asked in all

interviews. However, interviewers exercised initiative in asking

teachers to elaborate further their responses to'some questions. On

some occasions, interviews were shortened somewhat by time dOnstrai

Questions Asked in Only the First

Interview Each.Year

Planning'

1. Do you plan alone-or with others? With whom?

2. Do you plan day-by-day, activity-by-activity topic-by-tonic. or

use some other scheme?

3. Do you use resources other than the topic materials?hat are

they?

4. Are there pupils for whom you plan speci..ally? Which ones?

Instruction

1. How do you decide how to group your students?

2. Does your grouping change? What induces the change?

3. On what basis do you decide whether an activity should be seat-

work versus teacher directed?

4. How do you decide how much time to de&te to a topic or an activity?

5. What type of evaluation of students do you favor (mastery or not,

low level or not, other)?

Questions Asked in Each Interview

1. Hoy important do you feel the overall topic is?

2. Which activit4es in the topic do you feel most useful?

3. Are there activities you consider um:lear?

ix
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- 4. Are there activities yodconaidbr superfluous?

I'.

5.- Which activities do you find very complex to teach?' Which did

,
.

e

.. . .you ?ind verir 'simple for-lrou? -id
. P , ...41w,6hich activities did7our pupils find easy? Which did they find

71
7

.., 4r.
difficult?

7. Is there material which your pupils should.have covered before this

topic w ich they didn't?

8. HOw did you choose which activities to use"."".

9. Did you change any of the activities Why?

4
10. Did you add any acItivItiesig. Why?

11. Is there anything else you.want to say?

Transcripts " b .

-The transcripts of the interviews are presented in chronological order

starting at Grade 1 and moving topic by topic throilgh Grade 3.1

v
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Topic S-1

PLANNING

Teacher A

1

School X February 15, 1979

1. 'Do'you plan alone or with others? With whom?

I plan by myself. Sometimes Teacher B might confirmlibtes on certain lessons
e

but it is usually after-we've done #. But sometimes if I'Ve done it before

she has we talk abOUt it, What may have worked and what may not have worke4.

.
2. Do you plan day-by-day,

activity-by-activity, topic-by-topic, or use

some other scheme?.

1 make weekly lesson plans, but sometimes they.have to be changed because

sometimes I have pl ned,too much.

3. Do you use resources wother than the'to tic materials? What are the ?

I use my eiperience with DMP for' cettain thints that I have changed in,

certain ways, that I have adjusted the lessons and so,-and I have done some

things to S-1. "But you don't systematically use materials from another

text series or something of that nature?" No.

4. A.2iettereapI thom you l.an?Wtlich ones?

;Sometimes when I introduced a lesson,.if there is a group of children that

reallY have a lot of trouble, I do an extra lesson, I add a lesson and I

work with that in 'small groups. Now when I did S-1, I didn't really plan

for specific children until after I saw some children were having difficulty.

"There isn'tan LD child or somebody like that?" I have an LD child, but

when we did S-1 he didn't,do that topic with us. He does math in the LD

classroom, and sometimei if it's something that I think, he has no handwriting

skills and so that's why it's impossible.

DIRECT ISSTRUCTION

1. How do you decide how to group your students? Do you group your students

at all?

Not during the-maih period per so; sometimes I group children at times to do

special math activities. ruring math time we do math lessons together.

"Are the students here at School X grouped in any way?" No. "I thought that

was ture, but I just wanted you to say that."

2. Does your grouping change?

"Since you don't group, you don't change." No.
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3. On what basis do you decide whether an activit should be seatwork

versus teacher directed?

"Do you follow through pretty much what is described in the activities?" No,

if I've done a lesson and I see that most of the children understand the

activities and there is a sitilar activity, then I can give that as seatwork,

bit T don't give that as seatwork unless I am sure that the majority of kids

would be able to do it independently without a lot of question asking.

"Is part of that a question of whether or nbt they can read the problems?"

Mm-hmm.. Definitely. Because there are a lo\of the problems in S-1 that I

had, you know, half my class probably could have read all the words but

then I have those thae are just reading in a primer and it was, you know,

what is this word, so we did those together, andq had one child read the

problem, because otherwise some of them who could do it wouldn't have been

able tb read it.

4. 'How do you decide how much time to devote to a topic or an activity?

I plan for Math to be about one-half hour but it doesn't, sometimes it's

less and sometimes it's more; because sometimes, I'm a pretty good jusge

of,how longit will take and sometimes way off. There was one day

that I thought it would take quite awhile and we were done in 15 minutes.

So I plan for about one-half hour ahd I try, when I make my lesson plans I

look over the activity and try to figure about what I can get done in one-

half hour. "Bht you don't have a speCific number of minutes you have to

teach mathematics?" No. Well, there is a state thing that they fill out,

but nobody . .

ttfl you don't have math always from 1:20 to 1:50 or

something?" Well, I always plan for about one-half hour in the afternoon

but our special schedules are not always at the same time in the afternoon,

and they haVe math at other times of the day, they'have it in centers and

they have it in seatwork, so . . .

5. What type of evaluation of students do you favor (mastery or not, low

level or not, other)?

Well, I ttiink that there has to be some kind of a mark for progressing,

because not everybody's going to fall at either end of the scale, but I

evaluate the kids each day as we do activities and if I see someone having

a lot of trouble I write down the names and then work with those kids.

TOPIC INTERVIEW

1. HoW important do you feel the overall topic is?

It's very important. "Did you find any difficulties irtransition from

earlier things? Is it a big step up? Or is it a smooth steP, or . . ."

Well, I don't think it was the smoothese step, because 2y.n favorite topic.

e in DMP is equalization. andI think that it should come before this. I just,

you, I'm not sold on this. I think my kids under'stood sentence writing much

better.when I 440 equ ization. And one other thing that I think is a very

1 3
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bit step is.having the facts 10 and 20 all mixed up in the same lesson

because for some of the kids when they got past 10 . . . And for some of

them, I mean, they, we did the topic on the numbers 11 to 20 but for some

of the kids, they are still not exactly sure of 15, is, you know, does the

one come first . . .
"What about the mixture of addition and subtraction?"

That, most of my kids, if they made a mistake on whether they added or

subtracted it was the sign; not looking at the sign carefully. They really

didn't have a lot of trouble deciding whether to add or subtract. And when

I did equalizations, I did that, you know. So I don't think that's much of

a problem. And with, when they use the unifix cubes, it's right there.

"Do you have any trouble with students relying on physical materials?" No.

2. Which activities in the to ic do ou feel most useful?

I dhange some of tflem a little bit because where it would say, 'The children

can pick any number of cubes,' I decided how many cubes because they're

sitting next to each other and somebody's doing it with seven and somebody's

doing it with ten and, you know, they look and see that this kid's'got a

different number and then they think that they are all wrong and it just

made for too much confusion. So im activities like that I would say, you

know, like the change one, where it said they could do any number after

you've done a nouple with them, I said, you know, start with seven and

take away three, so that everybody would have the same numbers. And it

was also easier for me to go around to see which kids were catching on to

it. So I changed activities in that way. I really didn't like most of

them. I thought they were awful.

3. Are there activities you consider unclear?

No, I don't think so. The reading part, there was one, in the stories,

where in all of the stories it would say, '10 were in a jar, 6 were used,'

but in this one it says, 'He used 8, if he had 12 before he made the

chair,' so it was reversed and the kids were so used to the other stories,

writing down the number. So I changed that because they were getting all

goofed up and I read it to them a second time. So things like that, I

think when they are just beginning to write.sentences it's a bad thing to

do. "To mix the kinds of sentences was too much at that point .

Otherwise there was one, on page 16, the one with the washers--I did that

with, we weighed the containers we had, thfi five containers that, we weighed

each container so that everybody would have the'same numbers when they started

to write the sentences. I was going to do that in the center,-but I thought

it might be a little bit difficult bedause then I think they did not know

all.the words. But other than that, I think the best ones were-the ones

with pictures. "The story ones were more difficult." If the story ti/as there

with the pictures, it was easy for them to see what they were-doing. I

would have them draw pictures of x-out, because at this point they are just

learning to write sentences, so it's easier for them if they can actually

see it.



4. Are there activities you consider superfluous?

No, I don't think so. Oh, this one. I don't like activities where money

is inserted. In fact, in all the 'regular DMP I pull all the money activi-

ties and do one unit on money, because money and time are two things that

kids either get it or they don't get it. For sone of them it would be easy,

but for some of the kids it's difficult. So we do this one all together,

and we did some things on the board before we worked alom. "They're not

familiar with coins?" Mmm-hmm. The activity was alright but we just hadn't

had money.

5. Which activities do you find very complex to teach? Which did you find

very simple for you?

I changed some because after using DMP so long that I kind of know which

things need to be changed. This was another one that was a little bit con-

fusing because it said, page 13, but they started with 4 and said 'add on 3.'1

'Add on 3' and the number was there. It was most confusing with the take

away, because it said, 'take away 2.' So kids would take away these two

and put them away. And see if it had, if the number had been there I don't

think it would have been as confusing. "The take away is difficult. The

adding on . . ." The adding on was alright. But the take away . . . "Yeah,

I suspect that the only way you can talk about take away in those would be

to show the picture again and have two of them move off." Right. Over

here where it said 'change,' if it just said, 'take away 2,' then they would

have done it over here. But content pictures . . . then it was more confusing.

"So they take those two away." Mmm-hmm. "Which of the" activities did you

find very simple? You said one of them took only a few minutes t"o do." Oh,

the ones with the unput-putter, when they just put in a sign for what they

did, or look at a picture and decided what was needed. That's the'one that

just took us a few minutes to do. I think the hardest ones were the ones

where they didn't write the sentence. They had to pick which sentence was

the correct one. Those were the hardest for those. "That was an experi-

ment on our part to see whether or not recognizing sentences was possible."

Mmm-hmm. I think it was much easier for them to write their own than to

look at two and pick which one was the right one.

7. Is there material which your pupilS should have covered before this

topic which they didn't?

Well, no one will ever make me take out equalization again. I really think

that they understand the sentence writing from equalization much better than

this way. Because you just, you do so much with the cubes and the links and

they really know what addition and subtraction is. And when they start to

write sentences it's not all that difficult. So I think that would have

been a lot easier. "Next time." Next time. You better believe it. "Should

they have had some more work with combinations, numbers up to 20, and so on?"

I think that for the first topic, for sentence writing, they should have.

been limited to 10 and maybe in the second topic when they're used to writ-

ing sentences, then put in the facts for 20. "Or at least not go to the 20

until after activities with smaller numbers." Mwm-hmm. But later in the

topic, not mix it up all through.

5
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8. Did you use all of the activities or did you choose some?

No. I used all of them. I may have changed a few a little bit but . .

"We've talked about some of them." Mmm-hmm.

10. You said you added some activities.

I made up some of my own stories using_just kids in my room--to do the same

kind of thing. "And when it came to the last sheet on Monday, you did some

things before." Right. We did some things on the board.

11. Is there -anything else you want to say?

Just keep equalization. No, I really--I lelt my kids did pretty well.

But I, you know, I think that some of the changes I made, like having them

all use the same number in some things, I felt. Teacher B did this and it

went terribly and it was because, I'm sure, they've started with different

numbers and they look at the next kid and it's just too confusing. "Each

kid doing something different." Mmm-hmm. And it's also hard to tell.

"Because you don't know whether the child is doing right or wrong." Mmm-

hmm. We're doing a lot of thin6 now that, A seatwork and in centers, with

addition and subtraction facts, so that when they get to the next . . . "A

couple of weeks from now." A couple of weeks, they'll have a littl,t better

idea of combinations. "That's all I need to ask you. Thank you,"



Topic S-1 Teacher B

PLANNING

1. Do you plan alone or with others? With whom?

6

School X

I plan with my student teacher. "Do you plan with other teachers?" Not

formally,-rather informally. Really Teacher A and I. We'll discuss a topic

and we have some good ideas and how to handle it, we shart.

2. Do you plan day-by-day, activity-by-activity, topic-by-topic, or use

some other scheme?

I plan.by the week, formally, and if the lesson does not go well or as I

planned I alter it.

3. Do you use resources other than the topic materials? What are they?

I usually do. I'm trying this year to confine myself to DMP, however, since

S-1 did not go well for me, I am beginning to supplement. Just trade

materials--ditto type, addition and subtraction type. "Drill types of

things?" Yes.

4. Are there pupils for whom you plan specially? Which ones?

Yes'there are, but they're in reading more than math. I find DMP very hard

to individualize with. How we handle that is, we sort of, I've always used

dhe infentories as a way of-an indication of which children were getting it

and which were not. Then I take the inventory and then I make up some sup-

plementary work for those children. "Which kind of children? Is it usually

the better children you plan for or the lower children?" Both. But I don't

think in this particular instance--mostly I'm going to concentrate on chil-

dren who didn't get it because I don't see, for some reason this year I

don't have anybody that math is second nature to, You know, who gets it

before I teach it.

DIRECT INSTRUCTION

1. How do you decide how to group your students?

I don't group them.

3. On what basis do you decide whether an activity should be seatwork

versus teacher directed?

I suppose a lot of it is intuitive. I sort of,get a feel from the children

on how you're doing with it or how they are doing with it. That's a tough

question. "Do you Start most things with them and then decide?" Oh yes,

always, and then I decide how it goes and I really check their work. I

like to check it while they're working to get some idea of how they're

doing and whether they "can carry it on by themselves. "If you can get them

to do it by themselves, do you prefer that?" Yes I do.
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4. How do you decide how much time to devote to a topic or an activity?

I don't. I usually let the activity--which is a major problem with me be-

cause DMP is taking quite a bit of time. Because we are a self-contained

classroom we have a lot of freedom time, I try to make math 30 minutes, but

we always go over.

5. What type of evaluation of students do you favor (mastery or not, low

A
level or not, other)?

I use the.inventory. Also I use observation quite a bit--how quickly a child

takes to the task, if he's on task, if he looks around at other people. The

dhild tells me a lot. And then I do a lot of individual interview with the

child if I feel that I have some questions about his ability to handle that

type of problem, I usually do it in an individual basis. "Do you look for

kids, nobody looks at perfect papers all the time, do you have a percentage

or anything like that that you go by before you start worrying about a kid?"

I really don't, maybe I should. "Are you primarily interested in the basic

skills. Is that the kind of thing you're focusing on? No, I don't think so.

I really feel my own personal bias is children should have some familiarity

with numbers--should feel
comfortable with them before they start to manipu-

late them, should have some sense of the relationship of numbers in their

life and feel comfortable with them before they start to Manipulate them.

And that's the way I like to teach.

TOPIC INTERVIEW

1. How important do you feel the overall topic is?

Let me tell you, first of all I like the topic. I do not think it was well

wTitten. There are too many things for the children learn. I have never

seen a math that goes from 0 to 20. That is too difficult. Too many

numbers to manipulate. When I said they must feel comfortable before they

manipulate the numbers, I think this directly applies. While they will feel

comfortable in the inventory, interestingly enough only tests 0-10 and the

lnaguage is minimal--they felt very comfortable with those numbers.

They've had them in kindergarten, they now can manipulate them. We had

one topic on the numbers 10-20 which they associatedWith objects, which

they pretty well did, but no mastery. Just being introduced to them, now they

are asked to manipulate numbers 0-20. The attention should be to get familiar

with handling the sentences, but if they have to manipulate 10-20, that makes

it too difficult for them, and they lose the thought. Again, the other

thing that I think was badly written in this is the language. These are

first graders--some of them read well, some of them don't. 'You mean the

student pages?" Yes. They cannot go on by themselves if they can't read

it,,so that makes it necessary for me to do it with them, which takes,away

from their experience in manipulating numbers by themselves. If you do it

with them, understandably they're going to copy. They know god is standing

up there and they are going to write what you write, because, how would I

amke a mistake? These kids are so unfamiliar with 10-20 I do not even dare

to do what I often do and play devil's advocate and make a mistake because

half of them will write it down. So I guess that's my big problem. I

think the idea of doing the sentence is good but you complicate it.

'
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2. Which dctivities in the topic do you feel most useful?

3. Are there activities you consider unclear?

4. Are there activities you consider su erfluous?

5. Which activities do you find very complex to teach? Which did you find.'

6. Which activities did you pupils find easy? Which did they find diffi-

cult?

This was terrible (page 2 on the student page) until I changed it. If in-

deed when you introduce it you must start with,a constant, everybody should

have the same amount to add or take away. I tried it your way and it was

chaos. I changed it for a center and it worked very well, if you have a

constant. Everybody has eight. You can use the word change, that's alright

cause it's repetitive, but add take off 3 . . . You must have a constant

if you're dealing with numbers plus under 10. That's my big beef. Page.3

is fine, the language is not too bad. Page 4 is alright, page 5 is

alright. Pages 6 and 7 were easy for them. That's good to introduce. So

were 8 and 9 becaude we could--those just plus and minus. Ten was not bad

or 11 because, except in cases where you had more than 10. Pages 12, 13,

and 14 were not good. I tried to adapt 16 for center--it was just too hard

for them, just too hard--they could not do it. tlie pages that were bad,

again, page 19 we have to do together because of the language. Five snails

go away--do you relize how many snails there are? [She counts from 1 to 14.]

"Again it was the numbers over 10 that were the problem?" Big problem for

my class. On page 20 you have false.Istatements. Two minus 3--I know that

isn't a false statement. I have to present that as a false statement in

first grade because they can't comprehend that, but it bothers me because

it is not a false statement. I don't want to lie, and I don't think that's

necessary. They are trying to decide which is plus or minus. Why confuse

them? If there were 2 ice-cream cones and he buys 3 more--should it be

2 plus 3 or 3 minus 2? Which one should be truthful? ..'Cause the thing

that you are trying to establish in this inventory is whether you add or

subtract. What do you do with the numbers. That is too6confusing and has

no relevance to them. I believe a lot in Piaget. You've got tef remember

that these kids are,going from concrete--they haven't made it yet. I think

this is something that has not been kept in mind. Same thing with 21. Ann

picked 8 more flowers. First place, the kids have got to decide whether to

add or subtract. Maybe ,they can do it by "picked more." Using consistent

language like add or take away is better, but you have all these conflicting

statements. Now, I know that is the way in real life and what you're trying

to do and I agree with that, but'that is a different story when you're in-

dividualizing than when you're dealing with d whole group. First place',

five of them know immediately what they want, well "pick eight more flowers." .

Does that mean that they should put them with the others? Or did she take

them away or did she pick them from the garden? You see how really con-

flicting language that is. A man killed five of the flies. Somebody asked

me 'Are those flies dead?' So it's the language. ,I didn't even do the

money. That's ridiculous, because you must learn to count by fives before

you do money, "Are the ones that you found hard for the kids different from

the ones that you found hard to prepare to teach?" No, I think it's the

same. "Were there activities that you think, other than the fact the

19
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numbers were too big and so on, that shouldn't have been there in the first

place?" See, I think the activities are alright if you simplify the

language and, for me, now it might be the other classes can handle it, I

don't know. But for me, all you have to do is simplify the language. Listen

to this--"Billy had 4 cents to spend. He found a nickel on dhe sidewalk.

How much money did he have then?" I would say five, maybe four, of my kids

could read that by themselves. That means that makes it worthless for me,

because you confound the kid if you're teaching them math and you have to

teach them a whole new vocabulary. So, for me, if you would simplify the

language and confine yourself to numbers 10 or below as you did in the in-

ventory, to me it's a good topic. "The numbers between 10 and 20-is the big

thing.that you think is missing in their abilities before they hit this topic?"

7. Is there material which your pupils should have tovered before this topic

which they didn't?

"Other than learning the numbers 10-20?" No, I don't think so. I think,

I don't know lf you noticed my inventory, but I looked it over and most of

the kids could solve, write the sentences and solve--because thdy were under

10. I gueSs psychologically that's very important to these kids. ,Because

when it gets to 10-20, the burden is very severe on them to solve. Kids

don't like not to solve. They don't like to leave the box empty. That's

, hard on them and then they lose the feeling of success-that goes with the

ability to do. I notice in'the inventory the whole attitude was completely

different because they felt comfortable, so success came more rapidly. They

do not feel comfortable with numbers 10-20.

8. Haw did you choose which activities to use?

First place, I was trying to do them all that weren't optional because I

thought I should give this a fair shake. Then when I got--then I really

"got upset with this. I might as well tell you. I;think everybody knows

that I'm not a private person. Then I started to.be more disterning and

I knew what the kids could do and I started to Supplement. my big problem

was I felt that the kids were beginning to hate math. "Which activities

did you leave out?" I leftThut the money completely. I left out E. I

tried E, then I did one of E, then I left out the others. I left out 12.

I left out G, both G's.

9. Dislyou change any of the activities? Why?

"The only one you changed was the chain change thing." Yes, I cnanged that,

and I also changedJto smaller numbers. This is good, page 13, because it's

really small numbers and they really felt very successful. I did another

page like page 11 which was C with smaller numbers. That's it.

11.-Is there anything else you want to say?

No, I think I told you quite a bit.
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1. Do you plan alone or with others? With whom?

Iylan alone. I confer occAsionally with B about activities, but I plan .

2. Do you_plan day-by-day, activity-by-activity, topic-by-topic, or use some,

other scheme?
A

I plan weekly, but I plan activity-by-activity, I vess.

3. Do you use resources other than the topic materials? What are they?

None except what I call fun folders that have facts in them. Those are

supplementary things for them to do when they're finished wi'th the day's

assignment. "And they just deal with . . ." Just the plus and minus facts

to 10. Some to 20 for kids who can do that. ."Do you find many kids who can

do that?" A few.

4. Are there pupy_pal_y1?Wilsforwhomoulaihichones?

Yes. Much slower ones. I have an LD student ho comes . . . "Any that

you might call gifted?" No. That's what the fun folders are kind of for.

Those are individualized, I mean some of them are, the more giften ones would

maybe be doing facts to 20. There are puzzles and things too, not just pages

and pages of facts, but dgferent kinds of, not drill at all but fun things,

coloring and puzzles. "The slow child you have, how can you adapt this to

use for him?" I have to read-it to him, basically, and I have to give him

different directions. Make it more simple for him, for example, the spots

on the things are too close together for him, so I have to draw it.

15.1/REGT.' INSTRUCTION

1. How do you decide how to group you students?

I feel that with DMP it's very difficult for me to group them. Just the

ay it is organized, they have to all be working on the-same activity at the

sath time.. But I do group them up, for example, if some kids aren't getting

it th first time through, then that's how I group them, those who are getting

it and hose who aren't. "So you kind of see these as lending itself to

total grodpinstruction?" Yes.
N.

2. Does:your grouping change? What induces the change?

"Once you've'decidedNto group a certain way, do you leave it that way?" Pretty

much. N
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3. On what basis do you decide whether an activity should be seatwork

versus teacher. directed?

DMP usually says it's a large group or the booklet pages are seatwork.

The stories and activities are group. "Soyou did follow as best you

could?" Yes,. I pretty much stuck-to the DMP, the way it's set"up. "Do

you do that ordinarily or because we had stressed that?" I think more so

this time. I really tried to do iras you had laid it out, 1.,uc most of

the time I followed the guide, "Would you do that with any other text,

too, or do you do it more with DMP?" I think I would, if I don't think

it's going to work, then I don't. I don't think DMP is any more or less

than any other.

4. How do you decide how much time to devote toa_t2picara..?

I have like a half hour a day that r can ve for that--it rarely goes

beyonu that. I have to try to fit in paris of'activities in that time.

I don't know, I'm not always real good at it, but usually I'can figure out

just by looking at the pages and the activities just how long it's going.to

. take. "If you had to choose between two or three activities, or some of

those things that were optional, how di you decide which you would include

and which you wouldn't useor did you do everything that was in there?"

I did most everything that was in there, but I think I Aid skip a few of,

the optional things. If it's optional and I don't think that they need

anymore practice on it, then I usually skip it. If I'm pressed'for time.

5. What type of evaluation of students do you favor (masterior not, low

leVel or not, other)?
-

I Jike them to master it, but I don't think that's realisitc. I can go 'on,

knowing that they at least have been introduced-to it. I prefer that they

tireally not hal a lot of questions in their minds before we go on to some-

thing else. "D you use any kind of evaluation throughout the unit? In

. other words, how do you decide whether or not this student is really getting

,
,the material?" Other than daily obsekvation and looking, you know, checking

--tbe pages,,'just the topic inventory as far hs the topic goes. "But, you-do
.:.

go around and IoOk at the papers?" Ye§.

TOPIC INTERVIEW

2. Which activities in the topic do you feel most useful?

Are you going to be asking me more specific questions? "In order to deal

with various topics, E's going to go through each activity and deal with

each one as far as being clear or unclear, difficult and so on." Activity

S-1A, where we talked about plus and minus signs. I thought that was a

variable activity except the very first, part 1. The chain change was

very difficult, it was very hard to teach. The children did not understand

the directions. We spent a lot of time on it that I thought was really

wasted time. "Was it difficult because there wasn't a number given initially?"

Eventually I went through a few of them and eventually I.started out with

the same number, and everybody did the same thing. I think it's much too
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hard an activity to begin with. Maybe it would have been easier_later on.

In fact, I did later on give them a page like it and had them dPit indi-

vidually with the whole group and that worked much. better. Part 2, the

cards, I also used individually and that worked out alright--more as a

center type thing. The pages were more fun--3, 4, and 5. I liked the way

the pictures were, are big, and the words are written large and the

directions are real clear. Then activity B, this is where they learn to

write the'plus and minus. The story was good, they enjoyed that and the

machine--that was fun. Heie's where the spots were hard for my LD and

for a lot of the kids. To count them, not for a lot of the kids, for My

LD especially. But the stripes,,I think, were not clear. They 'didn't

know they were to count stripes and a lot of them called this zero zero,

but they all did real well on these pages. It was very easy, almost too

easy for them. The word problems were fun too, they,don't have any bad

feelings about word problems yet and that was really fun. Page 8 was a

little bit mote difficult because the way it's set up here. Once we got

into that it was okay. There were all pretty good.putting the plus or

minus. Now we get into writing phrases. I started activity C with in-

structions for th., unput-putter machine. That went pretty well. "Did

you find that easy to do?" You mean as far as for me to teach? "Yes."

I didn't have trouble teaching any of this except the very first page. At

least'so far. They really hadn't run into any problems except for the

first page. The problems on page 10 at the bottom was a little tricky--

the 3 minus 4. "But they could handle that?" Yes. Page 11, they really

did pretty well writing their own sentences--this is the first time that

they really wrote the phrase, Sometimes the word Instructions and how

many at the top--that was kind of confusing. Later on you wrote phrase--

all kinds of different instructions for what they were supposed to do.

I just miss calling them sentences and the boxthey all wanted the equal

signs in caSe they . . . "So some kind of consistency would have been

helpful?" Yes. I found,it hard to use this guide with all the pages in

the back. LiketI'm doing nowit's hard to keep flipping backlook at

what the guide is talking about and then having to flip to the back. Twelve

and 13, this' ,one was real hard. This is where I had to read, this was all

oral,,I had to read the situation and then they had to write it--it took

ajong time. It was very hard for those children who cna't do it auditoriolly.

"Would you say you have many.of those kids?" I guess it was so hard because

we had to wait for them--most of the kids.could have gotten this fine., in "

fact the auditory would have been better than having to read this 'cause'it

was too hard for them to read. I'm sure that's why you put some of these in,

but if I had gone as fast as most of the 8roup could have gone the others

would have been left behind. I was trying to stick to this so I think what

I eventually did was let those catch up later. It was real hard for them

all. "That's page 25, the Leachers?" Right, and page 12, students. Page

13 we, just a little too much stuff on this Pagethis is where we intro-

duce the word phrase, write the phrase--and they didn't know what that was

and then how many after the change. On Activity S-1 optional, I,did 14 and

15 where they measured their necks and wrists, ankle and knee. 'Cause they

like doing that, it was a little confusing because referring to the 'n-w'

they had to*keep looking, back and sometimes they'd say 'what's an n and

what's a w,' and you'd have to keep saying look at the top of your page.

That was fun. I did not do the one with the washers, unless I have to I

don't use those balances. I just don't think they work very well. So we

just did the ones with the necks. Again, I have a really good group. I

know that some people really have trouble, but most of my kids were able to

0
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a

do this page and find the right sentence and get the right answer in the

box and everything, but the way it's set up it's very difficult for any of

thoskids who do have problems at all. "Did you find it confusing when

they 'give an equation 7 minus 8 equals box? Did you think that interfered

in anyway with anyone'S learning?" I'm not sure it really interferes with

it, hut I think I don't know why you do that--when that's not the way it's

supposed to be done--Iathink it is just confusing. I don't know why you,

what the purpose of putting that in is. Most of them say, 'No,, you can't

take 7 away from 8,' kut any kid who has reversal problems, they just

might use that over the other one and I think it's just asking for problems.

Page 19 was also pretty good. I was reallj'T pleased with how well they

wrote the whole sentence--the sentence in the box--the equal sign and every-

thing and put the answers in it, they really did well: Most of them, a

lot of them, will draw on to the picture, some of them use links for fingers.

"So you had manipulatives available for them to use if they wanted to?"

Again, on all these pages I had to work around to the ones who don't read

as well and say this says five monkeys go away. The ones who can read did

this fine, but the ones who have trouble-7even with a few words--I was

always walking around doing that. "So you let them work at their own pace?"

Right, unless a topic says go over a few with them. Then I do that. Most

of'the time they work at their own pace. That gives me a chance to work

with the slower ones. This is where I'm suppose to introduce writing--this

if back tracking a little bit. Introduce writing the sentences before we

get these pages; obviously we did a lot of oral stuff and we did it on the

board, wrote sentences on the board. I think that's what it tells you to

do. S-1 G* I did not use the washers. I did not do part 1. This is where

I deviated'. I did not do part 1 where it says on page 32 of the teacher's

guide, where it says to cut up small slips of,paper for about one-third of

the large group--write a single number from 01-10 on each piece of paper.

This is the activity with the washers and they walk around . . . I think

this is simiaar to one that was in topic 25 or 25 or whatever. I just

never had iuck with this one and I just didn't do it again. The directions

are very confusing and not everybody is doing the same thing at the same

time. They just really can't do that. So I didn't do it this time. I

did do the stations. I had F help set that up. The setting up of these

stations was not difficult. A lot of times is takes much too much time,

-especially in my case, to set up these stations, but this one was very

Aktraight forward and pretty easy. They had trouble because with the direc-

tions, say if they start off--on and off the paper--that!they're suppose-to

add them together, I think.. Then they're suppose to leave them there and the

next person comes and takes them apart. That's real hard too.- What I did-

here, this was catch up day, and I let the slower kids, kids who maybe hadn't

finished all their pages or needed extra help, do that. I only let my really

top students do this, an& they didn't have any trouble. But if I had had

the whole group do this at-22 kids, they never would have made it. "So

it takes a certain amount of independence . . ." Five to seven kids that

was it. The last three pages here, these pages were difficult because

there was a lot of reading--again difficult for oues who always had diffi-

culty. Again, I really hate this when 6 equals 2 minus. I guess it didn't

throw too many of them off, except the ones who have trouble anyway. "Ydu

fdund it confusing?" Yes. I don't see why . . . They're not ready to have

the box introduced first and I just don't think it should be in there. I

think it would have been fine and just as valuable if you would have had

just the 2 in there. On page 21 sentencesr-they're pretty good at that.
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like the way this has been introduced so far--it seems to me in previous

years I've had trouble with kids wanting to put'the box someplace else be-

sides at the end. Maybe that's because equalization was introduced earlier

and they got confused. Now, so far, they dori't worry about that. Always

the sentence is straight forward. Something plus'something equals box or

minus and they are All very good at that. Again, I'm talking about all of

theth that fill up . . . maybe ti:To or three. The last page was money--I just

didn't think needed to be thrown in ther, the money business. "Did you

do it.or did you skip it?" I did it with, again, not everybody did all of

these last few pages. So the ones who,did it udderstood it well enough to

be able to do it, but I wouldn't have had my, maybe three or four low ones,

.do this at all'because it's all reading. There's nothing there to help them

out. "Your group 'is small enough so you can go around and reach moSt every-

body?" Yes. The small group--the people who need help are5the small group.

".Did you use the aide at all other than setting up that station to help you

with instruction or anything?" No.

7. Is there material which your pupils should have covered before this

topic which they didn't?

NO.

8. How did you choosewhich activities to use?

Some of it from my past experience. I don't use the washers; the balances

are hard. They're not very accurate and it's very hard to do. I try tp

vary workbook pages and group activities from day-to,day, too. I don't

like to have them just work in the bookall of the time. So that's how,I

choose. I think it is sex up fairly well so that page-after-page isn't

always followed by another page--the activities are varied.

10. Did you add any activities?. Why?

I changed that first page in the book, and then again I always add the sup-

plementary. As far as the rest of this, I didn't redo or add anything ex-

cept give more time to those who needed it. I did on page 12 change that

a little bit forthe slower kids: "That's the one where you read the story?"

Yes. A lot of times I changed wording instead of instructions, I'd say

sentences.

NW"

11. Is there anything else yom want to say?

I thought the topic inventory was very easx. And good. Even my very lowest ,

ones were able to do that--1 think 1. You came so fast I didn't have a

chance to look over . . . but I think one little'girl still doesn't under-

stand how to read the right sentences. I think,. from what I can tell, most

really did a good job. I think it was much too easy for most of them, but

I think that's good. If ;hat's what you were tryint to get from this, then

I think it worked well because thei really seemed to do a good job on the

inventory. It was easy,and very easy to give. It didn't take very long. I

really, except for the few things that I.mentioned about the activities, didn't

find this difficult to teach. The ones that were difficult-were very diffi-

cult and made it almost impossible and I really had to change it, but for
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'the most part everything was set up pretty wel!. I enjoyed it too. "Any-

thing els'e, like having the observer in the room?" It went much better

than I thought it would. I really thought it would disrupt the kids. She

was very good, she tried pot to be obvious about who whe was watching% It

didn't bother me to.have her in there. I kind of enjoy it when she's not

there, I can notice that she's nor there, but I don't think it affects what

I do.

LO6
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TopiC S-1
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Teacher G School Y

PLANNING

' 1. Do you plan alone'or with others? With whom?

Alone.; We do'talk with the other, I do have frequent communication with

two teachers on how we do this part or do that part. So we do talk about

it, but when it comes to making my plan, I'm pretty much on my own. I

,follow the manual. I usually do it Wednesday or Thursday before the next

week. I can't do it too much ahead of that because you never are sure

how far you're going to get by Friday. "So the other people you plan with

are other teachers that are teaching the same thing?" Right.

2. Do you plan day-by-day, activity-oy-activity, topic-by-topic, or use

some other dcheme?

I have it blocked otit day-by-day. I usually lot* at S-1, the number, then

I figure out how many days it would cover that. I do go by 30 minute

periods, how, much I would like to accomplish in 30 minutes.

3. Do you use resources qther than the topic materials? What are they?

Not really"-there has been such a good supply of materials that I stick

pretty much tq DM? things. I haven't supplemented hardly at all.

4. Are there pupils for whom you plan specifiCally? Which ones?

Sometimes. If there are children who I anticipate are going to finish

faster, who know all their combinations already, sometimes I have extra

fun sheets for them to do. Those I supplement out of my own materials.

Not too often on. that." You try to have Something ready for them. "Slqwer

kids,, do you'do anything with them?" This year, since I have.supposedly

the middle group, I haven't had to do that, no, because our kids are

really pretty well ,grouped--they're homogeneously grouped. So I don't have

kids who are-very noticeably slow behind the rest of them so I haven't had

that problem. I have the middle group and they are really a good group

this year.

DIRECT INSTRUCTION

1. ,
How do you decide how to group your students?

This is the way it fias always been.done, since I've been here. We do

ability grouping and when they come into first grade they are generally

,grouped according to what the kindergarten teacher's perception of how

she feels they should be grouped. We have a slower paced group and an

average group and a top group. We do try to make that flexible and move

kids quite frequently. "I think maybe you misunderstbod me, I meant, how

to you decide whether to leave the kids at their seats in a large group

or split them up into small groups?" Depends on the nature of the activity.
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Generally I start out with.some kind of whole group instruction unless it's

something that we're carrying over from the day before, but I alWays start

with some activity up on the rug--some kind of oral activity--or we do

some kind of things at the boards or we do some kind of game together, then

they go back and do some individual work or go to stations. I generally

start-out wilh a whole presentation and then go to elther individual work

or small group work. "If you.want to go into more detail, you can state

why you make those changes." One other thing on the first part--a lot of

time the children are working in partners and that generally I let them

choose their own partners. If I find sOmebody who is choosing the same

person all the time I try to break it up and encourage them to have a dif-,

ferent partner. If I anticipate that some
children are going to have a

hard time I'll try to pair them up with someone I know who will be a good

helper with them. Generally if (re: changes) it's something new, then

it's most efficient to make a large group instruction--when I've had groups

that,have more trouble sometimes I would break it up and have a smaller

group or I would pay more close attention with each child, but they are

pretty good listeners and I don't have too much trouble getting my point

across to the whole group this year. It depends upon the nature of the

activity. If it's directlons I do that all at once, if it's a game and

I want to see closely what every child is doing then I will go to smaller

groups. "Then it depends basically on the activity?" Yes.

3. On what basis do you decide whether an activity should be seatwork

versus teacher directed?

If it is something that they can do independently. If I feel that they

are capable of doing it on their own, I will. If it's something new to

them, then I'll introduce it and do something with them as a group or in

small groups- Pmbably depending on how difficult it is. If it requires

reading, a lot of reading skill, then I will give them more direction on

that then if it's picture following.

4. HoW do you decide how much time to devote to a topic or an activity?

I guess I'd have to say past experience, otherwise you wouldn't know. If

I anticipate from past expeLlence, again, that this is a difficult concept

I might plan to spend two days on maybe, sometimes what I do is take formats

that their DMP'book has and make up another page or two like that. If I'm

410 afraid they're not going to get it in the one page of the student booklets,

so they will have something to reinforce them. At first when I started DMP

it took awhile before I could estimate how long it took. "Do you make

some changes in the topic, like do you decide at the time you are teaching

_it to make changes?" Right. It's taken more time than I anticipated after

in'troduced the equal sign at the end there, they had a harder time with

T- that thaa I expected so like tomorrow I'm supposed to be giving the topic

'inventory but I hope it's okay, I'm going to spend another day on the last

part of the booklet and give the inventory Monday. I think they need a

little more work on that.
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5. What type of evaluation of students do you favor (mastery or not, low

level or not, other)?

I like the topic inventOry at the end. I think that's one, but all along

you're really evaluating. To me every day they are getxing kind of a test

on their written work. To me that's my best feedbackwith my own personal

observation and eheir daily work. That's really more important than the

topic inventory. I get more feedback,from that than you do on one day. So

besically my observation and their student work. What they communicate to

me toothat's one thing the new topic on MP is I've liked is just asking

dhe kids--I really didn't focus on that before and asking them how they got

there--I would go more on what their paPer and pencil work showed me or

what I could see them doing, but I'm surprised how well they can verbalize

what their thinking processes are. "You found that that made.a big dif-

ference?" Yes, it's more revealing to me and these kids are pretty verbal

about it. It gets the other kids to start thinking about it. When'you ask

-"one child the others are listeningwell, how did I get there too.

TOPIC INTERVIEW

1. How important do you feel the overall topic is?

I think it's very very important and I think it might even be better to

introduce it earlier if possible. I think we could even start on this in

October or November next year. Other things--the earlier.topics are fun

and I'm sure they're basic too, but I think that maybe we spend too much

on the earlier topics. I consider those kind of more enrichment. I'm

afraid we're going to run out of time toward the end of the year on problem

solving. My kids are ready for this a lot earlier, this particular group.

H has the lower group and they're struggling with it. The timing has been

just fine for them. If I had the average group next year, I'd like to start

them on tills a little earlier. "But you do feel the overall topic is im-

ortant?" Oh, very important. It's basic, you know. This is the basis for

problem solving and computation.

2. Which activities in the topic do you feel most useful?

The first thing we did where pley have the change, I liked the idea of that

but it did require a lot of work. It was hard to do with ihe whole group

and next year maybe I would arrange it so I could work with just half the

kids at a time because it was hard. They understood the basic concepts of

what they were supposed to do, but they kind of got mixed up on .7hich was

supposed to go in what box. Just the procedure threw them a little bit, but

the idea was really good and I thought that was a good way to introduce

the topic. I didn't do part 2 because--where'they had to make.a chain of

9, make a chain of 4, put them togetherthey'knew how to do that I felt.

I moved right on. I felt they were ready for the plus and the minus. I

like the unpit-putter very much. think that's great. One thing that H

did that I think would be nice, she made herself a big card of the unput-

putter rather than just that little one that we had and she made a big deal

out of that and also one thing that we all added that might be good for

the whole program, is to make a dial. There Wasn't a dial provided to us

so we made our own little dial. We had the kids make their own too. Where
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they had a plus and a minus. That was fun. I liked that as far as intro-

ducing the plus and minus. Then the story.problems--I liked all of them.

Theg we went on to oral listening. Those were good. I did a lot with them

orafty on problem solving before we actually did too much in the book. A

lotsof the kids already knew about putting the equal sign in and they were

doing that. When they just did the first phrase with'4 minus 3 or 4 plus

3--they didn't have any trouble with that. A lot of them already put in

the equals. They're very intent on finding the answer right eWay. That

was one thing I have to really slow them down on so that they would get

the sentence first instead of concentrating on getting the.answer. Con-

centrating on the process and writing their sentences. The one problem

had with the book toward the end--they have a picture of say, 6 donuts, and

then they say 4 went away--the kids, a lot of them would have a hard time

remembering to put down what they started with. They want to say 4 take

away something, so they would get confused on that part because it didn't

say--if they said there were 6 donuts take 4 awaY, then they could do it,

but if there's just a picutre of 6 donuts and it said 4 went away, they'd

put 4 take away. So sometimes they would get those directions mixed up.

Or they would write backwards--3 minus 4--that was toward the end. Some-

times they would do tliat,-it would say take away 3 and they would put 3 take

away, then they wouldn't know where to go. Maybe that was my fault, Maybe

I didnit stress what they started with enough. Once I noticed that, then

they started to correct it--that was'a problem on the directions. I really

liked the topic. I like the way to was pared. To give them enough oppor-

tunities at each level. Course having the cubes and everything--to me it was

the way everything went along, it was just about the right speed. To me,

ion the, for my group, I really didn't need as much time on the dial part.

Most of the kids knew what a plus sign was and what-a take away sign was.

There were only,a few who were unfamiliar with that sign already, most of

them knew that. Where they had a choice--here's a ball, take away 3 strikes--

a lot of kids were not aware of the difference here between 3 take away 4

and 4 take away 3, so we apent time on that. "How did they handle dhe 3

bke away 4?" Most of them put O. They would think,-they can't do it,

they would just put down the 0- I would say, it'a not really 0it's

pomething they'll do later on. It really would have to be less than O.

They would kind of look at you and say 'Less.than 0?', Some of the kids

Could conceive of thaE, but most oi the kids would just think O. I liked

the transition between writing the phrase and having the answer. There

Was kind of the middle step here on page 13. Then when they went back,and

Out in the equal signs. This was hard--measuring their necks and writs)

hasically because they had a hard time measuring their own necks and putting

. . we just had a hard time doing the measuring. I think dhe measurement

is fine, but it's kind of tricky. When they had made 2 n's? How much would

2 n's be, they would take whatever n waslet's say n was 7--they would say

P
lus 2. A lot of the kids would do that. Or they would put' n plus n

which was correct. It's funny, because they would substitute the number

every other time, but when it came to this one they would use the letter.

That one was definitely on how long would 2 of something--2 n's or 2 w's

or 2 a's, 2 k's on page 15. Those threw them too. Very few of the kids

got those on their own. "The would just take the numbers and add 2?"

Right. It wasn't 'cause they couldn't read it, 'cause most of them could

read haw long are 2 a's--and once we talked about it, then they could see

it and after they've-had a couple of examples then more could do it when

they saw it again. That definitely threw the majority of them. Herets
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another one. When it said on page 16, 'take 2 from h.' They had a hard

time understanding what that would be, you know what they did? They went

2 take away uhatever h was, instead of understanding. I think it would be

better if you would- say take h and then take 2 away or start with h take

2 away. The take 2 from h, maybe that language is something we want to get

across. They always tended to write down on their sentence first whatever

was first on the problem. We should either leave it that way and deal with

and teach thejnterpretation of the problem or change the wording. A Iot

of them would do that. They would.say 2 take away h, if-dt was bigger than

then they wouldn't know what to do. Page 18,and 10 and 20 are real good.

These were good too, because they threw in like 5 take away 9 and they had

to choose the right one. Here's the one, page 21, they wouldn't always

remember to just put down the number they started with. They'd read a man

killed five of the flies and they would say five take away and,then they

couldn't know where to go with it. This problem was hard for,them--no more

houseswere built on this block--they weren't sure whether it was plus or

minus. When you think about built I think of adding on, but that wasn't

obvious to the children. A lot of them had minus on that one. Especially

when it said no more. They would equate that with not take Away or stop.

A lot of them had 5 plus 5 on that one instead of 5 plus O. I didn't get

to 22, on the money problem, yet so that's another reason I want to take

another day before . . .

3. Are there activities you consider unclear?

No, basically the ones I mentioned before.

4. Are there-activities you consider superfluous?

This one on part 2 on the very first one where they had the cards. When

they had to put them together. To me that was basically what they were

going to be doing the rest of the unit. I was ready to go right to the

plus and minus. Other than that, none.

5. Which activities do ou find ve com lex to teach? Which did ou find

very simple for_you?

The 2 a's and the 2 n's, that part, that was kind of.tricky thinking. "Every-

thing else, then, was simple?" Yes, I really thought it was very well done.

They don't have the missing addend at this point, I really like itimprove-

ment over the other unit. Those kids who really knew what the number sen-

teaces were about could look at that, but that requires a lot of sophisticated

thinking at this age level. I really didn't think they were ready for it.

6. Which activities did your pupils find easy? Which did they find diffi-

cult?

Doing the manipulating and joining and finding the right answers they could

do pretty well, but when it came to writing sentences with the equal sign

in the box and writing the whole complete sentence, that was something.new--

I mean they'll do the whole-thing together. I wouldn't say it was diffi-

cult, but it was definitely something new to most of them. Writing the

whole sentence. I didn't fhink Anything was beyond them. ."Which ones do

31
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do you think they found difficult?" Finding the 2 n's and . . . That one

was definitely the hard one: The actual computation using objects, that

wasn't hard for them.

7. Is there material which our ,u. ils should have covered before this

topic which they didn't?

No,"I'd say they were well prepared. Especially just*having finished the

numLars 11 through 20: That was a good lead into this. "I take it that

you .used all the activities in the topic?" Except that one in the first

part. I skipped one on the stations at the end. That one I just didn't

think it would work. Where they had to m'atch washers--some had washers

and some had blank pieces of paper. I made up my own stations with that one

because I thought: I could just see everybody going bananas--I thought the

directions were too complex--so I thought up my own that.was a little simpler.

"Which activity, was that again?" That was toward the end, I think it was

right--one of the last ones--S-1

9. Did you change any of the aciivities? Why?

I still had a station thing, but I didn't use the one, you had the same*idea

what they were after, 'but I didn't use yourjormat. "You thought that was

'just going to be too difficult? Not the concept but the proceddre thaf

was on there.

10. Did you add any activities? Why?

Not really. No, because I was kind of squeezed for time, so you,could test

today.

11. IS thrae anything else you wane tp say?

I think it's a great addition and the revising was, like getting rid of the

missing addend, maybe we can have it a little earlier. Especially for the

top group, they are ready for this really in early fall. With the way we

group the children. "Anything about the coding that went on in tile class-

room?" No. I liked the way everything was introduced part of the time and

them putting all the parts together. It was real good.
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Topic S-1 Teacher H School Y

PLANNING

1. Do you plan alone or with others? With whom?

By myself.

2. Do you plan day-by-day, activity-by-activity, topic-by-topic, or use

some other scheme?

I usually go topic-by-topic and then run through the whole thing and then

I can change that. But I would just as soon go through and see how long

it's going to take me to do the long range planning. T find if they did

really poorly on one day than I'll have to repeat something similar the

next day. I might fall belAnd that way but then another one I might catch

up another day.

3. Do you use resources other than the topic materials? What are. they?

My own ideas and my own projects. Bui no other series from a company or

anything. I go according to the topic. I keep separate files on each

topic.

4. Are there pupils for whom you plan specially? Which ones?

Our. Title I children that come in and need all the extra help and need

someone standing behind them all the time. "How do you plan differently

for them?" We just make sure that someone is there with them when we have

the activities. They do get extra help Jike at recess time or afterwards

we have to help them finish up or we have a whole entirely different paper

for them too. "Extra sorts of things?" Yes. "Are there any bright kids

you have to plan for specially?" Not necessarity, 'cause we group. One

teacher has the high level and one has the middle. Lots of schools keep

them all together and I just think that's too hard to plan for because so

many of these kids, like Teacher L is ahead of me by two topics. My kids

just couldn't handle that. I'm sure some of them won't pass this test from

this topic, so I'm glad we do regroup that way. I've had one student that

I've had to move and I probably could move a couple of more up to Teacher G's

class, but you need a couple of leaders and a couple kids . . .

mostly the slow kids that you have to do something for? There aren't any

other special kinds of kids for other reasons?" No.

:DIRECT INSTRUCTION

1. How do you decide how to group your students?

At the very beginning of the school year? "No, either at the beginning or

during the activity." At the very beginning of the school year what we do

is basically regroup according to the reading group, that is, if they're

in a high reading group then the top three reading groups,will go on the top

math group and so on. Then after about the second week of school, it's

4.)
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been pretty close. Usually if they do well in readdjgg they do well in math.

We do regroup then. It's very easy to say 'he's not doing well, can I move

him up to your class?' and so we switch a lot during the school year. "When

you're teaching right in your clagsroom, do you group the kids?" No. I

teach a large group and then we do, if we work on stations and that type

of thing, -but-,---no, I never have one grOup doing this andwell, I should

take that back, sometimes when my student-reacher-or our litlej_aide or

when our aide is in the room, then I might say these five children really

need a lot of extra help and she might take them and I might do another

activity, but never alone. It's too'hard.

3. On what basis do you decide whether an activity should be seatwork

versus teacher directed?

When I have a low group like I have this year, I've never had that before,

I've had low groups but not like this. What I usually do is when I have

like the middle or the high group you can just give the directions and they

do the activities and you can go so much faster, but with this group I do

almost every page together. You can do a thousand activities and with this

group they'll go to their book and say !I don't know what to do.' They're

a different type of group and so 1,,generally do all the activities together.

Once in awhile when we've gotten really close to the end, I have said 'I

would do the first two with you and then you do the rest.' ,I also found

that in this topic there are many children that instead of 'saying always

'add on,' a lot of the kids can read 'add on,' but then they say they came

and went away and they don't know all those words, so I found that reading

really caused difficulty in this and also the last three--all those story

problems. I really have to ao most pages with them. "If you did have a

higher group, wOuId you try to have them so as much independently as they

can?" Oh yes. Because they could read all that. There wouldn't be any

problem.

4. How do you decide how much time to devote to a topic or'an activity?

I guess just after teaching the first year we weren't done with half of the

whole curriculum by March or April so as we get .going with,it and the more

and more we use it. We remember we don't have to do this or spend as much

time on it, so I guess it's just from-experience.,

5. What type of evaluation of student do you favor (mastery or not, low

API level or not, other)?

When I look at, a test and I see that maybe their mistake was counting, say

for instance they had to find three and four equals what and they put six

instead of seven, I say okay, because a lot of the kids will be counting

real fast and it's only a matter of what they counted incorrectly and so a

lot of times I look and see how their classroom work is and if that child

is Teally working up to his ability. If thaes all he can accomplish a lot

of times I say 'that's fine' so a lot of times it's teacher judgment, like

what I expect from them. "Do you usually expett them to be pretty good

beiore you go on or are you willing-to be so-so for some activities before

you would go on to the next one? From topic-to-topic?" The other ones

they all had that up until this time they really Wien't had too much prob-



lem with the topics. This one I could probably spend a couple more weeks
on but they really need a break and I can tell they're getting bogged down

with it and they just really need that time to go to topic 26 and have a

little relaxation. Sometimes it's depending on how bored I find the class

is getting or ix they really are still interested in it and I know they can

use a little bit extra, then I go on.

TOPIC INTERVIEW

1. How important do you feel the overall topic is?

Extremely important because that's the most that anybody complains about;
because they don't know their basic facts to know what they are doing. So

I would say that that's one of the most important things and I'm glad that

we're starting it earliei than we usually do.

2. Which activities in the topic do you feel most useful?

With my kids I have to entertain them so much so I always add so much more

than what's in the book. The things I did here "the chain change," I just

can't make up my mind I would say, 'no I think I'll have you add on some

more' or 'oh, no, I'll have you,' so I kind of made that as kind of a game

where I just couldn't make up my mind. That first page had quite a bit on

it. A lot of times I will have them go and take, say there's a book and

there's so much on it, I'll have her take pen lines and separate all of the

activities. There's just too much together and when you say go up in this

area . . . another thing that I would like to see on a lot of the pages

when there is so much is to either letter them and say go up to box A, or

box B, or put a little star and say go up where the star is. If they had

a high group the teacher wouldn't have to say that, just say go up to the

first box or whatever. A lot,of the lower groups need scaething to tell

them where to go because they'll say, 'Where? What box do you want?' 'Oh,

look where the star is,' and then then can find it. A lot of it was too

much on this first page, I know. Another thing that I did for activity A,

it said to have every child take a different number . . . "So A wasn't dif-

ficult for them, was it hard for you to organize it?" No. The unput putter

was just'extremely better than the last. I made a great big huge one with

a dial and everything and we took that off and we made sentences to put into

it. They caught on to that right away. I think I have one who still gets ,

the add on-take away sign mixed up a little bit. That really helps though,

that's really good. This is what I didn't vlally like--they all had three

more mice came--ind I really couldn't have my kids do it alone because most

of them couldn't read it. "This is page three?" I would rather have had,,

even after you introduce the signs you still had the reading and I would

have preferred . . . of course that would have told the answer, but too

much reading for my little group. Page eight--pretty much for my kids to

handle. The biggest problem with my kids was just careless counting and if

there was an add on they would subtract instead and get the wrong answer.

Page 14 was hard and 15 and they were suppose to do their own neck and

wrists; I did mine. We measured my neck and ye measured my wrists and we

did everyone together. The same thing on the ankle and my knee and we used

my numbers and everyone did it together because . . . page 14 took us two
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days, then when we did 15 it wasn't too bad then and they had gotten used to

that, but putting 2 A's together--well we only measured one ankle, so they got

kind of confused with that. I thought those were hard pates. We Were suppose

to go to centers with this. We did it all together up in front of the class.

They couldn't have handled that. I had a big cart up on top with balance,and

then I said, 'This is G. I need someone to come up and measure.', so I had

.five children measure. 4It took us almost two days to do this. At the

centers it was really too much so I really change a lot every year with the

classroom that I have. I think we even skipped page 17.. If I would have

had a good group I might have taken this out and put it in the center or

used SOD* extra--maybe taken it out and given it to them as hoemwork. But

with my kids-I just didn!t do that. This page I had the aide take a line,

and go through this.. Another-thing-, mow_what I did when Iintroduced the

equal sign, I took the words a, (Ida, and brown, and I saidsometimes I

refer to this as a math sentence and then I kind of'refer back tO reading

sentences too. They have to make sense when you're writing them and I say

'A dog brown,' and they say 'that doesn't make sense=-put "is" in there.'

,So I had a-dog-brown written in black and put the "is" in red and then'

they read it again and say 'that sbunda read goodso then I put a matb

sentence up and I read '10, take away 6i 4.' When we play bingo I go '

'64-6,4. I always say the two numbers until they learn all the numbers

and everything. Then I had 10 take 6 and 4 written in black'and then I-said

'that doesn't make sense-:-what's 6,4? Sixty-four? That's not What we're

trying to tell people' when we're writing that sentence, we need another math

word in there--a math wordwal, is. 10 take away 6 is 4. Cau you think

of something that means is? That We're trying to find out?' Someone says

'equals.' Then we put the equal sign--really no problem with that. We had

the two together and then I said 'now it sounds much better' and so we read

it and then--that really,wasn't much of a problem. This one, a lot of them

did this page, page 20j. They put the small nuinber first. Then when I

kind of brought upI said 'how many did they start with? Does this show

that they started with 9?' Right away they went up to the other One." All'

these last ales we had. I had to laugh because I was,reading thi's over--

I said 8, there were 6 parachute men. And the aide was in the room and she

goes, 'Teacher H, those are parachute women.' I'm glad you.got that in

there. This ;gab very hard (page 22) and - . . was the last one to do it

and I wanted to warn you\because I stopped andtore out the money pages on

the last couple of units because my kids are not ready for that. You.say

'bow much is a dime worthnickel , a nickel.' Their concept of money is

very off right now. When I say he found a nickel I always say he found 5

cents. As I was reading it I just changed right away; I did not say a

nickel or a dime. "When you changed the activity it was really just'to

-clarify it rather than to change it?" A lot of times what I would do too

is like, when I knew an activity wasstoing to be really hard then I would

go backwards and I would take a day out and just do my own activity or my

own thing back at the rug as an introduction and then the next day we would

go into here or do the activity that theY suggested. I used the overhead

a real lot. I found that that really helped with the pages where I could

point as long as you didn't have the A or the B dr whatever. Some of the

pages I said, 'okay, now look where my fingers, are on the overhead.' So

I did use that a lot.

`)6
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3. Are there activities you consider unclear?

No, I used almost all of them. I played a game with this just a few times--

I cut these apart. It really wasn't necessary, but we had a little time

left and I made them draw one of the cards and then they fiad to do the

directions in front of the class. I don't think they called for it as a .

game or contest. I had a lot of contests. I really had to spend a lot more

time than was suggested. "Motivating things?" Yes, to get them going at

it--more than just introducing it. I'm not so sure that that is not a bad

idea for the high groups too because you find--my high kids that I have in

my reading class, I find, oh,.I didn't have quite time enough to do that

aCtivity, but that's alright. I think you kind of let those kids slide by

sometimes and go always to the low kids and so I hope that if I do have a

high group again that I will remember that they naedthose extra fun 'things

too and they can't just have worksheet after worksheet. There were a lot

of days when we didn't use the book, that I did other activities instead.

7. Is there material which your pupils should have covered before this

topic which they didn't?

No. I felt that going from the new 21-23 combination and going into this,

I felt that it was much smoother than ,other years. I miss Greedy Duck.

There was one thing where they did have the greater and less than sign in

the old booklet.and we never had that in the new 21-23 so we had to rip

that out.

j. How did you choose Which activities to use?

,My big unput putter--we had fun doing thatmade a ditto of the unput putter

'and I put it on cardboard and they decorated. I had the exact same replica

of my big one and they made little dials--plus and minus--we took paper

fasteners--so that took us a whole day. I read story-problems and they

turned their unput putter dial to the plus or the minus. I always did'thaf

with Greedy Duck, too, and made puppets. The art activities and the

extra things. "Did you add any sort of content thing, any math content

that wasn't really part of the unit that you added?" Not really, I never

have my booklet in my hand--my teacher's manual--I always just do it the

way I talk and that's always worked out best for me. I don't like reading

things right off the manual. I piloted this program before it even got off

the groUnd. We were using paper clips for links and I think I worked 40

hours a day on the math and I still should know it like the back of my hand, .

but I change it every year. I do a lot of, like, puppeta to introduce, or

I pretend I was a magician and I'd gotten these magical powers and I just

make a lot of stuff up to get them motivated.

11. Is there anything else you want to say2

I--really like most of it. 'The only thing I don't like, how here, you aa
them all-labelfed,. we could see go to this go to that. Some of them had

just too much on eadh page, and the reading part of it. I don't know'if it

would have helped to have a picture. I just thought these pages (the ones

with many problems to read) were awfully confulaing. It was good, they

.really had to listen and, I don't know the other claases or what the other
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teachers. . . Having just the teacher measure or you could even pick one

child and use them for an example, that would be a good idea too, but I

think it's hard enough to keep everybody on a page, much less having every-

body have a different number. That was probably the worst, I guess (pages.

14 and 15). I just have a class--I'm just sweating by the time I get done

teaching. You have to pull everything from them. I'm glad that we had

this change over, 'cause I think it's easier. I just can't imagine having

to teach with that old 25, with the box in every different possible situa-

tion. Is S-2 going to stay pretty much the same?

4
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PLANNING
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Teacher I School Z

1. Do you plan alone or with others? With whom?

Alone.

2. Do you plan day-by-day, activity-by-activity, topic-by-topic, or use

some other scheme?,

By the week,,and then I make daily changes. Usually my plans are pretty

close to the way I planned them. "When you make changes is it usually

because of . . ." They didn't finish up as much or I wanted to review or

go back over a particular xoncept I thought there might be some question

about.

3. Do you use resources other than the topic materials? What are they?

I make additional ones, yes. More visual, say the unit on the dial, the

put-unputter. I made a dial, and they put it foyo"adding to." You know,

the simple add on and take away.- I make cards if I'm using the word add

on and take away where we made, I think you had some story problems where

they were to tell what they would do, I had them hold up cards. This type

of thing. *

4. Are there pupils for whom you plan specially? Which ones?

There are children in my oup who I know are going to have dilficulty

with the concept because o their past performance and therefore I am with

them a great deal of the time checking to see if something is happenihg or

not happening. In the event that it's not, I try to catch it right there

because teaching is easier ehan re-teaching. "But you don't plan in advance

special things for them, do you?" No. -

DIRECT INSTRUCTION
11.

I. How do you decide to group your students?

"Do you qoup your kids for math?" No.

3. On what basis do you decide whether an activity should be seatwork

versus teacher directed?

.."

I know the first year, children quite well. Therefore, I.can tell pretty

much what they can do independently and cannot. -Also it depends on the

time of year. -They can work better indeRendently the latter half of the

year than the first half." Some of the things are poorly written up and

poorly directed and therefore I have.to, make changes. "Do you 'decide

that you Want them to do as much independently as they can, or do you

think that the parts you direct them with sre just as valuable?" I

#-<39
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ti

- think it's yery important with first year children to give them many;

L.) directed activities so that tilty can gain skills. I do not concur with\

educational philosophy that says 'I'll give you this-time to be creative.'

I think you have to give children skikia first in order for them to be

creative.and the,more skills you give them the more creative they will be.

5. What type of evaluation of students do_you favor (mastery or not, low

level or not/other)?

I don'e make up any tests. I.,can tell what my children are doing just be

obseiyation. If I have any question, I may work with that child individ-

ually. "Are you mostly looking at their progress on skills or are you

looking at higher level kinds of things as well?" I look to see if they

know what thex're doing.

TOPIC INTERVIEW

A

1. How important do you. feel the overall topic is?

Ut.

"In terms of S-1. Is it less important than others?" Yes, it is important.

I think first year children are leaining to read recorded messages and to

write recorded messages so it would seem rather logical to me that you

would be dealing with this in your math classes.

2. Which activities in the topic do yew feel most useful?

3. Are there activities you consider unclear?

If I go to the worksheets I can give you my opinions. Chain chanie, forget

it! "Because of the difference in responses?" I just didn't aare'for the

whole set up. I thought it was confusing. I thought we were talkihg about

a change and I'm not sure that word is the most meaningful. A sequence of

chains was difficult. I would say if you cut it down to just one-.:hot two

chains. I used it, but I doubt that I would do it again. I probably

would cut it in half. "You'd use the first half?"Yis. po you.walit my .

comments? "Yes." Way too much reading. Our children in our particular

reading program are not ready for this much reading. My faster groups are.

Ifyou are in a more sight vocabulary oriented type of reading program, the

kids might know more of these words. Our kids are in phonics. Therefore,

it takes a little longer to present all the phonics befoie they can apply it.

All of the reading, I either read with them or have someone read, but I had

to check it. Another comment that I was really most unhappy with. was page.

. . . I like page 14 where they said make and take off 4--I thought that was

sequential. On page 16, where they said take 3 from 't', I thought was

poorly put. If they would say 'look at 'e.--take 't' from Because I

think primary children--this is like teaching them to almost reverse thought

processes. I was unhappy with-that. I felx-we had errors where they knew

the concepts and it was our fault. I have some hesitancy in some of the

instances Where they saw the wrong thing. They saw, I'm sure, 2 take away

6. I really, that concerns me. I would prefer not to, it may come up.

Let's face it when it comes up. "Did you change it when you taught it?"

Fortunately we didn't really have to get at it. They picked out the right

answer, but I still was concerned that they had seen this. Some did come

4 Li
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up with it--I'd prefer to wait until it came up naturally within a group or

with'an individual. If I were writing this and was going to include it,

then I would include in great detail--I call it an impossible sentence--

and that's what I tell my kids, 'Did you write an impossible"sentencel' Then'

we cross out so we know. Again too much'reading. "This is at the end." This

I had to read withthem, and we were in a rush to finish up here and didn't

even go for'the cents signs.

4. Are there activities you consider superfluous?

I changed theM. People must understand that this is my second year and last

year when I worked with your unit, and I usually do this when I work with

new material--I stay pretty close to what you want me to do, 'cause I have

to find out what You're getting at. It was frustrating. This year I'm

doing it my way. I know your concepts and now I know mine, but I always

feel I tave to pretty much think through with the person who wrote the

manual before I can say, 'Hey I don't like that.' So I'm much more comfort-

able.

9. Did you change any of the activities? Why?

"What kind of changes did you make this time when yOu taught?" I can

tell you right off the bat, very near the end--the,activity where they

were to do part 2 activity G--this is where they had objects or sets at

stations and they were to figure out what they should do. I just didn't

feel that my first year children would handle that well at all. I thought

we were asking them to combine groups and most of them would leave them as

a combined group and I could see others coming and saying, 'What dvme do

Ihere?' Even though it's built in here--it says they should do the set

separating and move on to another station. Tflus, at a.given station the

objects-alternate being on the paper and some off. As a result, different

pairs of children will write different sente(nces. I thought that sounded

very good, but I didn't see it working out kealistically 'cause some would

not put them back on the papersome would/be on the floor. "So it was

the logistics you were worried about?" weil, I thought the purpose was,

could they go to two sets and either joinithem; add them, write it down,

wiite a somethings box, and solve it. I/just made up my own. I made A

card and I put a number here and a number here and they set up their own

sets. It was a little more structured,' Another time it had one take away.

I had the number they would be dealingrwith and down there it said take

away so and so--so they handled it very nicely. "Were there other ones

-6615-ide-G-that-you-changed1-11-1-wish you-people-would_have_toId me rhat this

was coming up. I really would have taken notes. I just adapt so much, or

I give them visual clues, or I change it--or I go dramatic on them. "Is

it the same concept, but done a little differently?" 'Yes. I think you

people are not geared enough to the primary child.

y. Is there material which your TkiElls should have covered before this

topic which they didn't?

Not particillarly, but I am coficerited somewhat about your sequence. This

concerns me that I'm going to go 4ver off ilito topic 26 next week and

I've got them all hot on this andi We're going to go off on this other

41
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stuff and I'm afraid I might lose something here. "That's interesting. Most

teachers want the break." I can't see it, not if you're building on sequence.

That's how I teach. I'm willing to bet my kids are going to say, 'Oh, this

is easy." 4

10. Did you add any'ac!tivities? Why?

,

No. I guess I modified more than anything.
0,

-

I

-

,
1
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Topic S-1' Teacher L School Y February 9, 1979

PLANNING

1. Do you_plan alone or with others? With whom?

I plan alone at first. I mean, I have to rea". it over, especially where

it's new. If I've used it before, you knoc-,, "hat's helpful. But I like

to sit down and plan for the week and then ,.' 1,-1Ck as the day comes up

that I'm going to use this lesson and I will get over it usually in the

morning when I get here. Then when the aide comes, then we talk about

and plan together and talk about how we will prepare for the lesson and

what we're going to do. "So the planning sequence you follow is basically

week-by-week, but then within a week, it's day-by-day. But the initial

plan starts with you looking at the set of things and so on?" Yes, right.

3. Do you usually use resources other than the topic materials? What

are they?

Well, when we're weighing things, you know, then we have to scrounge

around and find, and we use tacks, or we use brushes or anything, you

know, that will come to the weight that you want. I wish sometimes when

I have to search and search that there were more materials furnished that

would, you know, be used for that. "But in general, with respect to gay

the topic you just completed, you didn't use . . ." No, we used the cubes

and the links mostly. Yes. No, I didn't use other things. Well, I like

cards and I put the plus and minus on when I introduced the things.

4. Are dhere pupils for wom you plan specially? Which oiies?
\

Yes. Sometimes. Now, maybe I can back up a little bit. We 'have, you

see, in my top group, from the other two rooms, there are three first

grade rooms, those children are really top. My room is a little lower.

They're a little slower. They're a little more immature. They're in-

telligent youngsters. They need a little more help. It takes them a

little longer; their thought process is slower. So many times we Will

take them, if they have gotten a little behind the other children on a

lesson, and the aide will take them out like in the morning and she'll work

with them.. And sometimes right within the room I have given them extra work-

sheets and put out, like I callthem stations, and I'll say, 'Here is Station

1 and there are 7 or 8 stations, you can take any worksheet you want and

work through them.' "Which children are these?" Okay. Can I just give

-first-names1----Like--Jason-and---Meg--and-T-ina.-and- -Teddy, once in awhile Michelle

and Scott have had to go too. But the first ones I named are rather slow.

DIRECT INSTRUCTION

1. Haw do you decide to group yOur students?

Well, I think I got the top group this year because I have such a slow

room,otherwise, and I think that was one of the factors. I really

haven't had too much to do with the grouping of the math children.

3
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2. Does your grouping change? What induces the change?

Yes. We have had to move some of the children, and we can do that readily

in our team meetings. We talk about it, how would this child move in

socially, and so forth, We've done this througout the year. Sometimes

we've:talked about it but haven't done it because we were a little con-,

cerned about the feelings of the child too. It isn't only how they do on

the skill or on mathematics, but also the social, you know, once they've

made that friendship in the room, it's-a little hard sometimes--some

children may have more sensitivity than others about moving. So then we

would see to it at the end of the year, now, make a suggestion that maybe

they'd be working with a little slower group.

3. On what basis do you decide whether an activity should be seatwork

versus teacher directed?

Naturally I am up there to direct them and guide them, and if they donrt

need me they go on their own, they work independently and the group I

have you get them going, they're just off on their own. "Basically you

attempt to follow the activities that are pretty well outlined." Right,

right. And if, you know, sometimes if I think it's not going tO stimulate

them, it's not motivating and they knaw it very well, either. I've tried

to enlarge on it to make it more challenging, or go on to the next step

which they let us do.

4. How do you decide how much time to devote to a topic or an'activity?

I guess I just start . . .
"Start and see how far it toes?" Yeah, right.

I don't think I say, the topic's going to last me, you know, three weeks,

or two weeks. I really don't do that.\ I really feel for the children and

I, I'm not teaching material, I'm teaching children. "Okay. Well, that's

one of the things that we want to make ure--part of the purpose of this

interview is to make sure that we get thoe kind of comments down, because

we know that in a couple of cases, not here, but the other teachers have

been working on it too, we have so many minutes, and so much . . ." No.

I know the aide was trying'to get me to say',\ now when are you.going to have

your paper and pencil test, and I said well,\just let'me see, I'm not quite

sure. You know, I want to, be sure of the feeling the children have, that

they're getting this.

5. What type of evaluation of students do you favor (mastery or not,

low*level or not, other)?

I think in math children have to master or they're going to be lost as they

go through the grades. I could be very wrong, but that's my feeling, be-

caus' 1 know in my own case, where I mastered the combinations it washelp-

ful later on. "Now I have a few relatively short questions on topic S-l."
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TOPIC INTERVIEW

1. How important do you feel the overall topic is?

The children liked it. It challenged them. And may I be frank? I have

a little feeling--I'm not sure, see, I haven't used it yet, but I've been

looking over this next topic, Topic 26. I'm wondering if that isn't going

to be a little let down, but then I think to myself, well, maybe it's good.

Maybe they can relax a little bit and be ready to take up a little harder

one again. "This one's fairly challenging, right? I agree with you there."

I thought, when I firat picked it up, I thought S-1 was a big step up, and

I wondered, I don't know, this was just a thought, that theremight have

been a little preparation in between. Because right away we went from the

change of adding and subtracting, that was the first mouthful I gave them.

:But they took it. It went great. "Well, I think in the eight classes we've

got, most of them are doing pretty well. But we've got a couple of them, I

mean, where the jump is a little too much. Trying to do both adding and

subtracting at one time is hard." Yeah, it's a pretty big thing, because

we haven't really done that much." Bome of the parents were a little sur-

prised that they jumped it up to 20. You know, usually first graders are

through 10, but I'm a little happy about thAt, I think. I think it can go

beyond 10. Because these children think in bigger numbers.

2. What activities in the topic do you feel most useful?

Well, I like the way they introduced the plus and the minus, you know, I

thought that was--I think it clinched it very well. The idea of change,

where they change from, like you were adding on like 5, and then you

change or took away or whatever and it seemed that the children picked

up the idea of the sentence very easily, that 6 plus 4'equals 10. And I

taught the whole thing right away. I didn't teach part of it,. I just let

them o all the way. And they were ready for it. I don't,qcnow if you call

it a something box, do you, or do you just call it something? "Something.

Something box, either one. That's alright." Get all these different terms,

you know. Every one is a different term.

3. Are there activities you consider unclear?

Oh, let me think. There was' one but I can't remember it. There axe some

we really have to sit down and figure out, but I guess after we talked it

over, the aide and I would get together on it, we were alright.. But I

don't retember now.

4. Are there activities you consider superfluous?

No. I thought it was a good,activity book.
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5. Which activities do you find very complex to teach? Which did you find

very sinple for you?

No, but I have a big group and I feel I've had to put an awful lot into it

to get them all to keep their eyes on me and work with me. I've felt that

strain, but that's nothing to do with the program. And that might be me

too, feeling, sensing the children, whether they were getting it or not.

But I felt that, step-by-step, the, it went very well. "Were there any

activities you thought were, perhaps, too simple? I wish I had my book

here. No. No, I think that they were very challenging. "More challenging

than sone. The topic itself, there's really not much review in that. That's

what I'm concerned about."

A

6. Which activities did your pupils find easy? Which did they find dirli-

cult?

Well, of course when you have someone like Russell ana Teddy, it's so simple

to them, a lot of it. But some of the children, you had to be more helpful,

more encouraging. You had to guide _them. "SO that the ease or difficulty

was not so much,with the activities but, but with the different set of

things." Right. You have, you know, every child.

7. Is there material which your pupils should have covered before this

topic which they didn't?

Possibly more work'on addition and subtraction. If we could, you see here,

I suppose, if I had had, a slower group, I wouldn't have used_the larger

numbers. Maybe even in the change I would have stuck with adding all the

time, and then subtracting maybe, and then maybe I would have broken into

actions. So yon could-adjust it yourself, I.suppose. Possibly you could

have, you know, a few exercises in adding and
subtracting,-maybe could have

been easier. "We can't provide everything for the variety of situations."

No, I know. In another year I might not be able to teach it this way at all.

It depends on the children.

8. In choosing the activities, did you use all of the activities, or did

you choose some of them?

I used everything. I went through everything that was,suggested.

9. Did you change any of the activities? Why?

I suppose in my manner of teaching I surely did. "But you didn't' really,

when you were talking about changing some things if you had different kids,

where yop might use just addition or just subtraction, ,you didn't do anything

like that." No', like H, she made a model of the machine or whatever, whereas

I just used a card with a plus or minus on it, and then when I read the

story they just put a plus,or minus so I could check. And, you know, if you

have slower working children, you'd maybe have to do more things with them,

motivate them.
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10. Did you add any. activities? Why?

I add a few things, I did that, had nothing to do with this book. We did

some magic boxes, and we brought in a lot of worksheets with adding andsub-

tracting, adding across and adding down. We did some graph work, as an

extra work sheet, where they have a picture of a cat down here and then

they find the cat up here and they have to tell it was on the third block

in H, and things like that. "Well this is part of the reason we're having

an interview, as we look at the-data of what the kids were doing, there are

times when it's difficult for us to see where that came from. Now that we

know you did these other things. we can see." You know, that's a.sugges-

tion that the aide and I have talked about sometimea. It would be nice if

you had some extra worksheets, some extra,activities like that, that we

could just run off, because I'll tell you, in our busy day it's a lot of

work to get, and you know, another year, we won't have the aide to help us.

So it is a lot. I'm not complaining, it's just a suggestion:. Dict you hear

that? "Got it on there."

11. Is there anything else you want to comment to me about the topic?

Well I felt when I seht this topic home, that this is really, we were

really getting down to math. You know what I mean? I think the parents

will be surprised at what these children are doing. And I showed it to

some of the second grade teachers, but they are a little uptight about,

children are coming dawn and not knowing any of the combinations, you know,

very little. And of course you'te never taught much until 27 and sometimes

some of the children are never taught that. And they were ,pleased to see

this. "Well, that's the primary purpose of the revision of the topics, is to

increase the amount of practice and work." Would you do any drill with them

on combinations? No mastery at this time? "Yes." I thought so too, but

someone at this time said there was to be no mastery. You could bring it

in as a fun thing. "Sure. I don't think there is anything wrong with

beginning at ehis point to start drilling students on addition and subtrac-

tion facts. For most students, I don't think it'sreally realtively

little difficulty in learning number facts. It's just a lot of practice.

It may be a little early for some, but alot of fun for others. And I

don't think there is anything wrong in starting to give them practice if

you don't--I guess the only concern that we have is that we don't make it

a boring, dull, large part of what they're doing." It should be'a fun

thing for thet,'and it shouldn't frustrate them. I've done things like,

you know, 1 plus 1, subtract 2, what's your answer? Things like that, and

they like it and they pick it up quickly. "I don't think there is anything

wrong in adding things down, and subtracting. We do get a lot, really, who

are dwelling much more on addition and-sUbtraction facts in later topics.

How do you get them, so that they will write their numbers perfect? You

think you have that all, I thought I had everyone perfect, and now I'm get-

ting the reversals again. tt's really difficult. It's so easy to learn

it the wrong way. "Well the problem with reversals is a rather interesting

one in psychological literature. Most of the reversals and left-right

reversals, not up-down reversals; and most of it is a perceputal problem.

If you look at a picture of a cat, it doesn't matter whether, if you look
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4

at it in a slide or a slide projector, it doesn't matter if you have it

right or backwards. Either way, the mirror image of it, it's still a cat.

And apparently there's a perceptual problem, because when you get to

language (letters and numerals) it's about the first time that we!ve had

anything where it makes a difference which way, if we write it one way or

apother. A lot of kids apparently
developmentally aren't ready to tackle',

'that% There are sgme of my friends in psychology who say, 'Oh, forget it.

Let theM write backwards far awhile. By the third grade or something

nobody every does it anymore.' Well, that's still-not a very comforting

response." That's not true, either, because aome of them are doing it Way

,
up in the grades, which 'is terrible. "About all you can do is continually

to reinforce the idea that it does-make a difference. And that the part

of the problem is that the number is right, the.numeral is wrong. That

symbol we use." The thinking is okay. "Sure:, -the thinking is fine, but

they.have just not .

" I just say, 'What's that?' and you know, right

away they'know. At least they've gotten that much, that they know it's.

not,zight. "I think it's'important that
you-continually give them a nega=

tiVe feedback, that that isn't the way you want it. Because I think that

is where the problem comes up is that . ." To follow up. If you don't

keep at them, well, you'll have also accepted . . . "It's aIright so why

should I worry about it."-

4
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Topic S-1 Teacher M School Z February 22, 1979

PLANNING

1. Do you plan alone or with others? With whom?

Alonet

2. Do you plan day-by-day, activity-by-activity, topic-by-topic, or use

some other scheme?

I plan by week, but it ends up day-by-day. '

3. Do you use resources other than the topic materials? What are they?..

Not usually, this is my first year teaching DMP so I'm sticking right to

the way DMP has planned it and that's it's difficult for me to plan more

than day-by-day, because the activities vary so much in time. After teach-

ing it one whole year, I'll have a much_better guide-to-follow.

4. Are there pupils for whom you plan specially? Which ones?

In my class we have no problems like that. Most of them came with a good

mathematical background and concepCbabkground.

DIRECT INSTRUCTION
1

1. How do you decide how to group your students?

Yes, it's not hy ability in my class. Most of them'are pretty much on the

same level. They haven't had great difficulty with anything we've done, so

the only discrepancy between their abilities is maybe a--some of them can

,do it a little bitlbetter. A little faster or who has more background in

math, so randomly is always the way I do it. I'll check the students who I

think need a little bit of help, but I don't put them in any particular

group.

2. 'Does your grouping change? What induces the change?

Yes. Day-by-day; just for variety so they're not always working with the

same child.

3. On what basis do you decide whether an activity should be seatwork

versus teacher directed?

I always do it..teacher directed first. I think the activities in DMP are

good, but they all need instructions. You have to set a pattern. Especially

the station work. Now they are at a point where I can explain a station,

go through it one time with them, and they can go on their own with,their

paper and pencil and go to the different stations. For the first semester

it was, we were all at one station and then we moved to the next station,
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we all did our work then, and then went to the next station because we have

a lot to expect of a first year student.

4. How do you decide how much time to devote 'to a topic or an activity?

I don't. I wait and see how well the children are doing at the activity

and if they are picking it up rapidly, maybe we'll only spend a few minutes

on it. If"it seems like they're struggling I extend it. Being my first

time teaching it. ,"You have a fixed time for teaching mathematics, you

don't go over that?" We can't. Not with our instruction--not with the

multaic study, we can't, and that is very difficult for DMP, because there

were a lot of times I wanted to stay 15 minutes'to finish up because some

days we'll, have a whole paper done except for maybe two.problems. But

they're problems that need more time. -"DO you have any problems in planning--

where you think you are going to cover so much and then cover all Of that

and then other times you think you're going to cdver so much and get all

done early?" Right, that happens often. I have enough things up my sleeve--

if it doesn't take that much time with first year students you can always

correct these numbers, there are always games of numbers you can play, or

the'left-right concepts, things like that I'll put in for the last five

minutes. .If we don't cover it, I just extend it to the next day. I don't_

have a year plan at this point for math-,7what I want-to accomp1ThLI will

slowly take it step-by-step, ahd they said I'm on schedule at this point:

5, What type of evaluation of students do you favor (mastery or not, low

level or not, other)?

Like I said, the children that I ad working with are very good students and

usually do very well on the evaluation so I don't have the experience of

working with children that are struggling with this kind of program. It's

obvious way before they take the.evaluation that they are going to do al-

right. I'm confident of it.

TOPIC INTERVIEW

1. How important do you feel the overall topic is?

Vital. It's probably, after learning your numbers at this,point, this is

the topic that none of the children could miss. They've all got to master

it. Or at least the idea of taking away and adding on to groups.

2. Which activities-in-the-topic-do you--feel-most-usefurl_

The only one that I did not do, which was optional, was the one with the

weights and the scales. Adding and taking on. Only because of the time

factor. It was very hard for me toset itup coming from reading. It in-

volves a lot of tine to get them to go to each scale and I found that I

did other balance--it took too much time, at least with my children that

I'm working with now--it would dependthat they had a good grasp of what .

we were doing. Almost to.the point of mastering. I did not do that.

They loved the stories and the story problems and I think that's good be-

cause it's every day kind of sitOation. "Which activity do you think was
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most useful?" It's'hard to pinpoint one because they started and built

upon another. I loved the idea of the machine to start out with--putting

on and taking off--they enjoyed it immensely. It wasn't until we started

writing complete sentences that they realized--aha, I'm finally doing

,adding and subtracting.

3. Are there activities you consider unclear?

Not for the children. Except for--some of the directions were unclear. I

can't pinpoint one at any time. I didn't know I was going to be interviewed--

I could have brought it all with me. There was one page where there were

just pictures, like maybe 6 balls, then it would say, 'Sally played with 3

more, write the number sentence' and it was very hard for them to figure

out if these 6 balls were Sally's or were they someone elses. Did Sally

take 3 from them--you know which page I'm talking about? I made up stories

for them to cover, because it was too hard behind the scene. Some of the

words in the problems were difficult for some of them just because their

reading abilities. And I read them to the whole class.

4. Are there activities you consider superfluous?

No.

5. Which activities do you find very complex to teach? Which did you

find very simple fdr you?

Actually, with my children, this unit probably took less time to do than

topics previous to this one. "Were any of the activities so simple that

the kids just zipped through and didn't really need to do at all?" No.

I\think for every student in there, even if they already knew the concept

of adding and subtracting, the sheets were good for them to do.

7. Is there material which your pupils should have covered before this

topic vihich they didn't?

No. "Could ehey handle the numbers up to 20?" We liad been writing numbers

up to 20 before we did it with DMP--in our free time. That was no problem.

8. How did you choose which activitieS to use?

I followed strictly unless it was optional and then would read it over--

talk to nother teacher who had taught DMP last yearç and if she had done

it-ia-- mmen-Eie6h-it then I wedt-from-there.

9. Did you Change any of the activities? Why?

No, except that I probably gaye more oral clues than were advised to in

the manual, mostly because of reading ability or that this was such a new

way for some of the childreh in my class who have learned adding and sub-

tracting before they even got here, but 1 n a different way. A different
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method-was employed. What was nice about S-1 Was that then they had to

explain to Me what was going on and for the brighter childrgh-that was dif-L

ficult because they had passed that stuff or suppesedly passed that stuff a

long time ago. "They knew what to do but theY couldn't tell you?" Exactly,

I thought that was great.

10. Did you add any activities? Why?

I usuallY don't unless there's free time at the

sotires of 10 children in the front of ths room.

you had deliberately planned?" No. I followed

11. Is there anything else you want to say?

,..

end, then I mighemake-up
"But it was nothing that

the manual at this point.
ck

It's hard for me to say at this point, being my first year teaching it. I

always believe the first time you use any kind of program you follow it to

a 'T' because otherwise I couldn't comment pro or con, so T'm just following

it step-by-step and at this point I'm very pleased. I did have some

parent pressure at the beginning saying that thi'S was much tOO easy for

their children, that they had learned adding &lid subtracting, they knew how

to sort, they knew how to separate different kinds of shapeSland corors into

groups and that their children were bored. I never saw the children or a

child bored in my class, at least it wasn't surfacing. But I got this kind

of parent feedback and now that we sre into S'-1, I've gotten nothing but -

compliments ,on what they are doing. They like the papers that are coming

home now; but up until this point many parents were disatisfied with DIT and

I just followed--this is the math program we're using here and we can't \-

skip children--topics, you'll have- to trust me at this point. And I was

trusting the outcome. MAfiy parents have certain time goals in their minds *

about---wh-at- the child Should be dearning. think that's what I am up a ainst.

-1

0 4,
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Topic 5-2 Teacher A School X March 22, 1979

1. How important did you feel the topic was to teach?

It's important, but the concept of part-whole and the way it was done is

way too difficult for first graders. lbey could write the sentences, but

I don't think they understood at all whether they knew two parts or one

part and the whole. Because I'd ask them iie question and they'd go,

yeh, yeh.' I don't think they understood it. I think if you're

going to do that you can't do it with story problems so quickly. They

need a lot of other preparation using objects and pictures before you do

it with stories. Story problems are difficult anyway so that concept was

very had. Part of it was very easy for them. Writing the sentences where

they.circled the larger group and then wrote the sentence--that was very

easy. The money page we skipped. "Why don't we go through each activity

then, and find out which ones to you were the most useful and which ones

were most unclear." Activity A--Page 1 was fairly easy because of the

pictures, but page 2.was very difficult because it was in story and another

thing that's confusing to theakids are when they ended the story problems--

they don't have a real clue when it says 'how many are left; how many then;

how many fewer' it's harder for them. If it is 'how many altogether' they

realize (inaudible) 'altogether' they.are going to add. "So the words you

°thought were difficult?" Yes, because it'was so many different kinds of

qUestions and they had to decide whether they would add or take"away.

S-2 wasn't hard for the kids when I had the children come\up to the

front of the room and we have seven boys and five girls and, I'd Send some

back, and then I'd say, 'now do we know how many are in the whole $roup'.

Then,they could.do it when they were using themselves and doing it'With ob-

jects, but, when they got to stories it was just the pits. They just didn't

understand it at all. S-2,13 was a pain. S-2 C is the one that we skipped,

I think, yes. That was the one they told us not to do. From then'on it

was much easier. The one with the pictures and finding the difference, that

was fairly easy for them to do. "Do you think that was good for them to

be able to do that, though? Or do you think that was just so easy that it

didn't really . . ." No. I think that was good.for them. We did this

'one (E) instead of doing it at stations and having each weigh the objects,

we,weighed the objects together. I had the solids up there and I would

have one child come up and, so that everybody got a turn to come up and

weigh, and then we did--they wrote the sentences themselves, but we weighed

the objects together, so everybody would be working with the same number

so--there is really no way for me to really see if they know what they were

doing--so we did it that way. I modified that a little bit. The last oned

that they just solved were very easy. This one--the way of the puzzle--this

is a little picky. There should have been dark lines under here so that they

can see where to cut it apart. I put those in because I knew that we would

have a mess. I could tell where they should have been, but they couldn't.

Another thing that was very hard for them were the families, sentence

familied. "That was G, part 2?" Yes. That was very difficult for them.

This here, where they had to match the ones that were the same, that was

easy; and this one where they were solving the families, but\when they had

to write their own sentences, that was very difficult. Some of them caught

on, but we did it one day and it really bombed and we did it again the next

day, and the Second time and quite a few of the kids caught on. Some of

them couldn't get the idea that the only numbers you could use were the

ones that were there. Like they would sometimes add 3 and 7 and get 10. They

would use 2 of the numbers but not the third one. So that was very difficult.
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Validating was not hard for them to do--no problem. The last two were

very easy.

4. Are there activities you consider superfluous?

'No, I don't think so.

5. Which activities do you find very complex to teach? Which did'you find

verY simple for you?

The part-whole--if they were going to'do part-whole,that should be,a whole--

there weren't enough lessonAjp preparation--it was:like two or three and

it wasn't, like, at the end--you weren't even talkihg about part-whole. I

think the kids need more experience with the, using themselves, using ob.:.

jects, and more of kinds of lessons before they start writing the sentences.

I think that's a very difficult concept for kids., in firit grade. I'm not so

sure it couldn't be postponed until later. "Pknow you mentioned some of the

activities were very simple, were they easy for you to teach them?" Yes.

7. Is there material which your pupils should have covered before this

topic which ther didn't?

No, I don't think so.,

8. How did You choose which activities 10 use?

.1 used all of them except the one that they told us not to use. I left out

the money one just ilecause the switch from just plain numbers, to money and

t. its value is very hard for kids-1114e haven't done any specific work on

money and wepaven't done a money.unitwhich I'pa going to do later,

think it's milCh easier for the kids then.

9. Did you change any of the activities? Why?

The one wiL the balance beam, because the balance beams just are not accurate'

enough. We did it. I had individuals come up and the kids weighed the ob-

jects. They each got a turn to weigh. So we were,all working with the same

numberswhen we wrote the sentences. It's also confusing if they're each

soing it 'on their own and eomebody gets a 20 and somebody gets a 21--and they

look at the kid next and-sey 'Oh, I must be wrong.' So it's easier for them

to understand.

10. Did you add any activities? Why?
,

No.

11. Is there anything else you want to say?

Jdst think the whole idea about sentence writinA would be a lot easier for

the kids if they had that old 25 quals 18 type of thing. The kids under-

stand so much better what they are doing. If you teach that topicit's my

favorite topic in the whole thing because the kids really underStand.it

themaelves. ./
r_
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"Let's talk about the switch from 5-2 back to 25." I guess the topics you

changed in the DM? were my favorites. I found myself, in teaching S-2, I

was doing something I felt very counter to what I believe in. I was teach-

ing something that my children couldn't possibly understand. I got beyond

the point where 'was I teaching it right, was it me, was it this, was it

that,' I got to the point where I knew alat Was true. \What I was doing,

whether it wasmy fault, I didn't care anymore. All I knew was I had to

call a halt. I think 25, as I say, is the best way to teaching the missing

addend. It is also, to me, the best way to teach equalities because it is

designed so it gives a varied approach, for instance, in area, weilght, height,

and numbers. Now, as I told the observer yesterday, this calss (and I've

taught this seven years) has had the hardest time catching on to this than

any other class. So, in retrospect, I had to say to her that this class

maybe they would have caught S-2, I don't know. "It's funny. I happen to '

like the 25-27 sequence, the equalizing.and so on. That way, I sympathize

with you, 'cause that was my idea several years ago when the development

of those topics I thought were very good--unfortunately it's something that

we have more criticism about." I know. I don't understand it. It would

take a lot of time to set up, I always thought it was worth it and I still

do. These kids are getting it now.

1. How imPortant do you feel the overall topic is?

25? I think it is vital. I think equalities are vital. "Sentences and?"

Yes, I really do. The whole idea of equality and they learn a communica-

tive property too. It's very visual. And since children learn the major

part of their learning is visual, I think it's very important: "So as you

.teach them you expect them to be able to respond to-visual stimuli, visual

problems?". Right. "Way too much verbal stuff in the replacement topic."

I think so too, and I think your language is complex because it's for begin-

ning readers. It might be that I'm having difficulty with this group because

they are--I don't want tothey're learning very well bat I would say that

they ire a few months behind\other groups that I've had. And they, get hung

up on language like altogether, difference, a few more words that might

mean the same but are different. They need more repetition.

2. Which activities in the topic do you feel most usefull

I think the ones that deal with concrete materials. Now.you have a lot of

those in the topics that were past--the 25 one. We can vary it a great

deal--we can walk around the room, we can use weights, we can use

measurements--all mean the same thing and I think that kind of variety in

concrete materials is better than the variety in language.Ahat's how I

would contrast it..
A

3. Are there activities you.consider unclear?

Yes. I think that whole, part-:part-whole, is very difficult for children.

You had a combination of things. First place you had numbers 0-20, we

expose the children to 10-20 in 24, we mastered up to 10, but we exposed

them to what the number means as far as objects; but they didn't learn to
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manipulate. They had to write the sentence--they had to decide whether

they add or subtract and then they had to solve it. That was too much

for my children to do. It was tdo many steps plus the language was complex.

They could not read the problem themselves. I know there is a disparity and

I find that very interesting. I believe you, when you say that you could

ask the child and they will do it in their head and show you the materials,

and I think that's a very interesting
phenomenon, they cannot do it when it

comes to the written work. I've thought about that a lot. "It's that

transition from the physical to the written is a very difficult thing to

do. By the third grade they should be able to do it well--it's the end of

first grade going on to the second." I wondered if it was because language

is such a sophisticated ski!ll when kids are 6, you know, they've had it for

four years, but the abstraction and the writing, they haven't had that long.

I thought that was really interesting because I liked what you said that-

night--and I agreed with it and that's why it bothered me terribly that I

couldn't .1. .
"Well, it's that whole transition that we primarily are

trying to study, and I think we're convinced that the approach that we took

when we developed. DMP,made a lot of sense. There are some problems with it,

not at the level which you're
talking about, but as you get on toward third

grade where you want to deal with, particularly, different representations

of kind of part-part-whole relationships.
Part-part-whole is very nice for

both adding and subtracting and introduction of certain fractional ideas

when you are dealing with parts of a whole, so on, logically it takes a lot

'of sense, but it's a Static situation rather than a dynamic where you'd log

the equalizing where you're putting with or taking from in order to make things'

equivalent, and there just isn't the transition from one kind of problem t

Setting to another. That is something that very few people have-really

looked at." Yes, well, I really liked what you said. I just don't see

that that really
transferred, or when you transfer to the paper it just

didn't go for my group. It was too difficult. As I said to Michael, I've

had a rougher time teaching 25 than I've ever had, but they are getting it.

I going to follow that up--I like that. "Since you didn't really teach

th topics, I can't ask you much about those." I just taught a few of them.

I ziever got to what I'm going to do that after we do--after we finish 25.

The 'll do those review questions. It's interesting, my children did pretty

wel Ion tbe S-1 inventory. But all your numbers werd\k.0 or below. "We

I

talk; about revising S-1 and clearly one of the things we\do is a lot more

worlOgith numbers;sMaller
and only have one or two at the end that are

largr." I know that you wouldn't test what you're sure of,\but still if

you'lla going to put in that--almost all of them had big numbers. "You've

been talking about this particular group.
You have typical expectations

about,first grade's . . .
ability to read or ability to . . ." Yes I

really do. You want to know about reading or math? "Both." Well,,reading,

I would like to think of my children
before they go on to second grade cap

read a,primer well. Which would mean they've gone through the pre-priMers

and,that would be the first book of any substance. From then on that wchild

be my minimum goal and then I have primer, reader, and then for the--I

have one child who is way into advanced work and is doing almost entirely 's

colOrehension. "The mathematics activities don't necessarily jive with

the reading level." The mathematics
activities that you gave, no. They. -

donot. "They expect a higher level?" They really do--an upper, a ost

1

a second grade. "In terms of finding directions or following." Y s.

IOs very confusing. I'll tell you something about the beginning readers.
,

When you read, if you don't know a name yoU skip it, go to the meat. They

I ,
i

i

rt
ti
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can
,

t do that. They want to know what that word is. It's an interesting .

thing, they've done that with the reading book. It's a similar problem

because in their attempt to make reading books less sexist they have names

like Lolita and, kids cannot pronounce. "When students are reading materials

like that and they do run into reading difficulty, what do you do?" We just

tell them the word because we don't have . . . "Do you expect them to ask

you?" They do. "Or the student teacher, or M gets asked that." Anyway

they can get it. "Do you have similar kinds of expectations in mathematics?

Is there a level of . . ." Yes. I like to think that they are familiar

with the numbers, and from 0-100. They know what thyy represent in objects--

that they can do the operations of addition and subtraction 0-10, with some

good accuracy and speed. That they are pretty, approaching that in 10-20.

And then I, the way I've always worked math as when I do DMP I do the inventory

at the end of each topic and then any child that does not.get mastery or pro-

gressive, we do a mini unit with that thild on the topic and then we retest.

"You've been teaching DMP how many years not?" I guess seven. "I understand

you will not be teaching DMP next year, is that right?" We will be, going to

be--area adoption and they don't seem to be . . . there is mixed feeling in

this school. I don't know where you are on the adoptions, do you? "No, I

don't think very high. I think there's been a lot df dicussion about it. It's .

in part an experimental program and part it's hard to teach and part it's

expensive." It does require more teacher time. I understand he said no one

does 22, but Teacher A And I have always done 22. I just changed the water

to beane--it's just really good for kids to imagine. So, it does require

time. "Do you look forward to teaching,something else?" I don't know.

I'll have to see it. I don't look forward to any worksheets everyday, I'll

tell you that. I like the variety. I will probably do a little, because

with DMP I did a little review work of my own too. You'd be surprised by

the time they've got 25 and 27 and\some of 29, which I adopted . . . "I

think part of the problem we had wi'th lots of other teachers with the

whole sequence in equalizing was basi\cally just the time that it took and

not really the individual didn't under tand where it was going or what,

but . . ." I don't know. But I had,ch'ldren put in numbers by themselves.

That's what I call good. When you don't eve to stand up there and Put it

on the board and they copy it, they put in the numbers themselves.
U.

. .

asked the last time if we were planning to r place the 25 and 27 of S-1,

S-2, etc." Teacher A and I both feel the same',,NI think she likes it as

well as I do. We had two.fans anyway. "It's a Mixed group. There are

several people like you, several. We are planning\-the same thing on S-1

and S-2. We've got a couple of teachers who think iis the best thing

that has ever been written." In fairness to your progra,m, this was only in

relation to this class. I guess I didn't, I do have someNguilts, I don't

like to sPrew everybody's program but I cannot teach something.that my kids

can't--it-s really . . .
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School X

Yes, I think it was good to show them that. On page 18 the reversals of

the . . . that's not commutative. When we got into families, I think this

is something that was very hard'for them. Some of them got it just like

that, they are really sharp. But, the other ones, even if I put all three

numbers up at the top that they could use, like 2, 3, and 5, and say you

could only use these numbers and have to make two minus sentences, two

plus sentences. Again, if we did it all together as a group, they really

seei to understand, but when they tried to do it by thenselves it was just

really hard. "So you do try to let your kids work on their own? I do.

Page 21 was fixing up things. I think that is always good for them to be

able to look at it and see if it's wrong and fix it. Some people-think that

is bad, that you shouldn't show them that. I think it is okay. "Your kids

did it okay, though?" Yes. And these are the cards. "How did they get

along with the . . .?" This we did individdally. This is hard for them

to understand these things. The measuring . . . I didn't really like those

very well. These are all the cards. Not all of them had a chance to do

these, these I used supplementary. I can go back through here and tell you

a few of the things that I changed. Basically, there were some real good

things about this topic; hut, basically I thought it was not good. "Can

you be specific on that?" Well, just pages that I told you about, the

family concept was \much too hard. I think they can handle what's the

difference if they see two numbers 7 and 5 and they are asked to find the

difference. If they can handle that they know that 7 has to come first

minus 5, they can do that. But, the part-whole, I guess maybe that . .

And I'm having real bad feelings about S-3. I'm just starting that now. I

only did one thing but they just really didn't get it. I skipped part 3 and

activity that's 2-B because I just could not do that. It says, 'Have each

child secretly prepare a container by putting 0 to 1O cubes or.links of

one color and 0 to 10 cubes or links of a second color in a container.' I

don't have that many containers, I just thought that it would take just

too much time, it couldn't be that valuable for us to spend the time to do

that. Although it sounded like a fun thing. I guess if I had used the

aide more effectively I would have been able to do that. "Do you think you

will use her more?" Yes, I could have. Again, we don't have that many

containers that are free. Activity S-2C: I tried to follow this pretty

much like it is written out, but S-2C involved measuring length and weight.

I did not do the weights again because I have very poor luck with those

balances, so I don't ever do those things with weights, which is too bad.

"You just find that they aren't accurate?" Yeah, they really aren't. They

do the length part of those. I think we got a note 'about those, too. "You

could have skipped those. In fact, it was suggested that you skip that

one." I had planned on skipping it even before that The families was

rough. I had a sub on that day too, that didn't h p too much. Having

someone else trying to do it, but, I tried to do t over again with them

the next day.
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7. Do you think that covering something else before this would have made

it easier?

"Did you feel that families didn't work because there was . . .?" No. I

just don't think they are ready for that. I don't-know why. I don't know

what we could have done before that, though, because I really feel Ulat I

gave an adequate presentation of it to them before I had them work on the

. . . I made a house; and we did lots and lots and lots of examples on the

board.

11. Would there be anything else you'd like to talk about?

I don't think so. As I say, I have a real concern about S-3 rightnow; but,

I've only done the first couple pages so we will wait for that.
1
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(COMES IN DURING CONVERSATION)

2. Which activities in the to ic do you feel most useful?

I liked the balance they had between the story problems and the computa-

tion. I.really thought all of them were really helpful. I couldn't say

that any of them were superfluous or we really didn't need to do . . .

3. Were there any that you thought were unclear?

No, not unclear. There was one that I we can talk about when

we.get to that part.

5. Which activities did you find the most complex to teach?

Page 20, I think, with their families. With the number families, Where

they had to Write their own sentences with the numbers. They would intro-

duce other numbers. If the sentence was 5 minus 1 equals 4 they would

maybe say 5 plus 1 equals 6. So they wouldn't always stick with the

three numbers they were supposed to do. Or they would write 3/minus 7

--equals 10 or wouldn't really show the constant understanding of what the

sentence was. That was the most difficult.

6. Which activities did your kids fiaLeasyy

Just the basic drill computation they found easy. Much easier than the

story problems. "Okay. So, the story problems were difficult?" Right.

The ones where they had hats--I had a lot of pictorial representation where

they had 7 hats, 3 were green and all the rest were red, how many were red;

so I did a lot with them on this sign--this is a missing part and using the

pictorial representation to show them this was a missing part problem !cause

often they would want to add the whole to one of the missing parts. They

would say "8 plus 3" and do it that way. So, that part was difficult Tor

the children. Finding the missing part and recognizing that sentence, the

story problem as being a missing part problem.

7. Was there any material which you thought your kids should have covered

before they got to this one?

Just on the coins and the money pages--they didn't all know the coin equiv-

ilences.

8. How did you decide which activities to use?

I basically followed.what the manual suggested. I made one change on the

cards activity--when they give you those cards. It's C, S-2 C when they

give you the set of cards and instead of doing it at stations, I looked at

the problems and I was really pretty sure the children would have trouble

doing this independently at stations so I broke the kids up into two groups

and did it. Did the cards with half the group while the other children were

doing some seatwork in their books. And then I switched and took the other
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half. So we did it as a group and they did alright with my direction as

a group--but I think they would have a lot of trouble doing it at a sta-

tion. The top, the really top math stuciaats could have done it but I'm

sure my children would have had trouble.lruAnd you say with the families

the top kids could have 6one it?" Right, right, definitely. The families

were hard for them. They càuld see it when they did it together, but they ,

woul4 make mistakes on their own and they had a hard time on that.

9. Did you add any activities?

Just, I reinforced, I would maybe make another page that was similar to

the one in the book. I would do that. I would also do the review before

I gave the final test on that, because by the time yod get to the end of

the topic you're doing basically computation and there isn't much on the

story problems anymore, so I wanted to go back and review the Story prob-

lems. That was just before we did the test--'cause it had been awhile'.

"Okay. You mentioned something about the puzzles page you found difficult

for the kids to cut it." They understood what they wefe supposed to do

but it, there was no way they could get that page.out of their book the way

it was put together and I, the lines were not clear between the puzzle

pieces. So I had to remark all the lines on all the puzzles so they could

cut them out or they would get all mixed up. .But as far as following the
-direction-i-theY-had-no-trouble-with-that==it_mas_just_the way_it was set

up.

11. Is there anything else you would like to a d.

No, I just think it was really an excellent u it and I liked it very much.

The kids really enjoyed it. They liked it to . "And you are going to do

one bit of reviewing before you do the topic nventory?" Right, right,

right.
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1. How im ortant did ou feel the overall to ic was?

I thought it was important, adding two-digit numbers and getting them, you

know, prepared for, um, . . . , getting themprepared, really for regroup-

ing later. But I thought this was a good prerequisite for that.

2. Which activities did you think were the best? Mose useful?

The ones that were most useful were the ones involving well counting by 2s

and lOs and 5s and that kind bf thing seemed very helpful. Do you want

to know like part 1 activity A-1 A and things like that? "if you know,

yeah." Okay. And they enjoyed counting by 2s or 10s, counting upwards

and backwards. Okay? "Um-um." Um, when we used the overhead (as sug-

gested) in part 2 of activity A-1 A, that see*ed to be beneficial. Count-

ing sticks worked much better than anything else in terms of manipulating

kinds of things. Also cubes. "Counting sticks better than cubea did you

think?" No, I liked them both. [mumbling] Another good part was part 3

of activity A-1 A--when the children had to determine which 10 the number

was closest to or which 10 it was between and I thoUght gave them a good

sense of lOs and ls. I can't remember which activity it wag,'but when we

used the dhart. From the very beginning that was filled in, you know,

with the numbers from 0-99 or whatever it was. ;When they could see a

pattern, that Was very helpful. "Couldn't most,of them see patterns?"

Well, I'd say half of them could. They liked the'stories of super. . .

just in terms of getting them imterested and inyolved. "So the content of

the stories does affect their interest, at least?" Yeah,.yes, I think so.

I guess that's all I can think of. "Okay."

4. Did you think there were any activities that were unnecessar 1

I don't think there were any that were unnecessary, but I do think there

were some that, were difficult.

,6. Which ones were they? [Which activities (14.d your pupils find difficult?]

The things that I find difficult, at least working With the children, is,

I know they have to write the vertical, the chart, the gentence in the .

vertical form and it's very good practice for them.\ Some of the children,

when you require all three they tend to get confuse

d

or they forget one of

those kinds anyhow. "Do you think the chart's still \ useful?" Yes. Because

that way it helps them to see--the5i look at the chart and then they know

what to do. After working with the chart for all the-parts. I don't

think their writing is best. "Any other difficult parts?" I had something;
,

not extreme difficult, I'll look for it.

-

3. Were there any that the directions were unclear or you had trouble

carrying out?
\

"Because the directions were unclear?" Well, I guess On page 8 of the manual

. . . that was a little difficult--now maybe if I readit over again, but at

the time I found it difficult. And when the children ye/ere supposed to write

62
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numbers on their left palms and things like that I guess I just dldn't.

"Did you do it, then?" I had them hold squares of paper in that hand. -

"Okay, that's a good idea."

5. Were there any that you found complex to teach?

No. I can't think of some.

6A. Which part did the kids find really easy?

Um, without words problems and two-digit addition. They could do those

alright--as soon as they figured out that you add up the ls first, then

the 10s. They seemed to like that. "I'm assuming that they learned that

very quickly." Yes, it was. The things that were hard Tor them were

writing the grid, for them to keep writing 'ls and 10s. I'd let them write

lOs and ls the first and then I'd have them write T at the top of one column

and an 0it's just sometimes it's a lot of pencil pushing. "So actually

the little physical things that we don't really think about make it a little

bit more difficult for them, huh?" Just more time consuming or they get,

they get bogged down with the activities. I mean they enjoy the activities,

but they get bogged down . . . [talking over each other].

7. Did you think that they had covered all the material they needed before

this?

I think so. "So that wasn't a problem."

8. Any activities you didn't use?

I did not use the Bingo game at the very end. I don't believe I did. I

used one where they had a lot of fun. This Bingo game here--number 34.

"You did not use?" I did not use that--but I did do the other games.

"Which you did say they enjoyed?" Oh, very definitely. "Right in the

same page 32?" Right, they had to use copies of their student booklets.

They had to fill them up with cubes and dice. Two times. We'never com-

pleted it though--even with the two dice. "Is that right?" Um-um. Some did,

some did.

9. Did yew change any of the activities?

We pretty much stayed with them.

10. Did you add'any--activities?

I just did iri reviewing before I gave the topic inventory. I went through,

I mean as a review, I went through and just picked_out stories and had, gave

them a paper with a chart on it and everything and had them, if I gave the .

story verbally, then them reading it, then they had to fill in the chart, the

vertical part. "Oh, yeah." It was using everything from here though.
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1. And to do with the overall topic in S-2, how important do you see this

tppic in relation to other arithmetic topics?

Oh, I think it's very important. May I just . . . on that. I think it was

a little difficult. Of course, again I have the top group. They had dif-

ficulty. But they weie interested. I thought there was a high . . . We

changed the person that came in. You kilow? He was in my room, then another

man came in and I really felt that for about a week it kind of threw all of

us. I don't know why. The children weren't the same, they'd like they

didn't know anything. And again it seemed they, we got back on our feet

again and then things went preity well. But I don't know if it was the

materials, if it was the way she reacted, you know, did it ,in a different

way or just what. ,But I noticed that.- They-did, you know. I did quite a

bit of extra work along with it to try and get them to uncerstand what they

were doing, 'cause I thought it was important.

2. Which activities did su feel were the most usefui?

Oh. "Or would you rather go through them?" No, that's okay. This is fine

with me. Now we omitted this one. -Yeah, that one, there was a nine on the

book that tcld me I [inaudible]. All right, I thought the story problems

were good. But I thought there were an awful lot of them. "In all the

activities, or just in, the beginning ones?" Well I thought it was very hard

for them, and I was thinking of my, I teach a slow group in my own room and

I was thinking they couldn't even read this, so the teacher would have to go

step-by-step. And it was good for my children but I thought we started out

quite difficult. "With the story problems." Yes. Maybe if we had, I don't

know . .
This is just my idea, but . . . from anyone else: Maybe if we

had started out with some of the computation first, and then went in grad-

ually to the story problems it might have been a little easier.

3. Were there activities that you thought were unclear?

Well-, I was glad we didn't have to do the ones about putting the chain

around the chair and that, 'caus I thought that was . . . "Would have been

diffi,lult for them." Yes.

4. Were there activities there that you think shouldn't have been there

other than one that you mentioned?

I think relationships were very difficult for them. "Nhat sort of relation-

ships?" Three plus 4 is 7, 4 plus 3 is 7, 7 minus 4 is 3. "Oh, putting the

sentences together, right." Yes, doing it on their own, and then one other.

Taking the whole and finding the part.. I thought that was difficult. You

had to do quite a bit of dramatizing with them, actually have them act it

out. So that they got the idea. "Did that help?" It did help, yes.
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6. Were there activities that the kids found vry easy or ones that the

found particularly difficuli?

No, I can't really say that anything WAS really easy. But they didn't have

as much trouble with this type, the computation, and crossing off"false

answers. That'didn't seem to bother them as much.

5. Were there ones that you .found difficult to teach?

I thought ehe whole and the part. And then I got the idea of giving them

like 20 cubes and then working it out with the cubes and theri we used draw-

ing pictures on the board and we sort of, you know, things like that helped.

7. Is there material you think your kids should have had before they got

'to this uhit that they might not have had?

No. Oh, what do you mean? :This year, or . . .? "This_year, qr,t,e .,well,

they're in first grade. Is there anything earlier in the year that they -

really should have had in order to do this topic?" I'm wondering if it

would have helped them if maybe they'd had some--again my thought--easy

computations to help them know like 2 plus.l is 3 and sort of stepping into

this. Because we started right out making a change, didn't we? We went

from plus, and then we went to a minus. And, uh, it seems to me that ft

was a big jump. "So you would have liked to have done all the addition, for

example?" Kinda; worked into it a little bit easier. Maybe npt as much, I

liked doing addition and subtraction together because there is that rela-

tionship. But maybe just a little simpler. "Smaller numbers perhaps?" May-

be. Umhm. Of course, I guess you could do that if you wanted to.

8. NoW you said you skipped a few of the activities. How did you decide. . .?

They had a note on our . . . "That you didn't have to, or that you shouldn't

do it." Yeah. They had that we shouldn't do it. They had got that from

what we had said before-I guess. "Were there any other things that you

omitted or changed?" No. We did everything that they suggested. The sta- \
\

9. '"Did,you change any of the activities? \

tions, everything.

No, except the layup maybe or some that I used myself.2' One thing that,kind

of bothered me when I was working ph it. I shouldn't have let it, but it

did--usually nobody in the room bothers me but I was alwayS sitting here

looking at the clock and they thought, uh-oh, he's waiting too long now, I

should be working with him. And, he's waiting for me to come and'help him

and I was thinking this was being checked against me. Arid, you-know, it

rather-frustrated me, but then I thought, well you just gotta put that out

of_yout mind, And then-I asked her, then-I said-just what are you-doing,

and then she says, and everyone ever explained it to you.. And so they . .

arid so then I just thought, okay, forget it. "Do you understand; I'd

be gald to explain it to you if you'd like."



10. Did you add any activities to what was in there?

"1 know you say, when you taught them you adapted them to yourself, but . . ."

No. No. I stayed with the book. We did extra worksheets and things: %That

kiuddof worksheets?" Okay, we did computation. We did, oh, something-like,

um, they had a key--2 and 3 are 5--and then they'd look up, well, mid 5

would be x and then when they got through it was '6top, stop, look at Bob

stop,' and I don't know how it'went, well it"rhymed, and they liked that.

That was enjoyable. And then we did a lot of worksheets along with, because

some children get through so much quicker and they were adding and subtract-

ing. Some word problems that we have gotten and, oh we did, dm, what are

some other things? Graphs, we did some graphs that they'd have and then

they could add a color or something like that. "They were mostly though

in connection with addition and subtraction?" Right. We didn't go away

from what we were doing.

11. Okay,_ is there anything else you wanted to tell us about it?
NT, '

Oh, let's see. I can't think of anything that, you know, we've talked abNIt

some things I guess. But to me the children should reallyjhave a veiy good

background. What's going to happen in S-3, that's what I'd like.. . .

"It's really sort of a formalization of what they've been learning in S-1

and S-2." I see. Will they be adding that other way then, or you know,

they made me . . . "Lengthwise? I can't recall now." Oh, okay: "But

what it really is is, for example, we've calle& these units preparatory in

the sense that we're not too worried if every kid hasn't'gotten irall

down. But by S-3 you really expect the kids- to be able to, to do.these kinds

of things." Now will they start out with this in the fall in second grade,

or . . .? "There will be new units. S-4, 5,'and 6." Yeah. I'm just won-

dering. "I don.'t know if cohey'll.be the first of the year that they'll be

there, but there will be three mote sets." You know the aide has been such

a good-HIP: She's been terrific. She's done a great job. "Oh yes, I'm

sure she has. That's what I've heard. I know it would be very difficult

without an aide to do all this." Oh yes. You know, there are days when I

have spent like an hour, hour and a hail in prepatation, reading and planning

and.it's been just fine to have someone come in and set things up. "Do you

find the information in the teachers' part 'helpful?" les. When I first

picked it up and I was reading it through, I got a little shook because it

just seemed that there was so Much to read and go through. But then when I

started to put it down to the lessons of the day, then it went better. And,

you know, next year it will go much better. 'Cause I'll have better under-

standing of it. But, um, it didn't tell me that much. There was something .

you said about plus and minus, and I can't quite remember, we had talked

a;)out. Maybe the other girl said it. I thought thergot writing sentences

very well. I tried to hold them to a certain procedure, you know, so that

. . .
yeah, I don't know what it is. We haven't done too much with plus and

minus and that type of thing before. And maybe it could be built up a little

bit before we jump into this one.
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1, How important do you feel*the overall topic is?

I think the whole concept of whole and part could just be left out. It is

way too difficult for firstgrade. When you get to the end of the topic--

just plain old drill and the math--is what it was. .That's important. The

part-whole was just too difficult for'a lot of my kids. They never did

understand it. -Wedid_the little chart things together and then they wrote

their sentences and some of ,them knew what to 4o after.we had the chart

filledih,butiflhadthemfillthechattinthernsaives;theywouldn't
have know what whole and part was.

.

2. What activities in the topic do you feel most useful?

I think this whole topic was a bummer. I didn't really think there were

a lot of useful--this topic just didn't have much in it, it went to parT2Whole

and the end was just drill and math sentences, and that's .the kind of thing-

you do with seatwork. I think there are more important things I could be

spending my time on. ,"What would you have spent more time on?" I would

have done some more work on the math facts, but with my own worksheets. I

wouldn't have used part-whole, I would have dbne another equalization topic,

the symmetry topic. I haven't hai time to do money yet. There'are a lot of

things.I could have 4one.

3. Are there activities you consider unclear?

I think part-whole, the whole conCept, is too difficult for first graders.

,Especially with story problems. I would say that we would read the s,tory

tand I'd say, "now do we know how Many are in the whole group?" Some of,

them, yah, yail, they hadmo idea% §:sloitie of them did. I would say probably

six who really' understood it and cduld read the stories, and they,ptohably

could have done this All on their own, but for/the majority of the kids

thatlwhole concept is too difficult. "Do you,think the majority of the

activities were hard for them to understand?"' The ones at the beginning--

all of the ones on part-whole were. When they were writing,the stories:

The ones at the end were very easy. "Po_yo-6 'think they were too easy for

them? There really wasn't much to it except to just give them the .pages

and have them solve the sentences. "You didn't have any trouble with

dhose?" No, because we've beenvzioing additilon and subtriction for quite

ahilenow. "Did you find the part-whole haidto teagh?" A little bitk

because if .the kid doesn't understand.itt it's very hard to explain it to

them. They'd say, yah, we know how many are in the whole group; and they

didn't understand the whole concept and I thipk within stories sometimes it's

hard to tell which is the whole and which-is the part.

5. Which did you find very simple for.you?
4

*All the activitles at the end of-the drilf",Work were very easy. I felt

that if they were going to give a time test for the COpic inventory, they

should have .had some timed. adtivities in the topic. Given the kids a

couple of activities or drill sheets where they were timed. They had no

idea of how long six minutes.was and they didn't,think it was a very long

time. To them six minutes--they thought it had to be'done like that, so some
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.
of them were really hurryifig because they didn V t think they had enough time,

and I think if they,would have had a couple activities in the topic that

were timed, then they would ha4e--they all did very-well but they just .

MI had it to do over again*I probably would have made up one myself.

7. Is there material which your pupils should have covered before this

topic which they didn't?

I don't really think so. I don't think there is anything that would make

it easier for.them-to understand.

8. Did you use,all the activities?

No, I didn't. "Which ones did you leavp put?" S-3D. With the dice. "Page

14." That one they just did On their jwn. The one with the Rocks, S-3D.

"Page 15." I didn't do.that bne. "Whr did you decide not'to do that one?"

I thought it would be too confusing for them. And, besides, when they ,

weigh things, they don't always have the same answers and it's hard to -

check to see if they really . . . so we skipped it. We had 16 with the graph,

and we did the money one. But the money one for some of my kids was hard

because we hadn't had a money topic,nd some of them had some of the sentences

wrong and the,one with the bugs; that was too difficult for some of my Ictag4

"Page 19." The kids who I really feel could go ahead and do thaktdid it on

their own. I didn't expect everybody to do that. Another thing that is

really hard for them . . . number sentence families, page 24. We did it in

S-2. Some of the kids caught on right away, and some of them had a hOrrible

time. They just didn't get the idea that they could use those, only those

three numbers. They would use two of the numbers and there would be a dif-

ference. "Were there any other activities you didn't use?" Those.were the

ones. Some of them I used, but just with, part of the class. Not every-

body. "Can you point.those out?" The bugs, page 19; the dice,.page 14

page 24, didn't do with eiierybody. "This was mainly the kids who got it

in S-2?" Yes.

9. Didoucls7h?
No. We did some addition and subtraction in the Torning as seatwork. They

would fill in the answer and color the space and that kind of thing.

10. iiici-i-OU-add any activities?. Why?

,Right now they are doing a lot of addition and subtraction work'in the

morning. They Usually have at least one sheet that is addition and sub-

traction. "By the morning, what do you mean, is that a separate class?"

b In the Morning they have seatwork and centers and we have reading groups.

Independent work. That's usually'part,oi their independent work.

11. Is there anything else you want to say?

I'm glad it's over. I really didn't think ehese topics'were very well

iwritten. My kids did the equalization topic and did a reallygood job.

"That was last year?" No, they did it.this year. They,did it when I was

f.38
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gone with the sub, and they really understood and they do that when wr,iting

the sentences is done in sequential steps. First they-do it with,. the pic-

tures, just drawing, then they have the sign and they change the pictures

and then they put the sign in the-box next to the one they.are going to

change and then they write the whole sentence. Where they Started out they

wrote the whole sentence right aWay. I don't think it was sequential,and

I don't think the kids really understood it. I much prefer the DMP as, it

was. I hope this is not what they are going to do. "Suppose you had to

teach this topic again, is there anything you would change? Not_taking\

into consideration throwing out the part-whole thing." I would try to

figure out a different way to teach part-whole so they could understand.

There must be a way that you can do it: I thought these.boxes were a

little confusing. The kids needed that. "You don't think they understood

what those boxes were saying to them?" Some of them didn't. If I had to

teach it again, I wouldn't. I would teach DMF the way it was, and I would

teach the 25 and the next equalization topic and symmetry topic. I really

don't feel my kids are as well-prepared in the second grade for math this
year as they were last year. As far as I was concerned, the thing that I

really like about DMF is that the kids really understood what they were

doing. When they got to sentence writing they really understood. "Have

you seen any of the results 3*, from the achievement?" _When I watch the

kids work in class I don't really think that they have the understanding.

The majority of the kids, I always felt, really understood the sentence.
I think that once we fill in the chart that a lot of them . . . they knew

that if the bottom boxes were filled they were going to add. The top one

and the bottom wasn't filled in they were going to subtract and I think it

was more of a grow thing than really understanding. "I haven't seen the

achievements tests, so I really don't know what it looks like. Does it

have these kinds of problems on it?" No. I really don't think that any

inventory really checked these kinds of things. This last one was just a

time test on the facts-to 10. The one before that was writing sentences
and sol,ng them and then the second part was just solving number sentences.
I think -.24 one probably came the closest. "Do you give any achievement

things on your own?" I just used what was here. I really did Want the other.

"That's the kind of thing we're Iooking at, how teachers react." I think

a lot of reachers, when they initially use DMF, they look at it and think,

oh my god) all this work you've got to set up all these stations. I think

the first year you use it it ip like that, but I think after you use it . .

I don't have any problems. I don't think it takes me any longer to prepare

for that than for any other math class. It's a lot easier to have a work-

book and you just whip out the pages and staple them. I think that's the

reason a lot of teachers look at it, say I'm not going to do all that, I'm

not going to get that stuff together, but once you do the first year it's

so much easier. I reallY don't think it has taken me that much extra time
to prepare for it. ,I think that this was an attempt to do away with some

of the things that I thought were really good'. . . the stations where they

would move around . . . it really wasn't much studying up and independent

work. Some teachers look at this and say this is much easier, but I

don't think it's as good.
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1. How im ortant did ou think the overall to ic was?

I thOught it was important because I think, am I right, because it's the

basi$ for the, for Aoing the sentences with the boxes in themiddle of the

sentence: And, before, we had these researcfi topics' those topics came

sooner and I think this WaS a good preparation forithose topics. "Did ybu

likethat change? The fact that the box had alwayS been on the right, or

did You feel that it was a better way of teaching,with it?" The box always

on the right is much easier for them and it's always been hard to teach

them the, box either in tha first or--I don't know. What are the correct

terms for them, in the be
/ginning. "Well we can talk about them in either

the first or the second Position." Okay. And t also think that the way

thisiis set up With the lboxes, what do you call this? "Oh, the part-part-

whole.",'The part-part-Whole, right, was really good. I was very frustrated

thought, because I somehow didn't think they were ready for it. They just

really as, a whole grouP did not get it ontheit own, I helped them. If I

helped them they seemeia*td understand it, and'if we did the pages together

they seemed to understand it and could give mp the answers. But when th6y

--had'to-read-itZthemseives, most of_them. "T oughout the whole topic you

found that to be true only where th y had-the-Patt="-part-,,whole-boxes,
--

Once it got to these ther things they were Okay. I think, again, it might

be.the reading that hol4s them back and.alsp the, just the wording about

'more than,"how man more or less than,' T just, I don't know the answer

but,1I don't think th re ready yet to undeistand it. They cannot think, if

I say 'This is the whole and these are the(parts,' they ban plug them in,

butjthey cannot read he story problem and figure out which is the part and

whibh is the whole an what the answer shOuld be. "Did you find some kids

could do it?" Some k ds could, yeah. I Would say maybe three or fours five

out ',of the whole group But for the most, part no, no way. So we struggled

thrOugh the first eigh pages and I did several.of the pages with them as a

whoie group then they d'd a couple on their own. As I say, I like it, it's

just, it makes sense to me but it sure d)idn't seem to make any sense:to them.

I don't know: I'd be in erested to see ihow-they would do with missing

addend boxes after havin had this, I dcin't know. I just don't-think we

did enough with it. So that it'll makela lot of diffeience, but I don't

know; "Now, they used in\later topicsitoo, so they will continue to build

on that." Well, at least 'hen they have seen that and it will probably

helpbecause they have bee introduced:to it.

2. W4ch aotivities did y
t

t

Okay. I guess I already tal

tent that they were introduce

part-Whole?" Yes, the part-p

And I also di a lot of prepar

of tiMe. I just didn't go int

the stories that are, that wer

much fpll w it"just as it was

/
part-part whole portion?" Yes.

then on Activity C we started v

that because they've seen that b

given them. But, when they had
they h#d to write it in the up an

think were the most useful?

ed about those. Those were useful to the ex-

to them, but that's about it. "The part-

rt-whole problems. So that was Activity A.

ng on the board too.' I mean I spent a lot

thebook, I spent'a lot of time going over

listed in S-3A and B, "Did you pretty

ritten?" This part I did, yeah. "The

"And that goes through?" B. "B." And

rtical notation. And they did alright on

fote\in some fun folding things that I've

o wr te it themselves; for example, when

do4in form, I thought there would be

70
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no problem, but they got the plus sign, like they would write 4 and put the

plus sign right under it and then the 5 and then some of them would even

put equal signs for the line and then I, but we worked that through. But

it wasn't as easy for them as I thought it would be. But they understood,

they certainly understand the concept of that it can be both ways; so dhat

was okay. D was optional and T used student page 14 as an extra activity

where they had to throw the dice--that was fun. That's the only thing I

did from that option part. Didn't do any of the rocks business. Okay, now,

most of the rest of this was just practice in various ways with addition

and subtraction and I found that very valuable because it was easy for them

for the most part. Page 16 was pretty hard. "Did you decide what it was

that made it hard? Do you need more blues than reds?" Again, I guess it

was just the 'how many more' wording. And once I went through and said that

how many more means subtract and thgt altogether was add, it was okay.

But it was jsut reading this and looking up here and counting and then

writing it down--maybe just too many steps for them. "Could be." The

money pages again, they haven't had enough experiences with money that that

was very ea3y for them either. "But you did it?" We did it, but it wasn't

very successful. The way' it is set ,up on the page, you have this you want

to buy, this you pay, they always want to put 7 minus 10, for example.

"On page-liT'"--But- they-got it-, but I don't think that's set up Nery well.

I did not do page 18 and 19 because, again, when the pages are set up like

this and they have to flip back and forth between one page and another it's

very difficult. It's more trouble than I thought it was worth. "Could

you have torn it out?" I could have torn it out, except it's real hard

when it's stapled like this. We had that trouble before with the puzzle.

I tried unstapling the books and stapline back. I figued we could do

something else. Then on pages 20, 21, 22, yeah, those three pages were

good. Again, they were just practice. They seemed to be able to find

the relationships on page 21 and then again on page 22. This was very

easy for them. "Good." Then we got back to the families again, and I

think I said this last time, families are just not, I don't think first-

graders, it was just too hard for them to get all four of those different

sentences. And even with this page first, where they could see all of

the families and then having to do it on,this page--a few of them could do

that by themselves. Just let me look through here and see if there is . .

3-4. Was there an thin unclear or that you felt was useless su erfluous?

No. Just what I mentioned about the part-part-whole. Except for the fact

that they've been exposed to it, I'm not sure that that was that valuable.

They did very well on the topic inventory. "They certainly did, yeah:"

It was just very easy because it was just, well, if you had part-part-

whole families in there it would not be; they would not have done very

well at all.

7. Did you feel that you covered everything that you needed to or was

there some material that you should maybe have done before_you got

to anything?

No, they were ready for this. "And Activity D, that was the only one

where,you pretty much skipped a large portion?" Uh-uh. "And in part-

part-whole you added the statement that you did board work and you

did add to thar." Yes, and I worked with small groups. I let the ones

(1
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who could do it go on their own and I worked with the small groups who

just absolutely didn't get it. So I ha& to change that a little bit.

11. Since this is the third round, is there anything that you'd like to

comment about? What you've been through this year?

I've enjoyed doing it. I'm not sure I'd really want to do it again. For

some reason it seems to take a lot of, well it doesn't take any extra time

for me I don't mind teaching it, it was something different and I didn't get

tired by teaching the same ,thing all the time. I'm not sure'how much the

children have been benefitted from it.' I don't think it's hurt them, but

I wish had--maybe when I see some of the results from which you have donw.

"Which you will get to do." It will be easier for me. I just think they

so much more emjoy those little.topic books than they enjoy these. They

kind of dread, I don't know whether it's the format, the way they look,

whether they seem longer, or what it is--I probably should ask them, I

think I will. "That would,be interesting. If you find out anything let

us know." Maybe you should get from them how they feel about it. Then,

they don't have the other ones to compare to, either. You know, like

topic 27 or whatever it was t;,ey did. But it just seems like it was long

for them, they weren't very excited abOut-it:--They-would-rather-do-fun

folks--which that is just drill, practice things. "But they find them

more interesting?" They're fun, they're puzzles and there's coloring in-

volved. It's not the same thing. But on the other hand, you have a lot

of varied activities. You ,know, it may just be me, maybe they don't feel

that way about it. "You said that this writing just wasn't all that ex-

citing." That may be, yeah. Maybe it's just fiist grade. "Maybe sentence

writing just isn't all that exciting." Maybe it's just first grade. "Older

kids, having to write a sentence doesn't do that much . . ." No, it doesn't

and it's not that interesting for the first graders. Buts they have.to

learn how to do it, I guess. That a lot of things we teadh--we think they

need it. So I think I'll ask them and see what they think about. "Anything

else that you've thought about or would like to add?" I'm really interested

in seeing the resu.its.
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Teacher G School Y

(Incomplete Interview)

1. Teacher G is going to talk about each of the activities and answer

Okay, I'm on A, S-3A. I really liked the whole-part chart and I even think

that put us, introduced us, at an earlier topic, because it really helped

the kids see that and I think when we first were going to do S-1 or S-2 I

think it . . . earlier. Because some of the kids wondered why didn't you

show us that before. Also, the terms 'addition' and 'subtraction' could

have been introduced earlier. "Is that the first?" This is the first that

the word 'subtraction' has been in there. We talked about the terms. Be-

fore we even talked about adding,on and joining and they may know those

words and I think it is the first time . . . . I also think the term 'minus'

should be intrpduced here. I don't think it has ever actually really, a

minus sign. I pretty much followed the directions on this whole-part here.

I didn't quite understand why they weren't supposed to complete the chart,

because they wanted to do that. They di-dn't feel It waa-rIght-to-go-on--

unless they had completed the chart, and I wasn't quite clear why they

weren't supposed to do that. Maybe they cpuldn't . . . . I thought the

whole-part chart was great . . . .
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School Y May 1979

"Teacher-H-1s -going -to go through-the activities and talk about each,one

individually." I guess as'I stated the other night at the meeting, I feel

that these boxes explaining, this explains the story so much better and I

really feel that it should have been introduced earl*. I feel it was

really an important little thing that t;aught the kidsghow to get their ideas

down some place and then some of them (*ere able to write their sentences

so much easier. So I really wish this would have been introduced much

eaxlier and I know that you explained it.as the part-part-whole and just a

simple joining and separating, but I really think that with the children

it wouldn't make much difference. It would really be a very helpful thing

at the very beginning. Just to look at the sentence and say, 'hey what are

we'going to do here?' After you've got all the parts in the box it really

helped afterwards. I have two or three that still do it, but for the majority

of the kids, I think it really helped a lot. Basically all the pages in here

I had to read everything. I think there was too much writing on a lot of

them. They probably could have left out all the words (for my class) and

I could have just read the stories and they could have left it very simple

with the box and a spot for writing the sentence. Too much for-my kids.

I really prefer a line when they have to write a sentence. Some of the

places there wasn't enough space and children find it very hard to write

in a straight line and some are just getting to be able to write their

numbers a little bit neater so you can read them; compared to the beginning

of the year, and I think likes would have helped a lot. There were some

pages where I had Leone separate with a pencil all the problems because

there was just so much going on. The last book I did that about three or

four times or had her make lines beforehand, because there was just too

much on one page, but then you couldn't very well leave out all the words

for my children and put them in another thing. But I think some of the

pages it was just too much. Another thing I did with the story problems,

I kind of changed it around a little bit, I felt that some of the children

were jusx getting the idea of hoi.7 many cards that were all together or if

you have 11 altogether and 2 said 'I Miss you,' how many said 'hello' or

whatever, then all the rest of the stories they had the wording all dif-

ferent and I tended to stay at one like even if it didn't say altogether I

would add, how many were there altogether. So I kind of stuck with one

story format and I think there i4ere too many changes. I can't speak for

the top kids. The top kids probably it didn't make anyJlifference how they

were written. So many of the story problems as they got further on were just.

"So you feel like having just a little more structure, a little more of the

same kind of problem could have helped." Yes. A lot of the children, as

they got used to the stories they would just look at the numbers real quick

and write them in. They thought they knew what the story was by looking at

the numbers. They didn't wait for all the words to be read. "So they

don't get them in the right spot then?" Right, sometimes by chance-.

Basically, there was too much writing for my children. They couldn't read

the stories anyway, but I think the story problems are important. I don't

think they should be left out. "You just want it simplified for them,'

maybe?" I.guess there is one thing that I like about this program in that

I don't feel that they have to do every page so if I felt they were getting

bogged down with them, like there was one page that I thought was really

hard. They had no problem going across and then going down. I have some

that just write it messy and they're not really straight in a row, but

there was no problem in going to the side. "Horizontal to vertical?"

4
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They enjoyed that page a real lot, with the correcting page 12. I gave

them a marker and then they, I said-that I had done the answers and they

have to be the teacher now and they did it so neatly--they enjoyed that

one. I did not do the one with the dice. They need very simple activities

.and it was just too much. I did not do the one with the rock. I just

didn't feel that it was necessary to get the idea across to the kids. It

would have been fun and something extra but I felt that the basic things.

We did this one, not too bad but I still feel sometimes that they just wait

for me to put the answer on the board. I'm not sure whether they really

understand what we're doing. Some of them . . . "That's page 16." . . .

went right ahead and wrote-th-e-s-erardidn't do the money because I

haven't really worked on money all year. If there Were any pages throughout

the program I just skipped it. They have a hard enough time saying 10 take

away 5 is 5 much less thinking about what a dime is or a nickel. It's just--

Money is one thing I feel when the kids are ready for it they'll learn. I

thought if I had time at the end of the, I would do something with it. I

did this one, page 10, and . . with the path. We did the whole page and

I had it on the ,board. We took the path out and we laid it side by side

and what I did was. . . "Teacher G said she had problems with it because the

path were so mixed up." . . . I had them color code it. The first one we

used a red crayon and made the path and then we did a blue crayon and so

on. We-took a-different_color_for each path and I did it on the board as

we went along and I really kept it going at a fast pace, so the kids really

didn't have time to . . . what are we doing? Okay go from A to B. So I

really guided them, but we did do it and they, it's a little bit confusing.

I think if you went ahead maybe there was so much on one page, I think

maybe four people would have been plenty. It just got such a hodge podge

of paths and Teacher G even had mentioned that it was a little difficult for

some of hers. I put-the whole thing--I had this all on the board, we did

half one day and half the other day. Let's first go to A. I had them take

their finger and go A to B. How many butterflies? They always wanted.to

say one because they saw one picture. So after we got the idea that it was

five butterflies and five rabbits chen it was alright. Then they caught on.

The last few they did all right, you know, the majority of the kids, so

that wasn't too bad. I don't really think that they can ever get enough

of difference and some addition/subtraction "drill pages." This page 21

they really enjoyed because we talked about families using the same numbers

and we, when we checked we went like this and criss-crossed and if they .had

them right then they should have had the same one up above and they thought

that was so neat that they could find out if their own answer was right

by going up that way and I really didn't do a whole lot on families. "You

found that difficult, I'm assuming, with your kids?" I really did and I

don't think they really, they said, oh, there's a 2 and a 6 and 10 and all

the ones, but I don't think they really thought about how they went together.

."They didn't connect the concept, probably." I did it with cubes and I

said, "well, here you have 10 and we're taking away 2 and we have 8 left,

and look what we're doing here, we're just taking these 2 and 8 and putting

them back together and look, .we end up with wat we start." If they had to

do that by themselves, I don't think they would have really understood it.

They could see it if I did it. We did this and then on this page, you

know they could find all the answers fine. I don't really think the number

families really meani'too much. A couple of them tried to criss-cross over

like we had done before and that didn't help too much. The last page we

just did a couple of them. If they could give me one other sentence using

these numbers then it would be in the same family. I just left it at that.
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I'm sure some of the children in other rooms did really well on that page.

"No. Family seems to be a difficult notion all the way through for all the

kids." I just didn't feel it was really important. I guess what I really

spend the most time on was just following, this is a good unit for following

directions, really, because they have to know where to put everything and .

listen to the stories and so I worked a lot on that--I worked a lot on the

drill. Not memoriiation of the facts, but just being able to--I encourage

the marks of the fingers or whatever and some of the kids just went theough

and you could tell by-the end of the unit how they had gotten where they

didn't even have to do this or think, they just knew what the answers were.

"Any thoughts at the end of this that would be helpful for us to know before

we begin working with second grade teachers? As far as the logistics of

the whole thing this year?" I guess I felt a little presured getting it all

in _with my children--other kids, the teachers got dope with theirs, their

children--but I think with the load of children it's an awful lot to get

done. I really had very little time to just stop for a couple weeks and,

like you had mentioned, now seven units for next year. I'm just wondering

how these kids are going to be able to.handle that, it is really Complex if

you're going, it's all going to be with the story problems I take it, and

the addition and subtraction. I had trouble getting through three really

long ones and I'm just wondering about the seven, if you're going to be able

o expeet-these-kids-to get through all seven of those. "I'm sure if they

can't it's okay. It became apparent there was no way we coulCkeep all-the

teachers together'and I'm sure that will just have to happen next year." I

stayed together, but I always had that feeling like I was doing the work.

Sbme days they really surprised me, but the majority of the time I had to

put everything on the board and say, "come on, here's my answer put it dawn,"

this is what we're doing. They were that type of class. I'm really not

sure if they really understood thp underlying concepts of it all. Most of

them certainly can add and stibtrat'up to 10. I only had about one on my

test that I gave yesterday with the §tory problems and the little part-part-

whole, I'd say there were only about five who didn't get it. So I was

really surprised at that. Of course I gave them very simple ones. I gave

them_oneaddition-and-one-subraction,---It-wasni-t
like-they-were-an-mixed

up or anything like that, so I was really pleased with that. I don't find

any of the activities hard to teach because.I just change it or I do some-

thing maybe a little bit different--I never let that bog me down. I don't

think any of them were too simple for my children in this unit. Even the

pages that had just the drill on I only had a couple maybe got them all right

dhe first tills A lot of that is just because they go too fast or they add

when they're suppose subtract. Maybe a couple will get perfect papers.

There are not,too many on each page and they keep below 10, so I don't feel

that they're too simple if only that few get a 100 each time. If everybody,

got 100 each time then you wouldthink.

6. Which activities did your pupils find easy?
-

I think they had to work hard on all of them. It was not an easy thing

for them. "What you would like then, it sounds to me, is something for

slower kids?" I don't want to completely throw out the story problems be-

cause I think it's important and I know that.the last time I went to the

math meeting for our district, the children that had started in DM? are up

at Winnequah right now. They said that they had found a tremendous dif-

ference in story problems and thinking skills, not the basic facts. They've
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seen a difference in the thinking process and just sitting down and thinking

about how they're going to attack the problem. Mr. H is one for that. We've

gotten away from people thinking and I'm glad that weve gone back to that-

'cause they really need to think for themselves.

7. Is there material which your pupils should have covered before this

topic which they didn't?

No. I felt there was a good even flow from S-I, S-2, S-3. The only thingq

have against it is the little box. I can't *see the difference in the sentences

when I read them to the class. "I think that's added purely from the

theoretical base." You can make it.a fun thing--I have this secree code and

make it a fun type thing and I think that will help a great deal.

8. How did you choose which activities to use?

I guess I did it mainly--time--I picked out maybe the two or thiee that I

felt were the most difficult on those pages that I told you about. The dice,

and I just kind of planned my time over the block of days that I had and I

really did almost everyone except those.two pages--14 and 15.

9. Did you change anyof the activities? Why?

Mainly because of' my low children. Where I had to do more explanation before-

hand and do it together whereiit says and the last five problems that your

children do by themselves--I never did that, maybe -,ne--and then we could

have 20 beforehand and they had the one to do by the..ftselves and they would

get it all wrong.

10. Did you add any activities? Why?

Yes. I do all the time. For all my units. "Because you feel like your

kids need more examples in a particular kind?" Yes, and even when you have

the top kids there are other activities that you can do to really reinforce

that in a fun way or somethihg that you've used before in another curriculum

and I justI'm not one for sticking to worksheets anyway as far.as math is

concerned. That's one reason I like DMP, is because they have other,things

suggested and they have other materials. So many of the schools that

you go to visit have a workbook and the kids do page 'after page and I guess

that's one thing I didn't like about S-1, S-2, and S-3 is because you end up

doing more worksheet type things and it is hard to get those centers ready

4nd the stations ready.and get all that extra material. But I really think

it's worth the effort.

11. Is there anything else you want to say?

I hope it doesn't go down the drain. The next couple of years--after all

the effort that you people put in and really the teachers here have worked

hard oa DMP and really hope that in a couple years they're not going to

throw it out the window.
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1. How important do you feel the overall topic is?

Very important.

2. Which activities in the topic do you feel most useful?

Well, it depends. Your objectives were obviously to do'the whole7part-part,

right? "Yes." Wasn't that the gist of the wholething? Which ones I felt

were moit,useful? 1"Yes." That would be very hard to answer._ Many of.your

activities--I could not answer that one. "Did you think the part-part-whole

chart was helpful?" the chart of you mean the concept of it? "No, the chart."

Yes. "It did help in their solution or could solve Without the chart?"

"We'-ve-had.some'people say they wished that hsd been_ introduced earlier."

I had them come around from another angle. I question some of your sequences.

First of all, I would introduce, and-will in the future, whole-part-part

without solving. I think when you combine the two you're asking for too

much and you're getting very little of the two things you want...' One of

the whole-part-part concept-and actual solving. I found later on it was very

interesting when I gave them vely difficult problems and I gave them the

whole,-the_paxt, aad_the-part_end told them if you have all three you can

write and you can solve and therefore they were not encumbered by having to

solve. Our children have a built in, I don't know if it's from our society

or if it's just innate, desire to solve and,solve quicklz and show the world

how they can solve. So I think you're defeating your purpose with this to

ask them to solve. I went back in my preparation and had them just simply''

identify whole-part-part. Don't worry about solving. Then it seemed to

relieve them 4of that problem of things to solve and it was really fun to see

if we could so it. 'What did we have here?' Was it a whole-part or a part-

part and-we didn't-have to-wortS'-dbout solving-it. Nhat stage of the game

did you do that? Had you really gotten into the activities? I introduced

using, you know I made.my little chart, and we talked about whole-part-part

and we used some flannel board, you know, activity type of thing, then we

went through this. This is way too much reading for your slow readers,

way too much, because they are too involved in the reading. Now, either

you want them to be able to read it and understand it or you want them to

be able to solve it so they've .got to go trom reading an idea,to putting it

into what I would call a math sense. So that I found was, I had to go

over--all my kids were not--this was way too much reading. Now there may

be very sharp kids that . . . "So did you do each problem 'with the total

group?" We had different kids so this took a lot of time. Then I did it,

I could see what concepts or where' we were goindas far as the whole-part-

part went. Now I cannot tell you exactly where I went, I always forget it in

my notes, but I went back then and made out a ditto sheet where I had a

whole-part-part and we went through, we had different problems on the board

and we just identify thc. whole-part-part and they liked that and I think I

did that right. This I did almost as an evaluation near the end where we

went over vocabulary. Number families I found you don't have any where

near enough repetition, so we do that ourselves. "So you add how many, would

you say three or four?" At least twice. It was very very interesting the

third time I did it. I had them select their own nuMber family and that

was very meaningful because it was something that came from them so they

could, I wish I had saved the papers because that was whera I took. . .

Oh, then we used the chimneys for the whole-part-part and some of our

papers and here we used the attic and they liked that. "The.chart?" Yes
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and one time they had a great deal of fun when 50 was a whole and 20 was a
part and 30 was a part and you had 200 as a whole, a 100 as a part or what-

ever, 50 and 150. "Did you find most of them could do that?" Well, it

wasn't, I wasn't interested in the solving, did they knoW what to do and

they were jliust amazed'hat 200 was a whole and 50 part and 150 was a part.

They could lwrite 50 plus 150 equals 200. 200 minus 50 equals 150. To them

for the first (gasp) look what we're doing, but to me it told me did they
know the part-part-whole rather than they were no longer concerned. So

they knew if they had the whole and they took away one part they'd find the

-other part. So that I liked and we did that. "So you added additional work

twice then on whole-part-part?" Yes and we did this once where I gave them
the number families once again where they could write whatever number family

they wanted and then could write their 4 sentences so in another, go back
and, this would precede any solving the whole-part-part. "Plugging in

values into the whole-part-part chart without solutions?" Now, they,

were able this yesterday, I haven't checked it, their sheets they dearly

love. Now, I gave them colored pencils and they think that's-a real big

deal. "Their drill sheets with . . ." Well, they did . . . identify part-

part-whole. "So there are vertical sentences where they identify part-part-

whole?" It's at the last and they say don't worry about it if it isn't

mastered. 'Cause it will be done later on. As I say, I haven't checked but

the-way .--th ey--h an &I e d it. ad:no: the-child r err do7n o

understand it will be explored again in later topics. To me this is an

idea of. what in this tells me what they know about whole-part-part. I

would say of my 19, I hav our that are a possible weak in all math concepts.

Time, money, whole-part-pa , listening, which isn't a particular in math

but listening skills and foil:ming directions, staying on-task. "You use

this.family chart also as an evaluation, right? So, did you think the topic

-inventory gave you a notion about where they were?" I know where my kdis

are. "Would you say the topic inventory is too easy?" I didn't even look

at it. I don't know those inventories. I just turn them in-. I have no

idea how many errors my kids have. I would guess if there were a lot of

errors it was due to carelessness or time of day or something. It isn't

a matter of lay kids, I can pretty well tell you what facts. I give them

physical things to count and they're getting-more and more--they're still
using a lot of fingers, kids instinctively use fingers. You could pile

the desk 2 feet high with other things and they would still use fingers.

This state we did. It was alittle difficult--we did as a group--but
I didn't give answers, this is something I would owrk on. I would develop

all I wanted them to tell me . . . this is how I told them. . . I said when

you have a number story you'll know three things. You'll know a whole and

a part and a part if you solve, but most nwnber storiet we have to solve we

only know two things. Over and over again I had them tell me what two things

od you know from reading this or hearing this, read or seeing it on the

board. "So this example, 13 balls, 2 are red balls, how many are green
balls, we know and there are two blanks in, the children were to plug in
the two things that they knew." And I had the vocabulary always on the same

page so they wouldn't have to struggle with the spelling or knowing what to

do. That I would do more and more of. "Could they read tfiat page?" Yes.

That's a pretty controllable vocabulary. They didn't have too many problems

with that. We did--took some,of science words, plants and guppies. Most of -

those things they know and, but our vocabulary we wanted them to get was

whole-part, add/subtract, addition/subtraction. I was surprised when we

know, when we add, we are doing,blank, when we subtract we are doing blank.
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They would say, when we add we are adding, we are doing addition. It was

really kind of chintsy on my part. I didn't particularly care. _I just

wanted to.see if they could handle it. "So this was a vocabulary kind of

evaluation." Well, I wanted to know, wd had talked about these concepts.

See math stories have a blank, a blank, and a blank. Can they rattle that

Do they know it's a whole or a part-part? When we know a part and

a part we what? So they know the procedure, they make that decision. But

I think all of these concepts should come before the solving, and I think you

get into the solving before you develop the concepts.

7. Is t'here material which your pupils should have covered before this

topic which they didn't?

"You would say this experience with deciding what is whole', what is part,

what is part, and then do the 'solution." Identification of the information

you get either from reading or from.this, what information do you have

hert and then if they know it the information that they are getting, then

tfiey can decide what information dd-I have to find. Together there should

be the three things. There Are many times I would ask them tO tell me what

don't you know. That was, at least the things I would do. I would do it-

in just-d-little-diffeLeni
sequencey-and-more.4n_depth-21O_you havg any

more copies of those papers that we could have?" I don't have any copies,

maybe we have to run them. Then I made.a dice game ditto, a length thing,

and I used it also with the,,I found this was very necessary. )Cause you

set it up for the youngsters. It's one of the games and I found it was

much easier if 1-gave them blank and they could put'in their little number

facts. I did skip that graph. This I did, Activity D. I don't pay ninth

attention to the activities. I just kind of go down them. "If you were

giving suggestions for this itudy on things that could be more useful with

the second grade teachers next year, what would you suggest?" All I know

was the input I got from the second year teacher that kids could not go on

who didn't know the part-part-whole, and they said give thtm a good founda-

tion in that so we have something to on. I feel now, I'm going to

follow very very closely, I wanted to see, I think my kids have more than

a foundation. I think they are close to mastery as far as really under-

standing, thinking it. See,'I think it's very important with your math

book because-you use different terminology, different,approaches, kids don't

pick up before they come into school. We have to get the kids thinking your

, math. We can't get into just pencil and paper type of thing. If we don't

get our kids thinking in Math and the teachers thinking this way--do you

know what I mean? "I do." I take an algebra and I was not thinking algebra,

I got through but I was not in tune. .I want the kidS saturated s6 they:know.

With your firsties you don't, you always go from more introduction exposure

tod, but I try to get as close to mastery as I can and still ma4,at very

pleasant. The groups supposedly was a slower group, I don't know how they're-

coming out in comparison with Teacher M. I feel they are a strong lower half.

"That would be interesting to look at and we can do that. What about the

logistics of the way we ran this, were there things that we did that you

would wisfi we didn't do to the second grade teachers or ways that we.could

have been more.helpful to you?" I_don't know. The observer didn't bother

0 me at all._ She's a very pleasant gal and I had agreed at the beginning I'm

going to coMpletely ignore you, '-cause if I ignore you the kids will ignore

ydu. So sjhe, just likeTart of the furniture. We did exch6ge a few comments

here and Lere, but other than that, that didn't bother. Once the kids
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asked what is she doing here and Was half way through and I said,we are so

latelet's talk aboutfit tommorrow and they forgot it. The intervieWs, the

firet one we weren't n tified of and so it came as a surprise, but that
didn't particularly hob her me, I'm used to surprises. I don't feel that

you have shared whatev r information you're gathering with us. I don't

feel left out, but I'm not sure if you have inforMation that would be valuable
to me or if it is only valuable to you in tbe itatisticii sense./ 6
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Teacher L School'Y

(Battery in tape died.)

1. Liked S-3 best.
Patt-part-whole--introduce earlier.

2.. Didn't use one on rocka..-used the rest.

Liked: graphing, games--threw dice, good.that they write sentences.

Had used money exercise'p'reviously..

' Liked geoboards--different.

Difficult to teach: Better done than others, easier to teach.

.Page 6 on kids book.
Unknown in "pot"--needed a concrete refere%t.

6. Kids found easiest--combinations

7. Difficult--families

.
Part/Part/Whole--wished they had had that sooner.

Maybe--word problems scattered although why not some part-part-whole

or word problems on topic inventory.

9. Didn't change activities or add activities.

Times that we had more "things" in kit ready to use.

Takes a lot of time early in year.
Lots left on teacher.
Will be nice to be left alone.
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Topic 5-3 Teacher M School Z May 1979

1. How im ortant 'do -ou feel the overall to ic is?

_
It's vital it's a different way of presenting adding and subtracting than
I had been taught to teach, but it's absolutely vital. I like the idea of

whole-part-part with the chart, the illustration that they can use, but I'm

not so sure,that that's how they learn. Because putting the whole in the

part in the chartiand trying to find the other pari, I found that it was

confusing to them if they still wanted.,to find . . . The answer would be

the whole so both numbers woad come in the part boxes or they would put
whole-part and,then add up to the whole, so it was confusing for them to
put the numbers in the chart--they peem to know the process, but it was

hard to use the chart so then I thought, is the chart necessary? I think

it's a good idea, but if they're getting the answer . . . "Would you have

introduced it sooner, dn you *hink rhAt would have simplifjed?" Ptobably

with my group. I felt I had a group that would move fairly fast and caught

on quickly to what I was doing. "Teacher M is going to go through each

activity and talk a,.ut its use or problems that she had and so on."

I First of all the booklets were lovely, but the hard covers were very hard

to fold back to do work in. I toOk the bookets apart and kept the pink
paper-for other use and there was one, when I got to it, there was one

part of the topic that needed the pages side-by-side. That was real diffi-

cult if you didn't have the book taken apart ahead of time. Starting out

with the first part--maybe it's because it should have been presented

sooner to my childrenan.example of whale-part-part when they would have a

whoel ancla part and were trying to find the other part, they would almost

eliminate the chart--think 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12--usually count on their

fingers, not the-cubes, and then give the answer of 5 hut not look at the

chait. And I wasn't always sure that they were realiiing whole take away

part equals part or part plus part equals whole. We went over that, each

step on the chart, and then over on the side P add on P equals W and we

said P stood for part and . . . But I don't know if they really used that.

. I thought it was nice, but I'm not so sure that it was helping them in their

process. "So, what you're saying is that you think your kids already had

learned how to solve those and so maybe this was late for them?" Yes. And

for some of them that had learned eorlier I think it almost confused them.

when I made them sit ddwn, look at the chart, fill it in, and then go back

to the problem, and they would talk about which was the shole, which was"

the part, it was almost as if . . . it was too tedious and they wanted to

forget it 311 and they got confused. "Because they could solve it?" Yes,

right. That was another problem even with S-2. They were always in a

hurry to find the answer and we did expect the answer from them though we

played, we still expected it from them so they wanted it, which I think

is naturalbeing what we are, everyone, you want the answer, you want the

final product and they did too, and a lot Of them knew their basic facts

before we started it. When I went through the problems like on page 9 and

10 in the manual they could use the charts--they talk about part add on

part ;.:qual whole, but it was almost as if I was dragging that out of them,

that they already had their hands up and knew the answer and did not eyen

want to go through the set. I don't know if all the children in my class

knew exactly what was going on as they see it--maybe it helped more children

than I thought. It juat seemed like I was doing all these steps-steps-steps

and they already knew the process which I was going through--part add on part.

When they did work like on pages 4, 5, and 6 of their student book, the vali-

dating caused a real problem 'cause they knew it--I'd keep saying, but you



still validate or you check your work. I Used the words. "Interchanged

them?" Right. They didn't even want to do the papets; they would say,

'oh, not one of those again.' BecaUse we h ve to validate and for many of

them, not all of them, they knew that 10 take away 3 equals 7, they.just

didn't want,to spend the time. ,Eveh though t ey're not pressured to do it

in a certain amount of time, they still feel hat, their inner pressure of

'I want to get finished' and for some of the ci1dren who work slower even

though they knew their basic facts it doubled their time for working and

they . . .
"Did you find tfiey made errors, careless errors, or was that

not the case?" Oh definitely-careiess errors. \I think it's a good idea

to get them into validating or cheCking their wOrk. I think some of that

also came from S-2 when we expected answers from\them that they knew many

of these basic facts or thought they did because\they had worked not with

the part add part equals whole or whole take away\ part equals par or even

these kinds of number stories, but they knew add On and take'away so they

had been working with that kind of a-problem for do -long andZnad.been_ex__-

pected to answer them, not mastery, but even if said, 'don't fill in the

boxes' they wanted to and sometimes itIsaid have them fill in the something

box. "Did you eliminate any activities?" Only one that was optional,

otherwise T did everything according to the book only, it was the first time

teaching and I felt that was the best way to go. Tfiis is the one I elimin-

ated. "The graphing?" Yes. S-3D--it was the optional one with' the graph-

ing. We did chart work in that two week interval that We had between S-2

and S-3. "You did sok,graphing, then?" Right, and I thought that that

wastplenty to show. ,
;

10. Did you add any activities? Why?

Not while teaching S-3, no, except the extra-Worksheets. But those came

from DMP also, didn't they? "Were there any that were particularly diffi-

cult?" This was the one--pages 18 and 19 of the student booklet. "Just

because it was hard to get--is that the one you had to put side-by-side?"

Right. I had taken it apart-before they did it, budl plus, I think this

chart for that age was just too much on one piece of ;paper. Had it pic-

tures instead of the persons name for group B or the iletters would be

different colors, somethingl.else besides the black and white. That was

too much because'I went over it with some of them whO had made a lot of

errors and 'to go back then after you've check, markedl, and erased over--

that was too much to expect of the first year student. It's dull looking

for a first year student. The idea of it is very good, but it need to be

presented to them as far as on paper in a different way. "No doubt

commerciatly you could make that idea go." Yes. Then we gob . . .

. . "Did you like the amount of real that there was;phoning, did you

think that was about the right amount?" I do. Activity F in the student

booklet, page 23, where they were to do nuTber families it said to also

introduce the concept of the three numbers in the box; but there is no

place on their papers to do that. I tried having theth put it on the side--

very difficult. The concept is good, but it is not pesented in a good

way. I didn't think, because the idea of part-part-whole in the chart should

be one less and totally on its own, I aink, with mor maybe boardwork,

maybe manipulative objects rather than paper work right away where there's

no space for the chart. We did a lot of board work on that one. Most of

"the children completely forgot about the chart--did ndt even do it on the

side. It was too much on one paper--a better way I thought would be half
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the amount of problems with a lot more space on the paper And then an area

for the chart. It's just too much to hit a child with. The idea is good.

Then when we went to page 24, when they had to go one step farther than

what was on page 23 and actually write other problems for the family--

.again there was no place for a chart and because there wasn't and it wasn't

stressed as much on page 23 some of the child, who I don't think would

have had difficulty, had it then on page 23, had a lot of difficulty on

page 24. "That was your last day, wasn't it?" Yes. "That was the day I

coded in your room and a little girl sitting up by me was dealing with it,

well if she wanted to do the part-part chart she could and if she didn't

want to she didn't have to and was trying to convince others that she

really was right." That was when they got confused with part-part-whole

. . . 7 plus 2 equals 9 and they keep building and get numbers up to 25

because they don't have the chart. Where if they had the chart they can

check it right away. I like that idea.of, if you had a page like 24 and

they could have the chart, they could validate the.chart: All the differcnt

ways and then write their problems because I think they get very confused

doing like 1 add on 3 equals 4, going over and validating, then they've got

to come back and remember what am I doing on this paper. The first year

student, they've got to have this step and this step and this step other-

wise there is too much in their minds. It's just like myself. I need

number 1, number 2, and number 3--you have to go back to number 1 and then

go to 2 and then try to go back to number 1 and then 3 is very confusing.

Those were the only recommendations I have for it.

11. Is there anything else you want to say?

I just started 28. Nice topic, but for my children to just--this time--

some of the activities that start out are way-too easy. Way, way too easy

of putting together. Symmetry we're having a good time with and fractions

we're going that with--that I'm supplementing with.my own work sheets and

my own lesson plans only because the part like I think a fraction should be

more concentrated on that, the putting together, at the beginning. There's

what five or six different pages of cutting up and putting together, well

they weren't even hardly listening to my directions because they.could see

right away what it was going to be and that kind of lost the whole point

of it. "Maybe you can skip a fiar amount of that then because it's kind of

silly to do the stuff they already know." But that's only,with this group

that I'm talking about. "Any othIr suggestions about what we've done or what

might be easier for the second graie teachers?" No. Except for that of

papers--you know? Not in the genetal plan. I still question about, do

they use the chart part add on part equals whole, but I think in their

second year--the second year teacher--could better say whether or not

they're using it, 'cause I'm working with too simple of facts. 'They may

not need it." I don't know that answer. But they do use their fingers.

I know more which they won't be able to do if they get into higher numbers.
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Topic 5-4 Teacher C School Y October 1979

PLANNING

1. Do you plan alone or with other people?

I generally plan alone unless we plan something in our team meeting. "Does

'that often happen? That you will talk about one particular content area?"

Not particularly. Mostly we're talking about overall math problems or D.

will tell us what she has on her mind for that week or what the new things

are coming up, or whatever:

2. Ida-b-:Dooulat--
__

.topic, or do you have another way that you plan?

By the week, so that I plan for the following five days on the weekend. Then

I modify that as time goes--zenerally'the children are not able to follow my

plans--they may cover half to two-thirds of my plans or not even that some

weeks.
5

3. DO you use other resources than the topic material?

Sometimes, yes, I use worksheets to clarify the topic material or to sort

out the ideas in which the children are mixed up on. "Are those things that

you just would work up--would you make them fairly close to a particular

activity or might they be something completely different from one of the

activities?" For explaining further in an activity I lAke to keep them in

line with the activity. Maybe I'll sort out all the parts of that activity

that are plus sentences and say to the children, now these are plus sentences,

and then another day give them minus sentences and subtraction sentences so

that they can actually see the two different kinds. Though we tell them

there are only the two different kinds many of them are still confused on

that unless they can actually experience for themselves the whole page of

plus and minimal page of minus. So in that sense it stays quite close. The

only time when it does differ is when there are children and I. have maybe

three of them now who are almost always finished with their work ahead of

anybody else and then they get extra sheets that may not eXactly follow what

they have done. They're kind of challenging sheets or something different.

4. Are there_ici...ds s ecificall ?

Yes. Those that are finished first generally and those that are very slow

I have to continually remind themt watch them, help them with, oh, for

example, one of the children is almost always printing her nines backwards

so that they look like a p or her p's backwards so they look like a 9. I

should say because when she labels the parts and the whale the ps are always

9s and she has to go back and change them if I haven't been standing next

to her all the time to keep reminding from problem-to-problem. Then I

sometimes keep them in from recess or part of recess to catch up, to help

them with concepts.
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DIRECT INSTRUCTION

1. How did you decide here at Y how to group your students?

Generally the children are grouped from the first grade teachers. Now, last

year the children were in three math groups because there were three first

grade teachers. There were four second grade teachers so they put them into

four math groups for us this year. "Scythe first grade teachers are the ones

teally who group the kids and then--have you for the most part kept with thosp

groups?" Yes, we have. There's quite a range in my room now I'm finding.

"But they did try to group academically, right, so that the high kids were

together and the slow kids were together and . . ." As far as I know. I

imdgine they had the two average groups now that we have must be from the

average group they had last year, plus some from the high and some from the

?ow so that they are a mixture of lows. But I would guess that the very

high and the ver lows come out, you know, the very 'highs and the very lows.

I don't know what the average is, my room seems to be quite a.range. "Do

you try to group within your room?" I sometimes do. What I do is, I ask

any children who are having any particular problem to come up to the table so

that I have the group of those that are having difficulty and those that

don't feel that they are having difficulty. Then I work with that group at

the table or that particular unit for that particular type of problem that

they are having difficulty with and that seems to keep them from daydreaming

and keep them on the job mdre.

3. How do you decide where an activity should be one ttiat the kids do on,

their own or one that you direct?

I'usually start out by each section of a topic--I start out by explaining

or using board work to demonstrate exactly what this new topic or this new

section is all about or how it's different from the previous one. If it's

an addition page of the nature that they have had before, like page 26, I

just tell them to go ahead on it and they are find. "But if it's new

material you feel you need to start with them?" For example, the graph work.

Well, I don't know just how much graph work they've had last year, but they

neeaes some help in labeling the_number of blocks stacked up for each type

of each work underneath the column, and then some understanding that each

block refers to one kind of a one-to-one correspondence. Also, the change .

now from vertical to horizontal problems in that each one of these was a

horizontal problem and even after that.I had a coupld children ask me, are

we supposed to write it thiS way or you know, make it horizontal.

4. How do you decide how much time to spend on an activity?

"For example, there were word problems and there were other kinds of problems.

How did you decide how much time to devote to a given activity?" It seems

to be that when the children understood the particular activity that they

were given, if almost all of them could seem to be able to do them with very

little difficulty then we would move onto another topic to another concept in

the next little lesson in the book. But, if there were half of them, or if

they are even having difficulty, then I would work with them maybe at the

front table while the others worked on their own. "Did you let some go ahead

and some not? Or did you try to keep them together?" As far as the explana-

tions and all go, I kept them together so they would,all hear the teacher's
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explanation for each page and then if they had the two pervious pages, which

were not completed and they needed extra help or extra work nn them, then I

had them usually go back and complete some of that work or all of it and then

go onto the new page I had just explained. Whereas the children who,had the

old work finished and had it correct and I knew they understood what they

had been doing, then they would work on the new work. "So you did let them

go ahead a bit on their own."

5. What kind of_evaluations of students do you favor? Would you test for

mastery or not?

"Wou14:you explain just how you would evaluate your students?" I don't quite

understand the question. "I have rephrased the question for C and aaked her

if it bothers her for het children to go ahead if they have not mastered a

particular concept." Some concepts that are perhaps above the level of the

second grader perhaps the abstract concepts, I feel that they're not really

quite ready for and therefore I feel just fine if they don't mastery them

cause I realize Lhey are not ablo to do sO. In areas where they're asked

to add, like add che,numbers that have the sums from 1-10, I feel that they

ought to really master that and have it pretty well by memory before they're

asked to do the sums that make 20. Because, if they can mastery those from

1-10 then they can see certain patterns and certain elementary things in

those that will help them master the sums up to 20. So I feel in certain

areas it's really good to have mastery before you go on and in other areas

it's fine just go on. It depends on how much emphasis and how important a

'particular activity is.

TOPIC INTERVIEW

1-7. C is going to take a look at each activity and talk about her feelings

on'that particular activity.

On page 2--that is the first page that they were given for the year. Twelve

tricks. And it was the stories about the magicians. I feel that this page

was very difficult for the children because they were coming cold out of

several months of not having done anything like this before; except, for what

I understand, they had some of these in first grade, this type of thing in

first grade, So to start off with the story problems was very difficult for

them and the idea of the chart was not new but was difficult for them and

I would recommend that they have more visual and.pictorial type work to

start themout at the beginning. For example, the worms on the following

pages that they measured with cubes--that helped them quite a bit with under-'

standing the part and whole relationship, but it still didn't help them

much with the addition, the difference between the addition and the subtrac-

tion problems and they were really confuse.' about whether to add or to sub-

tract and part of the probaem was I was having them fill in all three parts

of the chart and I realized that if I had them fill in only two parts of

the chart that made at easier for them. At least it made it easier for me

to go back and check if they were actually using the given numbers or if

they were using some other numbers in there, up and down form, if they were

confusing the third, the mystery number, in their up and down form. And this

continued to be a problem, this confusion between addition and subtraction.

We did try making up worksheets that had only addition problems and then work-

sheets that only had subtraction problems and another worksheet that was

mised. And that seemed to help them, it cleared up some of the problems and
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the wording for each and the typical wording in a subtraction problem and a
typical wording in an addition problem, but they were still having problems.
And I realized that the, now the problem was in the fact that the hPrizontal
sentence had, like, something take away 3 equals 4 and now in their up ad
doWn sentence after they filled in the chart and labeled up and down sentence,
some of them were thinking that they had to use the same kind of minus or
plus as they had in their horizontal sentence. And they weren't saying this
to me, but I observed this as time went on that this is what was happening;
that they felt that they had to do it the same. And so then I put the two
samples on the board. The_only_kind-of-ehart-with-the-whdle an t e part

labeled in it, that's the only kind, that is the only thing they can do with
something like that when there's a whole and a part to subtract even though
the sentence given is an addition sentence. "That makes sense--it would be a
missing addend kind of sentence where they'd want the unknown to be one of
the addends." And in the other instance, if they had tWo parts and they had
labeled the chart with two parts many of them were still subtracting because
in the original horizontal sentence it was a subtraction sentence-so I explained
to them that anytime they had a chart that looked a certain Way, for example,
with a whoie and a part, they would always subtract and anytime they had a
chart which looked in the only other way possible--which is two parts--they
would always add regardless of what it aaid in the horizontal sentence and
then,after a couple of days of reexplaining this they really picked up on
that and that really has been the thing has then helped them beyond this,
helped them surpass this plus and minus problem in what to do. '"So you had
them T in with the way the numbers looked in the chart?" Yes and then I put

them on the board as a permanent kind of thing and I labeled the part-whole
as a subtraction and the two parts as an addition so that if anyone still..
faltered and was unsure about what I had said, all they had to realize is
that they'd look up there and they'd look at their chart and not at the
horizontal sentence and find out what to do; then find their mystery number
and put it in the horizontal sentence. And it's very important for them to
realize the steps one at a time. I also found them using their cubes and
figuring out the mystery number tnd then doing the charE'and then doing the
up and down sentence so I realized that I really have to stress the sequence
of their activity and now they do understand that and almost all of them are
continuing to do the sequence.in order because when I come by and see if a
couple of them are not, I'll remind them so a constant reminder and constant
introductions at the beginning of the class lesson--it's easy for them now
to,do these type charts. By the way, I would Me to say the charts them-
sevles, the idea of the chart, has been well thought out and it certainly
helps the child much earlier do the kind of problem where something at the
beginning before the equal sign is unknown. They're so familiar with doing
an unknown at the end but not at the beginning, that still is very hard for
them. However, much easier now that these charts have been an added feature.
But the only thing is we have to be so careful at the beginning, I think, to
train the teachers nad how to teach the children to use these charts and
then do it step.-by-step so that right from the first day they understand
just what it is theY do want them to do. Then I should go back and check on
the pages you wanted me to look at to see which I felt were most useful. The
story and chart forms of pages 2 and 3 are good much later on. I think
they're fine; they,should come later and there should be more pictorial type
things, like with-the worms in the beginning. Pages at the beginning with
fewer charts on them, for example page 5, perhaps maybe only do four worms the
first day and have four charts and then there won't be so much. They do get
confused, it takes them an awful long time to find all of these woria. To

find the'H worm when they've got them all cut out and they don't " -sh this
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in one day so that means that I have to collect all the worms in the book and

I have to do it personally so it takes a long time to collect and a long time

to hand out 'cause I,have to hand them out personally so that the children don't

get them lost. Actually I had to do it, it took maybe 3 days before some of

the children were finished with this activity. I felt it was such a good

one because there was a lot of confusion at that point so I had them do most

of it though a lot of thet didn't finish'the whole thing. The same with page 6,

it's one of those pages where the children have to label the Aarts and do the

chart and-then the up and down form and that's .:11 very good later on. The

same with 7 and 8. NOw, I would say that for the eatly first, second grade,

especially since there's been months between first grade, that any problems

that are given should stick with sums that make 10 and not go beyond that at

the beginning becaust-htre
the-dhilatefi-afe-really, for us it seems difficult

but we can surmount that difficulty, but for the children it's sometimes un-

fathomable-to have-to-label-the parts::..do a_chart_do an up and down form,__

and then be given numbers that they aren't familiar with working at and'

cannot do the addition and subtraction easily. That they need so many cubes

for that they are constantly playing with them and that's another way we're

wasting time in math right now, is that they are having to be given 20 cubes

and they're only able to do plus and minus to 10 or maybe some of them can

do a little more than that but they're having to count so much. "The goal of

this, of course, is to get them where they can handle numbers up to 20. At

what point do you think they are 'ready to handle numbers that large? Wouldn't

you have this process of having to use the cubes no matter when'you began

large numbers?" I think the process of using the cubes is just great, but

everytime a child is given, well, for example, at the beginning I don't

know it depends on each individual classroom. This lower group would take

a lot longer and perhaps it should be a long time before they get into sums

over 12 or 13 because they are wasting 'So much time each time on counting

out what this magic number is rather than say, now, if this were a-5 take

away 2, many of them already know that and they could do that,magic number ,

easily. "But they've already done that in first grade, so I just wondered

at what point you felt it was . . ." I think it's a good review for second,

and I found dhat even though my average children had done it in first grade

many of them, almost two-thirds of them, are counting on.their fingers for

sums to 10 still and I feel the reason is that they haven't been given enough

time at the beginning of second grade to reconsolidate their memory and

their knowledge of slims to 10, but the sums to 10 have been mixed in with

all sorts of sums to 20 and then the whole things gets confused and mixed

up for them and so, as a result, they're still figuring on their fingers

for sums to 10, you see. .But that should be solved in the first several

weeks of the second grade for the average groups and especially for the

top group, and maybe the top group remembers it rather quickly so what I

would suggest is that there would be supplementary pages especially for the

bottom group.so that the'bottom could continue doing these.concepts, like,

you know, parts and whole and chart and up and down from but using the

numbers to 10.so that they aren't confused with all this adding and counting

and then taking away with cubes; that of numbers, that of sums and subtraction

facts, that they're not all familiar with doing and then once they are

familiar, the teacher will feel this out, then they should be given pages, .

you know. Then add, you know, 11 to sums 11 and 12 and 13 and 14 and the

same with the higher groups. This could be done very quickly, you know,

or as quickly as the teacher sees the children catching on, not only.to the

concept but easily doing the up and down form but always, of course, having

the cubes if the children want them. Now the problem with my children is some

of them don't want to use the cubes and that's okay, but I find that those

01)
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children are making mistakes--they're guessing and I would prefer to have

them guess a number sums to 10 at first and see' where their mistake is
rather than guessing on larger sums that they really can't do. And that is

where I feel a lot of our difficult comes in is throwing addition and sub-

traction too quickly together and throwing suns to 10 and then sums to 20

too quickly together, but step-by-step they would learn. I think we could

do this much quicker. "So the children then found the word problems more
difficult than drill portion, that's in the back part of the book I'm

assuming?" You mean the vertical subtraction and addition? "Well, problems

like on pages 22 and 21." Yes. Well, I have a couple who are having
Wi-t-h-fiage 22 still. They're counting on their fingers and

they're counting and that's fine, using fingers, _using cubes, but they're
haVing a terrible time with 5 plus 2, 7 plus 3, 8 plus 1, and I feel this
shouldif it's imPortant ata11,. it_should really definitely_be_solved_more
have more time for those sorts of things earlier.than second grade so that
almost all of the children or all of the children at least get the facts to

10 down, 'cause that is such a very important thing in our'future,life

and adding too much tends to confuse them.

8. Did you use most all of the topics or most all of the activities?

Yes, we used everything. Page 18 I saw would be confusing for them, they
would either have to use a separate page and line it up to make their own
charts and some of them need so much room and it would be very difficult

even to read their answers on charts they made in the small amount of space

aVailable so we skipped page 18. Generally we at least eried each page.

I always explain how to do each page and have them try each page and see

at least if they knew bow and see how, or understood the concept, or at

least had a chance at it.

10. You did add some activities? You did use some dittoed sheets, right?

Yes. I would like to see supplemental dittoed sheets that would make it
easier, like, with the low bottom teacher to teach these concepts. Like

I said, these things would not all have to be included in the same math

booklet. There could be supplemental worksheets that could Le labeled for
each activity so that the bottom group may, you don't want Lo get sums to
15 or sums to 20 depending how much drill they got, but how much drill t

they get takes away from the time they're going to be able to spend on nese

particular concepts so . . .

11. Is there anything else you would like to say just in general?

Generally most of the ahildren now are really coming along fine. There

were a few things as I was teaching that I thought, I think more of these,

a lot more of ;hese practice pages. "Like page 22 or 21?" A.lot more for

the teacher toidhoose from for her particular level. Like have maybe five

pages that would go up sums to 6 for the lowest teacher for children in

particular and maybe the average children who are having great difficulty
they could take Chat page home and work on it. Then a lot of pages for

suns to 10. Mix them all with suns to 6 then more pages with sums to 12
so that each would be labeled so the teacher would know exactly what is

being added and that would be a very controlled way of teaching and then
you could say, now we're adding these and you'll have to know 6 plus 6

and you know the sums hat make 12, and you'd have those already and the
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children maybe could play Around the world with those just tWo the sums that

would make 12,and suma, that make 11, plus the ones they had and-then uey'd

, say, oh yes, not I'm beginning to remember this Shd I don't always h

be depending on the cubes 'cause someday Iwon't be having these c r - or

always have my fingers but there's only 10 and so I have to learn these

suns over 12 as:well as I know the sums by memory below 12. I find these

pages 23 and 24 going from the vertical to the horizontal confused them a

little bit and that-was a little Bit of a sharp change. There should be

comething in between, a couple of pages in between there, if you're going

to that other form just maybe explanatory or some worksheet that they could

do without having to do a graph plus the horizontal form 'cause those

factors are to them overwhelming. To us graphs are easy and we don't see

them as the second graders use them and I like the addition on page 26, that's

really good now. There they begin to see a pattern 191lowing.'I was most

pleased with page 26 and we haven'i done page goihg-t-oFexplain-that

today. --And page 28 looks like it will be pretty good--now that's the hori-

zontal form. So, beyond those factors, I feel that we could improve the

present good ideas that you have already added to the math program and

eventually come out with something that is really really great.
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Topic S-4-, Teacher .1 School Y October 30, 1979

PLANNING

1. Do you plan alone or with others?

Usually alone. If there is a particular problem, we discuss it,together.
That's usually the only time. Otherwise it's alone.

2. What is the scheme that you use for planning?. Do_you plan day-by-day,

week-by-week?

Day-by-day because it depends on the speed that they go. I tried at the

beginning for a whole week, but I find that depends on\t,he day--how far

you progress.

3. Do you 0e ether rPcnUrr'Aq thn th c. materiaLs that you have from this

topic?

Yes. Well not in planning, you prepare things. Supplementary sheets and

this sort of thing. At the end of the topic we almost complete reguiar

computation.. I made other story problems that they hadn't used for awhile.

-r`

4. Are there pupils in the class for whom you plan specifically?

No.

DIRECT INSTRUCTION

1. 122miroustt....s?
No. The whole class is grouped already.

3. On what basis do you decide whether an activity should be Seatwork or

teacher directed?

What I usually do is begin as a group directed activity at the beginning of

each day, even if they've been on the same type of activity for a coupld of

days, I will still go over a couple of examples in class. They go on from

there and then I go fram--it becomes individualizedI'll go from child to

child and some who are a little faster will be able to go on to the following

pages. In other words, I dOn't hold them down all for the same problem at

the same time. They am all working pretty much at their own speed. Or

these are the next to the lowest group--if there are story problems, I read

all the story problems first to them so that they are not held down by the

vocabulary and then I'll go back and read each individual problem one-by-one

so that the ones that can read them go on and the ones that can't then 1.'11

go one-by-one while theyYre doing (inaudible).
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4. How do ypu decide how much time to devote to the topic?

it depends on how it goes. I don't judge it, I think it's very difficult to

judgehow much time it's going to take. I think it depends on the speed the

kids are able to go.. It seems to be working out with this past. topicsome

days we cover about two pages a day, other days one--jusi depends on how.

things are going.
.

5. What type of evaluation of students di) ,y-ou favor (mAtery or nonmastery,

subjective 6aluation)?

Subjective quite a bit: But on the other hand, I think in math it has to be

a certain amount of mastery. I don't think you can expect perfection, bat I

think there has to be mastery in this area. "Do you do anything in your

class along those llnes? Little tests, right, and alsdiapeed tests. I

Ithink you've got to develop this (inaudible). Once in awhile we'll give

just computation speed tests. At least to develop that idea they have to

memorize these back sometime.

TOPIC INTERVIEW

1. How important do you feel the overall topic is?

Extremely imprtant. This topic is probably very basid and I think-one of

the more important topics.

2. Which activities in the to ic dd dii.feel were most useful?

The chart is extremely valuable, the only prolotiem I hadWith/that was the

use' where they can learn what.the whole and the parts are and the various

ways of doing it. The only big problem I had wi.th it was Wheti they made

the chart they would work out the problem in the chait before they would

write the verticta problem and invariably they would write the wrong problem

then. Because they would put the answer in the top part, I found that was a

little difficult although.it is a great idea so they can see the parts and

the wholes. The other area I thought was good is this part--here--could be

more aclivities like this where they're' manipulating and deciding . .

"Page 4 of the student wotkbook" . . . put it down and then you make up your

own problems depending on how long or how far. That was an extremely good '

problem. --I guess the rest are.pretty much . . ,

3. What activities did you figure weren't clear?

No, thae's the only one. I think this is clear enough. I don't know how you

stop the kids from doing that. I tried to convince them, don't put the

answer until you get everything and then put the answer, but that's, I don't

think that's a matter of being unclear, it's just a matter or (inaudible).

4. Were there any activities you consider extra?

No.

to.
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5. Were there any activities you thought were very simple?

No.

6. Which activities d'd ils fin'a eas

-----TOWards the back, with dle straight comp, ation--Pages 26, 27 and 28.

"Did they fInd some very difficult?" The story problems were always dif-

ficalt. And the problems in Ole story problems are, again, findilng the whole

and the parts which is (inaudible).

4"'-

7, Is.dere material which_your_puptl should have-covbred before this topic

which they didn't?

No.

8. Did you use all the activitie?

Yes.

9. Dfd you change any topic?

I didn't change; I added just the supplementary material--towards the end

when you are going amany pages of just computation. I didn't want them

to fotiget the story problems so we threw in some of those'once in awhile.

Also,;some of the kids that had the ability to work aheadi .1 didn't want

them to get too far ahead so they might work a couple of 15-ages ahead and then

I'd say, well, let's do one of those sheets.

11. Is, there anything else you want to say?
4

I think it was done very well. . A big inprovement over what's been done before.
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1. Do you plan alone or do you plan with other second grade teachers?

alone and we crmpare at specific points iAe1me; but I usually plan

1

,2. Do you plan day-b-day or activit -b -activit week-b -week?

4
0

1 I begin planning week-by-week-and then as the week goes on change depending

on how much we cover.'
r,

; 3. Do you use any resources other than the topic?

I pran

alone.

"Do you ever run off ditto sheets? Yes I.do, especially for those who have

completed the work. "You vase have games in there. Do you use the games?"

I used them once during S-4. "So that isn't your usual,plan then?"

4. yDoouhaveanl_y_cidsino?
No. There are certain ones that I watch for becadse%they have specific needs

and they come back_at recess to complete., But I don'l Paan special. "And

none who go very fast so that you have'to plan?" That is when thdy use ybe

games--those that complete their work first usually have-a worksheet or

games.

DIRECT INSTRUCTION

--7-

1. Okay, now this part deals with the grouping stuff. How did you decide--,

how to group your children?

---Aetuatly;riot,much of a decision was made because they came from the first

two groups that they were in last year. We kept them in the same. Those '

children thdt were in the first grade groups last year moved intaqt. Maybe

except for a few. I believe that I receives Ms. K's class which we thought

at that time working . . . that's what they say. "Has that been trim?" A

little bit faster, not that much (inaudible). "How did they,decide originally

in 4fiFg-t-,giade to group the kids?". Well, actually we took results from their

readiness tests when we grouped the children for reading groups, and then we

hadithem do simple task-s---in math. Very simple tasks whether or not -(inaudible)

or 1-20. "You don't have a great difference though, do you?" ,4No, noX in my

own group. There is a little bit of a discrepancy, but the range is fine

for me. I mean, there are slower students and there are faster movers, but

I don't mind that range. "I cut you off. You said they were not academically

grouped." Or ability grouped in math. I ,cantt remember the study that they

were. We just sort of put them together from those little results of the

tests and then I can't remember (inaudible) There were a few changes, but

that was all.
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2. Grouping change. I know that you did move one child. What was the reason?

I felt that she could move at a slower pace and needed more repetition in the

same topic and was not getting it. The other children were having to wait each

time for this individual student. And if she had review and repetition in this

range . . . Miss R. had a child who was moving faster in her group and so . . .

3. How do you decide whether an activity should be directed by you or one

that you can just explain to them and have them go at their own ace?

When I look at the manual, how they suggest, I think of different groups that

I have then I decide from there. "So you do follow the ingestions in the

manual fairly closely?" Fairly closely.

4. How would you decide how much time to devote to this topic?

We knew it was an important topic. We knew they had a beginning in it last

year, and I figured a month or a little more than a month, really, should be

spent on,it. A lot depends on how fast they, I felt they, grasped concepts

and whole-part relationships--when I felt comfortable with that then I

thought they felt comfortable--we went to the next activity.

5.
* Iv this material we suggest that it's not mastered. That we are in no

way assessing mastery. CaR you live with that in your classroom? Can

you feel that a child can go on whether or not the mastery level has

been reached?

I think so. I think we're used to a mastery concept or something, but I

know all haven't got it. I'm comfortable with that 'cause I know it will

be brought up again. "That's very difficult for many teachers."

TOPIC INTERVIEW

1. How important did you think the overall copic was?

I thought it was important in terms of giving the children the concept of

whole and part relationships and how they relate to addition and subtraction

or under --ding why or what to do in situations. If I have how many, so

many items and some came, how many do I have altogether--I thought it gave

them a better idea of what to do. How to utilize addition and subtraction.

2.-7. If you will go through, just starting with activity A, and give your

idea about things that you thought were unclear or things that you

thou ht unnecessar to ht 14as really good and

ways that you might suggest changing_Lthe material after you've taught

it.

I think activity S or A, one of the good points was the story Magicians, and

giving that kind of story held the children's interest and I did often fill

in the chart on the board and have them do it as the whole class and this

was real important.to do it as a whole class first and then let them go back

and fial in . . . "Did you leave one part blank?" Yes. "You never filled

I.)
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in the whole thing?" No. "Some teachers didn't realize to leave the one

part blank and then found that a problem." In the beginning the children

naturally wanted to fill in all three, but then we talked about it. That

was not difficult. What was difficult and new, I believe, was the vertical

writing of the-story. They were used to the sentence form . . . "Horizontal"

. . . that became sometimes confusing. "What about the reading? Was that

a'probiem or did you just read?" There's an awful lot to get here, or I

would call on an individual that I knew how to read well to read it out

loud. Then I would almost reiterate, repeat it, go over it. "They didn't

for the most part work on that alone?" .No. I would say we did a lot together

in the beginning. Because we pointed out, in a story problem we circled the

numbers in each story and we'd label whether or not they were whole or part

and that we found to be more helpful in filling in the chart and writing the

story, because we are saying to the children, 'what information does the

story already tell us,' and then if they circle the numbers and they label

them, that helped us. . . doing that to help them see what's there, transfer

to a chart, transfer to a story. "So they went step-by-step. Now, later on

in the material they asked the kids to do that don't they? Not necessarily

circle, but didn't they later ask them to label a part or whole?" I'm not

,sure this is a big item, for example, when they had to do a sentence the

horizontal way (part and then vertical notation), I think that's a lot at

once. I would either/or, but not both. "Did you find that the horizontal -

sentence influenced them on what they wanted the vertical sentenCe to say?"

I don't think so. I realize it was just, I think they had labeled the

sentence is what they did. That's the word problem . . . they wanted us to

work with this here. Which they could see, but I think transfer from the

vertical to the horizontal even though it says the same thing was two dif-

ferent things and we found that difficult. I think it computes some total,

not all. We did a few problems together and in some cases they went on

their own. We did a few together and then I let them go on their'own.

When we came to the part where the mystery boxes are in a different place,

we just spent more time on that. I think it was important to spend more

time on that, for them to'see. It was just an initial introduction I

presumed to seeing it in a different place. Asking the same questions,

what information is given to you, seeing that the position and what you're

looking for was in a different place. "That was really what I was thinking

of when I asked the question about whether or not you thought going from that

kind of sentence, a horizontal with missing addend to a vertical, was diffi-

cult where in fact.subtraction sentence with a box as one of the addends

would be written as an addition sentence."- That's right, it would be, and

I don't think in this instance we did. I think they were all horizontal.

"That's page 30." I did not have them do the sentence of the vertical form;

page 18 in the children's material. This was the same page 19. Some of the

children labeled theirs. The hardest page is probably 20, when the answer was

in and they had to decide whether or not it was correct. They still have a

tendency to say 7 minus 1 equals 8; they don't mean that, but they see the form

that way. I just thought that was a little bit . . .
"When'they see an error

it's hard to decide whether or not it is in fact an error." Some of the

games I chose in activity S-4 some things were good (Sentence Bingo). I

did not spend a lot of time on these activities. I did do Sentence Bingo and

I did do this and more and I didn't get all hung up. I didn't do the whole

thing. We went faster in the games. I thought it wa$ just a review and

they liked them. It was a change from what we had been doing, but I didn't

spend a lot of time. "Might you go back and use that another day, or not?"

No. I wouldn't; I like it, but not that much. We would play a guessing
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game. Similar, something easy, this is the easiest one for them in a sense,
but I found some of it hard--how many more would you need to have 14? They
had to do a lot, thinking process, which is good but it took a longer tiMe
and then they did get into . . . so, I (inaudible) . . .'page 32, 33 in the

teacher's. The bar graph they seemed to like when we did it and the steps
going, figuring out how many steps from such and such, page 24 and 25, al-
though they had more mistakes than usual; but they enjoyed it so, as far
as an activity, they enjoyed it but we did do the first together in each

case. (Inaudible) and page 23 we did that totally together. "The mystery
nubmers, I see.", Finding out which ones are more than 6 but leis than 9
after we solve the problems and then what they were, we did that on the board.
"How did you decide to do that together? Were they, confused or could you tell?"

I thought it was going to be hard. I thought that that was the worrying,
wheh we are more than but less than . . . a lot to . . . process so we did

the first one together. First we solve the problem (inaudible), then we
read the sentence--we are more than 6 and less than--but I had 6 here and 9
here so that they could get the concept of in between. . . . That seemed to

help them. "Did you try to let them to do it at all,on their own?" As we

got further . . . "And could they?" Yes, I think so. This was interesting.

I followed the manual carefully and in following the manual carefully on
part 2 S-4G they just had .to bring the number up into a different position,
the answer up to a different position, and they seemed to find that fun.
I'm not sure what else they got from it. "To really understand that notion

is difficult." I'm not sure I understood myself. Probably if I would have

taken more time (inaudible). That's not necessarily the case; 2 plus 8 is
10, 10 minus 6 is 4, 4 minus 2 is 2, you just (inaudible).. That's not one

family, it's different. Whereas, here on page 28 was the family definitely

related. We did a lot of the family facts and they understood them.
Where they did have difficulty was when they came to do it on their own.
Even though we talked about it up here, so I just told them they needed
2 plus sentences or 2 minus sentences that's all. The worm trick was fun.

We used a big board for that. We used a demonstration (inaudible).

7. Did you think there was some material that your students should have
dovered before they got to the topic which they haven't?

No. Only the ones that weren't here before .

10. Did you adci any activities? Did you do any worksheets or anything?

Just the worksheets that involved addition and subtraction I did. "But

those were supplemental things for kids?" Yes, right.

11. Is there anything else you would like to comment on about the topic or
about the study as it's going?"

No, not at this point. I utilize in these topics in particular, a lot of\
group work as opposed to individual work. I find that's important. We

use the overhead a lot. It seems to be a way of . . . their interest.

Probably more group griented than independent. I imagine it's hard . .

right now that's how I feel.
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1. Do you plan alone or with others?

Alone.

2. Do you plan day-by-day,
actiqity-by-activity, topic-by-topic, or use

some other scheme?

4

When I first get a topic I look it over to see what's going to be involved

and try to plan out a couple of weeks and I realize, and it'usually always

happens, that takes longer 'cause certain activities take longer than I

first pianned it would, so everything gets pushed back eventually. But I

try to go so I have a good several' weeks and soMetimes I can plan out the

whoel unit. "So you spend a lot of time at the beginning?" Right, so I

try to estimate what activities are going to take a couple of days and

activities that are going to.take a couple of days I want a Monday, Tuesday,

not a Friday.

3. Do you use other resources than the topic materials that we've given you?

Some. I make up my own. Most of it is from here. "What kinds of things do

you make up on your own?" Well, most of them are just for extra fun games or

time tests or . . .
Generally I follow this.

4. Are there pupils in your class for whom you plan special?

A few maybe extra activities for the childrdn who are Able,to finish work

quickly, but generally they don't finish that far ahead that you need some-

thing.

DIRECT INSTRUCTION

1. How do you decide to group the students?

"Do you do any grouping?" Well, of the second grade they're grouped in

each classroom. Each classroom has a different level So the level I have

in my room, well we just proceed on together with the really quick close

and so I don't group them much. We just work as a group and if some children

are having trouble, I'll pick out dhe ones having trouble on that activity

and pull them over and work with them. But otherwise, generally, we are

able to stay together. "That kind of answers the second question."

2. Does your grouPing change?

If we see there is some drastic difference between different rooms and

different levels. If someone is placed in the group that is quite, moving

along quite quickly, if they just need to go at a slower pace, we will move

them 'to a afferent room, but we haven't had to do that too much this year.

They are grouped pretty well.

1 0
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3. On what basis do you decide whether an activity should be seatwork versus

teacher directed?

'If it's a new activity even if it is going to be simple; if it's something,
new directions are different definitely and I work as a group to start them

out, then I let them go on on their own. I do several of them with them

first. There always will be someone who needs some extra assistance. If

it's new, no mattr:r what the directions, I still work with them first of all.
If I see that they are story problens and the vocabulary looks a little hard
or even questibnable, I'll go through it all.

4. How do you decide how much time to devote to an activity or to the entire

topic?

I just look over it and try to get an estimate of how much is,going to have
to be group presentation,, how much has got to be done with the whole group as

a whole compared to a review working place I've had. The kids can do it at

their desks and get done a lot faster.

5. What type of evaluation do you favor (such as mastery, nonmastery, low
level evaluations sucli as very subjective evaluations)?

"Do you go more towards objective evaluations? Do you do a lot of testing

in your class?" Not a great deal. I find going over their work, following
closely on their workbook, that I can tell a lot better than a one-day test

on how they're doihg. Test every once in awhile, like a topic inventory, it's

interesting. Itliood to find. But I find a truer index of how they're

doing is by checkilig their day-by-day work and their independent work. When

they are relaxed th' don't feel the pressure. Mostly kids do fine on task,

but there are some t t still could feel a bit of tension or they feel
that they really can't, sk a question 'cause they really shouldn't on a

test 'cause we want to ind exactly what they know and they are not as re-
_

laxed. I don't
they're doing.
I know they're
showed it lower
that day. So I

that mastery is
of what they're
close. I don't
they work at it

TOPIC INTERVIEW

think tltry can give their true or accurate report of what
So soIeeimes when I, and it says that they didn't master it,

progressing although,the test didn't show it. Or maybe it

and I think they have mastered it, but something haRpPned
like to use, maybe, the test as an indicator. "Do you feel

important?" I think they should have a good understanding

doing. As far as mastery, I think they should be pretty
think that we should leave them quite far away until . . .

later. I don't think they should have to be 90% or whatever.

1. Do you feel that it's a very important topic?

Not having taught it another year, I haven't ever worked with the charts

before. So, for me, it was.probably as important because I had eo get used

to the charts. Children, I believe had the charts last year and so for
them it was a review and probably was important right now because at the
beginning of the year they just started off and they have foxgotten a lot

from last,year. And they needed something to really practice at it and they

1 0
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need to practice story problems which is difficult for some. It's an impor-

tant review topic. I can tell by the children that they've,had it before, but

they definitely could go on with skipping it. They need the review.

2. Which activities in the topic do you feel the most useful?

Activity B when they pulled out the balloon out of the hat-t-they could really

see part and part just so clearly. They started out with a.little different

kind of problems and story problems and that which is, in math was'harder for

them to visualize in their.head, but when they got to . . . "It probably

should have been first, I think" . . . easier for them to identify part and

part and a whole. Very good. Starting out with story problems was very

hard. I like the stories--magicians I thought was great, it was easy for me

to carry on. There was one interest just with a small part of one where they

had to try to solve a weight. They could use links--washers--they had to

try and figure out themselves that they better weigh, there were not enough

washers to they had to try and figure out themselves the better, weigh half

of it first and then the second half and then add it together. That was kind

of interesting. Some of dhe games, generally the one that struck me the

most oas that original one, the worms. The others were fine.-

3. Are there any activities in there that_you consider unclear?

I really did not care for the workbook page 18. The idea in itwas good, and

I think the activity where they had to solve a problem, make their own chart

maybe and at the bottom have to unscrainble the word, but all the other times

where they gave them a chart and they filled in the numliers and they had to

write the sentence next to it. There wasn't a lot of room to write sentences

next to it, they could manage, but when they got to page 18 where they.had

to wake their own charts, they gave them a much smaller area to work in. The

format seemed too small. The children needed a bigger area. Too crowded.

Kids got confused because they couldn't print it the right size. As far as

activities, I think one thing that was stressed in some of the teacher's parts

that I do not agree with and, would not mention it to the kids is, stress that

the whole is the largest number. That's not true. When you have an addition

problem, the unknown number is going to be the largest. And then a lot of

children, if you say that the largest number was a whole, well, they'll have

addition problems enough. Story problem--there are 7 apples, here come 4

more--oh, 7 is the largest, that's the whole. They'll put it in the chart

in the whole spot and all of a sudden they end up getting a subtraction

problem'rather than addition problem like they should have 'and maybe they're

trying to say they had a page of all subtraction, well, yes, there-the whole

would be the argest, but they remember that the next day when they get to

a subtraction or addition problem. It was very'confusing. Also, when

speaking to the children, when they did their chart then they.would write

their problem in the book they always said, the children do not write the

sentences I realize they mean, they do not write horizontally. But to tell

the children, okay we are going to do it in the vertical form, they're

printing the numbers, maybe their printing going' down, I'll just say they'll

write the problem. I think it's kind of confusing to tell the children,

okay we are not going to write the sentence today we're going to put it in

vertical form. A little confusing! You are writing the problem, just

writing it in a different way. And to say just going one way is writing it

,and the other way is not writing it . . . it's a minor point. Otherwise
t it)
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I think it may be stressed earlier for the teacher to label the parts. I

guess I must have missed it in the beginning and I did not have the children

start labeling parts as part-part and whole. Once I got to it it was very

helpful, but I think it could have been stressed more in the teacher's part

and maybe even in some problems. The children have their workbooks. They

could have hadsome examples where it did have a w and two p's on top.

Especially in the stripe, problems--it really helpee the kids once they

started labeling it. Getting it in the chart correctly. Otherwise, most of

them were pretty clear.

4. Are there any activities you considered, like, extras that Drobably did

not need to be in there?

Well, I had some pages I told the kids were challenge pages. That if they

had,time they could do them but they did not have to. I still like them

in there without, I can take them out like page 27. The do and undo mystery.

That waS interesting. It was a very interesting page. But I don't consider

it a must for the kids. Some of the children who were having difficulty just

solving the problems and they needed more practice and if they got one wrong

all the rest would be wrong. Sp, it was really a fun page and a kind of,

well, just told the kids it was fun. They did it great--they didn't have

time. Again the number families is a very interesting page. I enjoyed doing

it with the kids--not all of them finished it--it Was something good for

them to see. I did as a group and they understood it. It was harder for

some of the chilaren to do it on their own. I think it was something good to

do with the kidg', but again they did it at their desk and finished the whole

page, completed the whole page themselves fine. But, if they didn't get all

of them, I thought it was okay because they saw the objective with me as a

group. There were some games in there I may have skipped just because of

time, 'cause it was very time consuming. But they were still interesting.

E may pull out some of the game techniques for other ones. I guess page

23 really was not necessary. Maybe it was a nice little diversion, but it

was not real necessary. The others were pretty good practice pages.

5. Were there any activities that you found were complex for you to teach?

I think what, Maybe the hardest to get through being new with the prnram.

Maybe next year it would not be as hard. Helping the kids to get the correct

numbers in the chart from the story problems and some childien would read

the story problem and then they were very good at it, and they would read

the story problem and in their head they would figure out the correct
answer and they would put the answer in the chart right away and then, okay,

9 balls, 5 disappear, how many now? They would know the ansWer's 4. They

would put that in the chart right away and then they'd go and do the story

problem and they'd take the 4, which is the answer, and they put that in the

story problem: 4 + 5 = 9. Now the problem 4 + 5 = 9 is not the problem that

goes alOng with the story problem. The problem should be 9 take away 5. But

in their heads they figured out the answer already, which is kind of good,

but yet they should be, I guess, showing their work and when they plug in

the answer to the chart right away they would print the number or the sen-

tence wrong. So I had to really be very careful and tel.] them that the

chart, the only numbers that go into the chart are the two numbers that are

in the story problem and finally I said, do not put anything in the chart,

we're going to leave that one spot completely empty because they all talked the

111 )-
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answer . . .
Eventually, when I did let them put them in, I gave them all

red pencils and, so they could when they saw 'the chart they clearly saw the

number that was a missing number was the one in red. They could identify

with that. So I Made sure that they followed the steps of labeling, putting

just htose label numbers in the chart, doing the sentence, then at the very

end, then put your answer in the chart. I guess some of them so good at the

story problem, but yet they couldn't associate the correct sentence with the

story problem. "Were there any other activities that you found maybe a little

bit difficult to teach?" Not really.

5A. W,:tre there any activities that you found were very easy, very simple?

As far as easy to teach,J would say the worm tricks. That one was easily

understood. They really enjoyed it. I think the rest, a lot of them, were

kind of same activities as far as . . .

6. Which activities did your pupils find particularly easy.?

The worm tricks and also the straight addigdon and subtraction problems that

were at the end of the book. I think it would be nice if we had a couple of

those maybe earlier to restore the confidence. Sometimes the kids got really

tired of story problems. The story problems in a certain section where there

were lots of story problems which was, kind of bogged them down. Maybe next

time what I would do, I would stop the story problems, 'can be, photo, turned

to page 26 and just do some straight problems. Now that I am more familiar

with it. I know that was quite easy--they enjoyed page 22 where they had the

hidden letters and, oh, I find that the mistaken mysteries like on page 20, it

was a little difficult far them in the fact that where they could find oat

for this problem is wrong that silly may be done but have a little difficulty

sometimes changing the answer in the box. They want to change the last

number--if the last number happens to be a box, fine. They'll change it. But

even if the box is the first number, they still want to go back to the last

number. Sometimes we just had to work on . . . but there was no major diffi-

culty.

6A. Did they find some activities particularly difficult?

That kind of a problem they did have difficulty with the directions a little

bit. On page 18 again . . .
they had difficulty trying to fit in the work.

They have to do their own work, they should be given good spaciag-7bigger

than needed.

7. Is there material that Our $1.10 ils should have covered before this topic

which they haven't covered?

No.

8. Did you use all ehe activities?

There were some games'activities that we didn't use, like, I think we used

most of those. Many of them are on the outside of the booklet. There were

some games they didn't grasp or, shaking dice, we just didn't have time for

them. "Time was the main consideration?" Yes. I felt that they were getting
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the activities and we should be moving on to something else rather than juSt

staying and sitting, so I did skip some although I am glad they were there.
So they could choose if I wanted them and I may choose out some activities

planned with the kids later on.

9. Did you change some activities?

I jsut added some different fun games. Once they have been working hard all
during the class, or whatever, at least two or three days a week I like to
stop five minutes ahead of time and play a game so they leave thinking some-

thing light. I want them to want to come7-I realize it's work but still en-
joy the class too., The only thing that I changed, when the children found

the correct answer in the story problems I would have them write the answer
with a red pencil. Minor, but that way when they saw the problem they could
quickly see and I could quickly see which was their answer or if they
put it in the chart I had them use a red pencil so they could see which is

the number they discovered and which were the two original numbers. I had a

great deal of difficulty getting them to understand that the two numbers in

the story problem in the chart and those are the two numbers you, use in your

sentence. Otherwise I followed it pretty close. .

10. Did you add any other activities to this topic?

I think there's a couple on worksheets about the same format of the story

problems. "Like page 2?" -Yes, something like that. That we put at the end

because really the topic inventory at the end of the book, the majority of it

Is story probleMs and the days before the topic inventory there were.no

story problems. It was all just straight math and I felt if they're going

to be teqted on the story pioblems, mainly on story problems, they should have

some close to the time that they had it. So I gave them a little extra just

to review their mind about labeling in the charts and things like that, 'cause

a week or so difference between story problems and the 'topic inventory.

11. Do you have anything else you would like to say about the topic?

Now I'm getting into it. I understand the charts and everything and I know

how I should explain the charts next year when I start at the,beginning. I

think it will be a little easier to start with. I think the charts are a

very good idea. To see the part-part-whole a lot better. It is nice. I

don't know if this pertains to question in the booklet, but one thing I

found, I'm sure it's by accident but it was kind of nice, when the books

were put together, every once in awhile they have like page 8 they would have

story problems, but the page ac.....oss from it was blank for some reason. I

found it nice because maybe I'd give him a direction and I'd say well, you

know the empty page next to you right now, I'll give you 30 seconds, please

draw the outline of a haunted house. Okay, now back to your work. Ten minutes

later, okay now.draw some windows. And every once in awhile I would get

stopped and they could add something to a picture at the ending. A neat

picture they could show their friend. It was just kind of nice to have some

open papal: where the kids coudl do some extra fun things. Sometimes I do,

okay, especially if I got to A page that had lots of problems on like maybe

17. Good practice page, but it's basically boring once the kids get into it

and I say, okay after you finish four would you plaase just maybe draw a

pumpkin or something to your picture. Add something to* your picture. Do
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Do it. And I make sure they just spend small amount of 4te with the picture,

but yet it was something interesting. Then they go back and do some more. It

keeps their interest going 'cause after awhile they get re\ally tlred ofej9st

straight drill. I hope the accident goes into the book beause they really

enjoyed it and I enjoyed it too. It makes their book a'litile more unique

when they look at it later on and they go 'look at all those\math problems.'

They can show their haunted house or, it was kind of fun. On\page 25--

magician's things--they enjoyed that chart. The map on page 2,4 was nice,

with the pictures on it. I know in the past they had some kin4s of thing

where they had cities instead, but I feel it was a mistake to nilme the

cities whoville, whyville, whatville, and they all start with c.is and the

kids were so confused and so quickly forget which 'ville they're talking

about. But the pictures were just great. Generally I thought it was a nice

topic.

.47
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Topic S-4 Teacher T School Y October 30, 1979.

PLANNING

1. Do ou plan alone or with others?

Generally alone, butej have a lower group d Iftalk to the other teachers
how specific activities wept with their gro ps with some feedback on that.

That's been real helpful. Teachers have said 'I've had a real struggle

with it and T have sharp kids, so you might want to modify it or don't be
surprised if it doesn't go over like,it's supposed to.' Generally alone

at least 75 percent of the time.

2. 122ot..thanvity-by....-activity, topic-by-topic?

I"try bek plan a week at a time; i;ut it's.really flexible depending on how

fast t,he kids go.. Lhave had to 'Slow down and add.additiohal manipulative
activities and that kind of stuff too4 so weekly plan is just an overall.or
just where I would liketb be by Friday. I do plan day-by-day as well--

that's more fruitful--but I do try to get five lessons. I guess my big

worry would be in the event thag"-a sub would come in or something, just to

be yeady a couple of days in advance.

3. po you use other resouces
1
than the topic materials?

For this topic I had to add some of* own--one day it was impromptu stuff

because the kids weren't catching on. And another-4yI did some.stuff on

my own, not really other prepared materials but 1 usedthe materials from

the kit and maybe in a different way. .

*

4. Are there pupils for whom you 61an specialp in the class?

I only have 13 pupils and they are all, we've been working--like When there

are three or four adults in the room we've been breaking up into real small

groups and so kids are getting pretty much individual attention. There are

a few that are behavioral problems too so that they're on a pretty strict

sphedule as far as by what they gchieve for the day. It's a little dif-

ferent than a regular classroom.

DIRECT INSTRUCTIbN

:e

1. Do yOu group your students? How do you decide to do that?

When I began the topic we tried to keep all the kids together, but there is
quite a range of abilicy even in that group as far as attention span and
math ability,,,but the top end is not advanced enough to be moved up anothiC

whole group, so that I did get the feeling that some kids were held back and
other kids were lbst and so we have an aide that come in. Title I aide. So

when she's in the rbom we group into two groups and with my student teachers
there are three grciups The day the Title I aide isn't there, then the DMF

aide is there so it's ushally two or three groups. That has been working

out well. I don't know abOut the next topic, how I'll have to do it, we'll

just have to see. "Haw are alose groups made upr Well, I noticed the

1 a)
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split when about half the class is catching onto the whole-parts concept

And using the charts--they were ready to go on and could work more inde-.

pendently and so those kids were with ihe student teacher. And the,ones who

needed the one-to-one I worked with. It's a matter of pacing as well,as who

needs more manipulative type stuff, who needs to be kept on-task, behavior

type thing, even though the understanding might be there it's the old atten-

tion span.
,

,

.2. Does that grouping change any?

Yes. We sometimes start out with three groups and pretty soon we're, say,

three groups of four or something like that and pretty soon we're down to

a group of nine working independently and a group of three that are still

getting individual help. The change is based P4 how well the kids are

doing in class. If they are doing fairly well, the group changes.

3. On what basis do cm decide Whether an act vit should be seatwork or

teacher directed?

Well, let'At see.. In the beginning a lot of the stuff was teacher directed

because of the new concept. Then if I realize there is--I guess really what

it boils down to is the ability to do it alone. I try to let the kids that

can independently go ahead and the slow group has very low reading ability

so it's very hard for them to do anything that.requires reading on their

own. Maybe two kids can go aheadwich the reading, but even day after day

in the same problems they didn't have the words more oi ;low many, they still

were strugglIng with those so it WO8 Sust a matter of some kids wanted to

go ahead but just couldn't. I had to have the stuff read to them.

4. HoW do you decide how much time to devote to an activity?

I guesi it really depends on the,attention span that day. When we first

started the topic it was real difficult, the concepts weren't coming

easily. It was quite usual for us to do six problems in a 35 minuie

period and that's all they could get through. And it was that I would

have to start off by saying if we can get problems one through six done

today, we'll play a game and it was either the number game, sometimes it

wasn't a non-math game, because they were real inxious to play something

and some daYs we had maybe 2 minutes out of 35 at the,end of the period

then to try (inaudible) six problems sci if we really get bogged down with

the workbook kind,of stuff I just have to shout occasionally. So it's really

difficult to pian because it depends on the, just the ability for kids to

listen. There's a couple of very disruptive students--a lot of it depends on

how they're going. Because'if I can get those kids on4task then the class

goes fairly well. We seem to make some headway if I can have those kids

by my assistants or they can be doing something, get up and move around

and get the--that helps them to settle down more. It really depends on,

the more I think in that at least on this topic, on the behavior as much

as whether they, have the confidence or.not. Even though same kids could

"sit for 35 minutes and do problems,
other kids would need a break or a dif-

ferent kind of an activity--flash cards or something like that--just to

vary what's happening.
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5. What type of evaluation of students do you favor? Mastery or non-

mastery?

I think I could probably look through the achievement monitoring and just

about tell you who goes to do what, but I dod like to have a form of evalua-

tion. Well, the materials provided with the topic inventories and that kind

of stuff and their daily work. The topic inventories are generally, as far

as I know, are little bit easier than some of the pages that they were 'doing

so when I send a booklet home there's usually a letter with it and then if

I have any specific comments on that individUal child's work I write that

on it. Bec#use there might betsome pages ski4ed or there might be pages

that, some pages that are put in for the preparation, preparatory to another

topic and the kids don't have to master those siills before going on. So'I

try to explain that to parents too and take them into consideration--that

if they haven't done well on a specific page number not to panic because it

will come later. But I use my own judgement and just daily observation but,

like I say, I like to have the topic inventory at the end of each one. Cause

sometimes kids can kind of get lost in the shuffle and then they have to

work on their own then. It's a--I think that the inventories are really

pretty good. Basis to judge. In the event that a kids really bombs out I

usually try to take work one-to-one and see if there was a misunderstanding

of directions or what exactly it was.

TOPIC INTERVIEW

1. How important do you feel the topic was?

I have kind of after teaching it once now I feel better about it; but I

realli-feIt-aort-of lb-gt- inn-jelly because I wasn't familiar with how they

were going dbout presenting it and, which I think is true with any new

material. And I think the whole-parts concept is a good way to look at it.

It's a little different way for them. I think, I don't know how they pre-

sented in the first grade, it might have been better to have some whole-

parts activities before they got into the charts. So that maybe I should

have looked through so I felt a little bit better that they did know what I

was talking about--the whole and the parts and that kind of thing. I think

it's good way of looking at something, although I'm wondering if for some of

.
the slower kids you have to make sure that every single person understands

it if they're doing the adding and subtraction. Well, I don't know, I don't

want to put the cart before the horse, but if they already had the adding

and subtracting concepts if that's confusing to them. It seems to be a, I

would think if they have enough manipulative activities it would work. I

think one thing I would add at this point to this program is supplementary

activities materials for kids that just don't seem to be catching onto the

whole-parts things. The page in there that they did with the worms going

into the magic hat--that was real difficult and we did some things with

cubes, a rod made out of cubes, going dawn into a magic box and they couldn't

see how many weht down in there. They knew how many we started with and they

knew how many were still sticking out, so it was a similar activity. I had

kids oing it coming up and actually doing that and that seemed to help a

littl bit. Do some mo e of that kind of stuff before they get to the book.

1 9 1.,
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2. Which activities in the to ic do ou feel the most useful?

I guess probably they were all useful. There are several different ways of

looking at whole and parts: I think more than the ones with the distance

where they measured distance and added two distnaces together. "Page,24."

This was real good because that was another way of looking at rather than

counting, that was measuring distance. I think that helped a lot of kids.

1 skipped a couple of pages' in the middle because they were really having

to struggle with it,and they were getting confused because they'd have, like

on page 17 for example, the problem was a subtraction problem but to get

the answer they had to do an addition problem and that was just really so

a couple of pages in the middle I just skipped. I'll just have to keep going

on that later. "Were there any other activities in there that you felt were

more useful?" I would say they were all good, with exception of those pages

around 17 that were very confusing as far as the kids were doing it I think

in their heads, soMe of the kids they couldn't, they realized they had to

get the right answer but I don't think they realized they had to add in

order to find out the problem. It was in the answer to the subtraction prob-

lem and a few kids kind of did it intuitively, but there was no way they

could write it down, but the rest as a whole were fine. I had to read all

of the story problems with the kids because they weren't at that reading level.

3. Were there any activities besides the ones you mentioned that you con-

sider unclear?

No. Once we got down the basic idea of the charts and stuff.

4. Were there any activities you consider extra that shouldn't probably

have been in there?

No, although, no I guess not. I wish there had been more of the type with

the magic hat.

5. Did you find any activities complex to teach?

No. Not once I learned (inaudible) I think there was a little conceptual

problem with page 25 of the graphs although I tried to explain that we

weren't subtracting cards from halfs, that kind of thing, so that they

weren't saying they were trying to find the difference between, andY that

was difficult for them to write on their onw. We did use cubes to match

the graphs and they sieren't really subtracting--they were adding. If it

was 14 minus 12 they were saying they could see the difference was 2

there and I tried to have put the two stacks of cubes together and subtract

the 12 that matched and see how many were left. Most of the kids got it, but

I think there is still quite a number that are kind of foggy about that.

5A. Were there an activities ou found ver sim le to teach?

Some of the things that they had to color to find the correct probaemq,

"21." Color in the ones that were correct. Those are ones kids--nareading

kids--can do on their own and they like that. It was easy for me, but they

felt so much (inaudible)''cause they could go ahead at their own pace and

do that or finding mistakes--they like to do that kind of stuff where there
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wasn't reading involved. So any nonreading activity was fairly easy.

6. Are there any other activities that your pupils found particularly easy?

No. Once they caught onto the concept it seemed to go better. They had

particular problems with pages 125-to 19. Those were only partially com-

pleted. When I send this book home I attach a cover letter explaining that

the kids mastered the concept even though there may be a few pages only

partially done.

7. Is there material which pupils should have covered before this topic

which they didn't?

No. I thought as a whole that they were probably better prepared than I

was.

8. Did you change any of the activities that were in the book?

I don't really think so. I don't know if I would change it anymore when I

teach it again. It was a good activity to have, like whole and parts, label

dhe wholes and the parts. They could understand that and it just took a

long, long time to get kids to always remember that the whole number went

at the top. Wow, it was like a broken record!

9. Did you add any activities?

--Once we spent a couple of days with, I had a matic-box-instead-of a nagiz

hat and we're using that, putting cubes down into it. Even, like, when the

kids came up they would make just a huge string of cubes maybe 30 or 40 and

even though they couldn't get the answer, they knew it was 37 and there were

14 sticking out, so the nutber down in the box, so they were getting the

concept that way. I think manipulation is good, but it also gives the

kids a chance to get up and move around and interact. At least for my group

that was real important as far as the behavior goes and it was reinforcing

knowing that they had to pay attention if they were going to know how to

play the game and get up and do a problem themselves. In that respect I

think that would be maybe one area a supplementary activity, I would think

for the lower classes, but initially for all classes to start out that way--

but it was symbolic. "Was there anything else you added?" No. At the

very beginning I made up a couple that were followed the same format.

"Worksheets." I think the coder had taken copies of that. Thfte may have

been a seasonal one thatI know tomorrow we're doing a halloween one.

11. Do you have anythin.fesetosalgichAtiliswhicdethin.?

All I can think of was at the very beginning and I got this (inaudible) come

at me, my lack of knowledge on what they did last year. But I thought I

should have separated the addition and subtraction problems a little more

for my group because the, I think it's alright to say, have the kids be

able to differentiate between go away or som go away or some won't, more

come, they know whether to use addition or subtraction. When they started

using,the charts I think it was real confusing and maybe it would have helped

1 1
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to do all the addition problems and get that ingrained for the slower kids

where the parts go for maybe a couple of pages. Just do addition for maybe

a couple of pages--two numbers at the bottom of the two parts and those

were adding and then switch. That just seemed to be a little more logical

because it was confusing sometimes they started knowing the whole number

and one of the parts and soMetimes they didn't. Maybe that's how they

start out in first grade with all addition and then they switch to all sub-

traction. But I think that at the beginning of the year, if this topic is

used at the beginning of the year then I think they need to do that. Then

start mixing in slowly. They started mixing pretty soon. It bothered one

of the kids that this is supposed to be as big as the whole and you notice

that this was thinner. "Page 26. Oh, I see, they were looking at size

rather than." Not relative since between the eight and the six--he thought

that that should have been the same size? Isn't that strange? If these

were two parts and they equaled the whole, they should be the same size on

the chart.

1 1 2
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PLANNING

1. Do_you plan alone or with others?

102

School Z October 17, 1979

I plan alone or with my student teacher. If I have a question, Teacher K

and I teach the same topic, she's a little bit ahead of me, sometimes we

confer with each bther.

2. Do your plans take the form of day-by-day_plans, or activity-by-

activity plans, or topic-by-topic?

"How generally do you plan?" Generally, when I sit down to plan I plan a

week ahead of time and I plan each day. I don't necessarily take a different

activity or different topic every day. Depends on, I think it'S just unknown

which children, if, you know, one topic is going to take longer then I spend

more days on it. Generally, by the end of the week or plans have changed

because, usually it's not because I've had to move ahead but because I've had

to repeat or reteach or else they have had to spend a long time on certain

topics.

3. Do you use other resources than the paterials you are given?

Usually not, except for what I have in my head. I mean, you know, like some

things I read I teach in a little bit, I don't teach exactly the thing . . .

"I mean:do you use other materials like worksheets or other games that

are not in the activity?" A few other games that we made ourselves. The

basic facts when we had to, that introduction to fiadEions, a tew fiattion

games, mostly games. I encourage them to use flash cards.

4. Are there pupils for whom you plan special?

No. I just spend more individual time with them usually. When I plan, if

I know certain individuals might have more trouble with the topic then I

gear my plans so that I can be sure to include that child when I plan (to

think about that child).

DIRECT INSTRUCTION

1. .Do you group students internally within the class?
.0*

This year I haven't:

2. Does your grouping change or do you think it will change?

It's a disadvantage in teaching this program to group them. This is the first

year, however, that I have been able to not because of the wide range of

abilities I've had to use before. I found that introducing a topic you have

to spend a lot of individual time with each child and if you have groups it's

almost; unless you have another person in the room it's almost impossible.

If the small group, of children don't understand it, a certain concept, usually
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if other kids can go on with an exercise as in a topic that they can handle;

we have pulled out small groups of children to look at them but it's never

the same group of children. It might be children who have been, we haven't

had to do that lately, who might have trouble and just once would simply

carry just for those kids.

3. On what basis do you decide whether an activity should be done individ-

ually or'whether you have to direct the whole thing to the whole class?

If I feel that they understand the topic and they can handle the material on

their own, then I give it to them to do individually. If I feel like they

need a lot more direction or, sometimes I found that some of the exercises

with these children, the reading vocabulary is difficult for them to handle

and we do it together. Sometimes we do part of the page together and they

do the rest on their own.

4. How do you decide how much time to devote to a particular activity?

Till I think they get it. If they get it quickly then we don't spend as

much time on it or we'll cut an activity or we won't finish a page if I

think they need to complete a page to get it done, or if they need to work

on it another day. I don't push them until I think they understand the con-

cept.

5. What type of evaluation of the students do you fevor (mastery kind of

evaluation testing internally in the class)?

"How do you evaluate your students?" 11-67- do a lot of-individual -working

with the moving around the room a lot. When I correct their books, usually

at night, pages that they've done I keep my own coat on the cover on the

book so that I know very much even on the inner topic or even after the

first few days or all the way through where each child is. I write my

own comments. "Basically an ongoing process." I prefer that over testing

actually. I don't think testing, I don't know, I don't think sometimes

well tests are good. Well, I just think that children this,age I get a lot

better input and I understand a lot more what they are doing if I can handle

them individually eveiyday. I know much better. I wouldn't have'to give

them topic inventories and I think I know. If you look at their everyday

work and just how they are handling it and just from their expressions and

you can tell if they are having a difficult time or not and you can under-

stand that more than the answers might be on a test. As you work with them

individually you can see what process they are doing to solve a problem.

When they do a tese there is all kinds of ways they can arrive at a process

-.*or an answer and it might not necessaAly be the correct process. "Do you

feel mastery is important?". For some things. "How about this topic?" Yah,

because it's basic to solving problems.
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TOPIC INTERVIEW

1. How important do you feel the overall topic is?

Well, I guess I think this particular topic is very important. I know that

having taught this program in years when this topic was not treated so

specifically or was not even really here 'cause it was rewritten in place NN\N

of Other ones, it was much more difficult to teach the concepts because--

this isn't even a substitute it's a supplement which is extremely important

to problem solving, the whole process of problem solving. T"found what was

missing was, just it was hell to try to teach it--open sentences--and at

least it was too abstract for the kids.

2. Which activities in the topic did you ftid were most useful?

I think getting them to really use charts, the whole-part child, I find it

extremely important that they label their numbers in a problem with.w's and

p's, just because I think it's extremely important for children at this age

when they solve problems for them to be able to dissect or take apart

sentence or problems and be able to identify the components of it. For

instance, which are the wholes, which are the parts, which, before that even,

to be'able to pull out the significant numbers that they are going to need.

In other words, to pull out the specific information that they need. Some-

times that's difficult with children this age to get. I thought they could

see it concretely (inaudible) that was very good. Even towards the end the

maps to counting the steps, that's a practical step that they'll use later

on. In getting_the concept ol_add or subtract,....I_reallysome_of the,_to

working with them too in reading the chart correctly and'know what kind of

a number story right by the information given on the chart. The word

problems I think are very-, well that's good, it's all About, but visually

really working-with them to read together and learn how to read a work

problem--how to pull out the specific.information that they need is very

crucial.

3. Were there any activities that you consider unclear?,-

The one activity,that I'm not really fond of is on the one where they see

incorrect answers--the crayons, 3 + 2 is 4 on pages 21, 20 and 21. The

only way--it bothers me for a child to see an incorrect answer, but a good

thing I guess it's how you handle them too (inaudible) take a red pen and

cross out what's wrong. Sometimes, maybe, i:t's just the,teacher in me, some-

times it bothers me for a child to see incorect answers. Some of the it

confused. Especia4v, those who have more ,trouble learning. It was very dif-

ficult for them. These three choices on page 19, they,were suppose to

clioose an answer which was below and then circle it, one of the correct

answers, but there weren't any. I understand what's trying to be taught, but

I'm not sure a child at this age is satisfied with that. I had a lot of

children who just stood on their heads to try to make one of these answers

fit. I think it's just deceiving. Really, it's not what is supposed to be

taught. "Were there any other activities that you thought were particularly

unclear?" This one was,a little hard for them too. They.did it with you,

but the code, I think what we did, and I knew this ahead of time because I've

had it, one time I tried to do and let them do it--we did the bottom together.

Just because, and even then some children had a very difficult time. If

1.15
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they had an incorrect answer they had a very difficult time getting the

letters. And then switching them. I can see for a more advanced child or

a child who could be challenged a little bit more, that would be a really

fun page. I don't put too much weight on this page.. The words too, like

bicycle, are really questioned if a lot of those kids knew how to spell

bicycle, I didn't find that none of the topics were really that unclear.

.
I guess my advantage is that I have taught it before.

4. Do you think there were activities that probably didn't need to be in

there?

I would say that page 18 could be supplementary. I guess that 20 and 21,

and that is'how we use these pages--as supplementary. It was more like, if

you finished your work you could go on but you weren't required to stay and

finish it. Page 27 was extra but fun. On the first example on this train

one--7 + 6 is 13, 13 take away 4,is 9 and then You have to have that 9 in order

to get the 7--but that doesn't always work in our room. But I was noticing

when I was teaching it, like here okay, 4 +7 is 11, something take away 3.

I mean, they didn't get either of the answers so anything could have been

put here and anything could have been put there so it didn't like follow

through and when I was teaching this particular page I was saying, well

now you have to have the right answer in each step or it is not going to

come out. And it would have been really cute if it did come out in each

instance, but it didn't. It didn't always matter. I guess what they were

saying, though, is that if the first number and the last number ended the

same, then yOu follow the torrect sequence. I didn't even get that 'till

-110-W: -Oh, well:

_

5. Were there any activities which you felt were hard teteach?

We may get to open sentences. I think it starts on", oh, to back.step--I'm

not sure I like the idea of them trying to figure,these out on their own.

"Page 14." Before they.were introduced to the right way to do it. Some

kids taught themselves some bad habits and very hard to erase: Starting

with 15, I'm not sure which topic number it iS, but when they saw an open

numbers sentence and they filled, put in the p's and w's and filled in the

chart, what they tried to do when they wrote the number story was not use

the chart but go back and so many times I had 5 +6 = 11 instead of the

process that they were supposed to use by using the chart. They filled in

the,chart, but then they didn't use it and they/had been used to using the

Chart, but what I had done before and Ldidn't do it this year, which I am

going to go back to doing, is right from the beginning when they start using

the chart where it's either part or whole missing, they put a little 'x' to

indicate that there's no answer that fits in there. They don't have the-

answer--it's not,given--so that when they write_the number story, and Vicki

suggested'ahd I tfiinkshe.is probably right, that they use a chart but then

they never, they do not fill in the chart. They use the chart to write'the

number story, but they do not when they get the answer, they do not kill in

the Chart. Some children would try to Ose just the chart to fill in the

answer and they did not, so they weren't really using the process. They

knew the combinations that went together, but they weren't using the thought

process. I think that would help because that was one thing I_found hard

to undo once some kids started doing that. Especially some of the really

obvious ones like 4 plus what equals 6. They knew that so easily and, ft

116
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. was really hard to make them go through all the steps. Some got really

confused when they saw that they could do that a few times when they

went to write the number story. They still had an open ended sentence and

they didn't know what to do.

5A. How about activities that you found very simple to teach?

The ones at the end which were just more direction than teaching actually.

This one took a little more thought . . . "23." . . . not necessarily solv-

ing the problems, but they didn't understand the concept of betweeness which

it doesn't really say there more than, less than--some children still have

a lot of trouble with that.

6. What activities did your pupils find particularly easy?

Stuff way at the end. Basic facts.

6A. An activities that were particularly 'difficult?

At the beginning they had many more errors and much more difficulty. I

think it was until we got used to it. And used to the thought process.

They didn't even find the worm page difficult. They found it fun. They

thought that was nice. They enjoyed that. I think this topié is certainly

challenging enough because they really had to work_hard, but they_enjoyed_

----Ifeel-good-aboutit. --They rearly-UndirStOod the material.

.7. Is there material which your pupils should have covered before this

topic which they didn't?

It would help if they knew their basic facts pretty well. Most of them,

but see I think there is one theory that I try to go along with, I think

by the time they get to this it's incentive for them to know the basic

facts where before they really didn't. It wasn't really, I guess, part of

the program of philosophy is that . . . they don't push basic facts 'til

they understand the concepts. So, but when they get this far then I'm

really pushing it and that's what's going home with their note. The end

of this topic that, that is really important just for efficiency in speed,

N, because some of them could spend 10,000 hours doing 3 problems just 'cause
rstley don't know how to, you know, they don't have the answers at their

fingertips. Validation is extremely important all the time even if they

knowNthe answer. I think it's important once in awhile to get them to
validae..N Greater than and less then probably, I don't know how much it's

emphasized-,NI knew that one topic was taken out. I'm assuming they have

a lot of trouble with that. "You mean betweeness?" Yes. There's one

-other thing; i\know Teadher I did it. If she wouldnIt have done it I think

, that we could.haveNhad a lot more problems; because we still have kids with

really severe.reverSal problems in writing numbers and I know that Teacher I

did it on her own andN14 she wouldn't have we would have had a lot more..

I think that's important:\\

8. Did you use all the activitles in the topic?

Yes.

1
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9. Did you change any of them?

One of the games we just kind of diiiided them into smaller groups and to

larger groups--Activity S-4F. And I think there were easy activities for

them to do before and after, I can't remember exactly but we had some

children working on an activity they could do on their own on a topic and

then took smaller groups of children to introduce'the games Otherwise I

think it would have been just bananas. So we kind of made that decision

on our own. And we didn't really spend a lot of time on that because I

think it is extra. This, they know now enough that they can dcY this on

their own. Which is fun,for them; reinforces the facts.

10. Did you add any activities to what was already there?

Family in facts we did a little. That was more like in wording. "You

didn't supplement with, like, worksheets?" No. We made it a little more

personal. I felt less need at thisI'm pleased wial this S-4 topic, I

really am. I found more of a need before to have more sheets and stuff for

reinforcement. I don't find that this time. I appreciated their stuff, the

instructions, 'cause that helped me a lot. I needed that. Thefe were really

thorough. I feel good. Some of the stuff that was rewritten which was my

own way of teaching the topic last year. Ijust think this topic is very

important and I found it extremely important when I started to teach it

bef re--sometimes you have to read the manual-over a-few times ro make-sdilse

r
out of it. I found it very important. You have to be resolved that it's a

loim topic and you gotta spend the time and have the patience to do'it. I

--litess I'm bullheaded enough not to push it and I'm gonna stick with it until

they get it. As far as I'm concerned, I'm pleased. I think it's nice when

the child can see exactly what's happening instead of just straight memoriz-

ing and not really understanding what's going on. The way it is presented,

it is enjoyable and doesn't make math feel like it's a drudgery. The little

extras that are included made it a little bit more enjoyable.
,
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1. Aow important do you feel the topic is?

I think it is important for a couple of reasons. I think that because we had

topic S-4 which was extremely difficult for the children. At least now through

topic 4 the ground.work was laid for topic S-5. And the format of S-5, having.

the children do a lot charts, simple charts without the complicating number
problems and then included in the horizontal sentence and the vertical sentence,
they were able then to see the relationships here much better than they were

after they finished S-4. There was a lot of good practice work in here which
they really needed eve; earlier and the,word problems are still (some of the

word problems) confusing for them especially since new language has been added

without building up to it; like, for example, how many did we start with. The

pages where they have to circle more than, less than, they had to circle the

most on one page and fewer on the other and do the chart in the horizontal

sentence--I thought that was really good practice work and they needed all'of

those pages.,. Page 11 is confusing for second graders. When they are asked to

write down and label a subject on one part of the page and then in a completely

different column relate that number to that previous object, it's very diffi-

cult for them. .And only a few got it with the first explanation. Then _it

took 5, 6 explanations and individual_help before-many-of-them-SaW--And, of
caurse,-when-you-have-to-db that and there is only one teacher in the room ex-

plaining and you're going around individually, some of them have gotten_half

through and as a result either had it wrong or had to erase their answers to
that--page 11 definitely should be changed to make it an easier format for

second graders. The picture relationships with the how much more than and how

much less than were go.dgave them good ISictorial and also language experience

with problems and also gave them a chance to write horizontal sentences and

figure out the answer. Then, of course, we didn't do the optional ones. I

like the practice work in the back where they had a lot of adding and sub-

tracting to do. They'need a lot of that. There is one thing, though, that

should always be done before we introduce numbers like 10 and the advantages

of 9 and the advantages of the doubles, and I feel it was really misged, and

that is that we have to really build up the ideas about the double. There

were a number of children in my room who apparently do not practice their
facts at home and we have a limited amount of time for practice when we are
also involved in this and they did not know the doubles. As a result, the

explanation that you give here without any build-up, I tried to build-up as

much as possible. I had about 15 examples on the board and said, now we know
that 8 and 8 is-16 and if 8 and 8 is 16 then when we take 1 Of those 8's away '

from 16 what do we get? Well, some are completely lost because by the time

I said, asked the third questionhow many do we get--they had forgotten 8 and

8 are 16. They really have to know it like this in order for the value of
knowing the doubles to have any meaning on page 25 and 24 and any other page,

and(the same for 10. Many of them don't have the concept of 10-yet and two 5's

mean 10 and when you add 3 to 10 you get 13. They need more practice work on
that and then their comprehension seems to grow from that practice work and

some build up work. Practicing the doubles, more work, more pages on knowing

what the doubles are and practice work on doubles. Then this will have more

meaning to them. There were s few that got it right away, but there were

many that were floundering for days on this because they just didn't have the

background at all and they still don't. This doesn't give them any background,

it just makes it hard for them to catch up with the others who have it. You

work with them individually a lot, but when so many need individual help it

is hard for one person to cover that many individuals who need extra help

ln
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even though I have given them all a lot of introduction to the pages, but

the book didn't necessarily call for any build-up x4hich I thinictwe should

do. The doubles are great, the 10's idea and the 9's idea are great, and I

-think that it is very useful to know that and to have that well in band;

That's about all I have to say regarding this book.

2. Which activities in'there did you feel were more useful, in,particular?

I think the ones that had a number of pages where the children could repeat

what they did so that they got a good grasp of it. I think it was really im-

portant to have the subtraction separated out for,a change and it should have

happened earlier. It should'have happened in S-4 where they had it all mixed.

There remained (some of them anyway) confusion about addition and subtrac-

tion and the differences, especially when it came to number problems. But

in the S-5 it was very much better where they had a couple of pages, may

two or three pages, of subtraction both word problems and number problems to

do and they had it so much they understand it now much better and had far

less problems with S-5.

3. You mentioned earlier about things that were unclear. Could you point

again specifically to those activities which you felt were unclear?

Page 11, the chart was unclear. It should relate when you talk about a

weight for a letter, the weight somehow should relate directly to that letter

and next to it or in the same column, but not go two columns over and then

relate with a second object. Relating to the second object there they just

don't, most of them don't, get that. There are maybe three or four. And

then switching in language, like how many were there to start with. I don't

believe that was introduced earlier, maybe it was, but that's just an example.

If you Change the language in any way it throws them off. When they see how

many were there to start with then they think how many were there altogether.

They equate that and I have explained it to*them and said it a couple of

times, maybe 15 to 20 times in all considering the number of times I said

it to individuals, and they had trouble with it on their tests still so

they apparently are not getting it 'and there is some reason for it and I

think we should look at that reason.-

4. Were there any activities that you consider extra, maybe didn't need to

be in there?

The optional ones were extra. Other than that we did most of them and I

found. that theY were necessary.

5. Were there any activities you found yourself to be complex for you to

teach?

Well, besides the ones I mentioned, page 11, the new wording in the word

sentences--which I have already said. And also which I havg already said,,

it is difficult to teach children who donjt +Lave a background in afquick

recall of what the doubles are to teach Aiwa how yoncan use the doubles,

to add it to a number that is higher or lower (inaudible). That was very

hard because of that reasoning, we need more build-up.. They need, too, a

lot more build-up than our former program gave to them and I feel we are

11 A
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missing that now, putting the ones under the ones column if they are doing

subtracting, 8 from 16 in the vertical form. They don't understand About

putting the 8 in the ones column and they don't understand about the 10

being in the past column--a lot of them don't. They see this as 8 take

away 16, but if they write it down, they don't put the numbers right under

each other and I think, right from the beginning we need.that even with

5 plus 6. They need to know that 5 goes right directly under 6. We were.

makins.flash cards earlier in the year and I discovered that they were not
putting the numbers under each other, but maybe icattered. There should

definitely be a section of some kind early in that second grade program.

6. Were there any activities you found simple?

Yes. Anything that, for example, pages 2 and 5 where they had already done
a lot of chart work except they,still needed to review the horizontal sen-

tenes because there wasn't much of that in-S-4. The vertical sentence

they had, also very very difficult is ighen they.expect the children po draw

their own chart. And then they should remember that the end'of the page
here of every left side has to .be folded over and often there is not enoush

space on that end to do any kind of number work anymore so they could

remember that. Also, perforated pages would be excellent. This is the

kind of thing they need to taketome and look over day-by-day. I fee]: when

we send a book home it remains closed and that's about tht last they ever

do it.

7. Is there material your pupils should have covered before this topic?

I think that they should have had a lot more practice.work on the doubles.

It was just thrown into them, well you know what the doubles are now use

them in addition and subtraction. More work on counting by 10's, 2's,5's,
3's so they get this double and they understand 10, how it is related to 20

or how 5 ig just a 10. Veri difficult were the coins for.some, many of
the children because many of them don't understand two nickels and a aime.

Many do, bui-Miny don't. We need to concern ourselves with ones how don"t.

8. Did you Use all the activities in the topic other than the optional?

As far as I can 'recall, we did.

'8A. What made you decide not to use the optional ones?

Time and they seemed very complicated and they seemed not to add to the

children's comprehension.

9. Did you change any of the activities?

It seems to me there was something we didn't cover because it was diffi-

cult, but at this point I don't remember what it was. We didn't change them
much, no, any-chinging I did was verbal as far as restating a problem so

they could understand it better. Getting at it from different angles, calling

children to do it on the board, just trying to do it--I feel-generally that

a lot of this is really very difficult for second graders and peihaps something;

12
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I think the ideas are iine, it's really great, blit there are so many that

are having some difficulty with it-that perhAX we should look into what's

in the second grade mind and how it operates in Math and Wprk out ome way

of getting at these problems before chey become difficult, because I feel

math is really easy,and can .be really easy and that really difficult con-

cepts can be introduced in a very easy way if it is done wilh the second

grade mind in view,

10. Did you add any activities?
,

We added some addition and some subtraction and some games. We had very

little time, but what we did was adding practice work mainly. That's what

they need more of and there should be a lot more pages of practice work for

them. Very simple practice work, there's often 636 much on a page and it's

hard for them then. This book is better, but some books ire, like here, you

see how it's folded and halie trouble Writing here and hten you have trouble

reading it and correcting it. So we have to watch how much'is.on it. Even.

this is a little bit much on a page. It's okay because it was divided 'and'

all the charts were put in' for them so it worked out okay. Some children

had,trouble getting the numbers in this space.

1')A.0
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1. 'How important do you feel the topic is?

Extremely important. It's the basics of -addition and subtraction.

2. Can you remember which activities you thought were most useful?

Well, think they are all us'eful. There might be a few more that you might

use, more manipulative type things. Most of them, there wasn't that much of

d contrast of what's good and what's bad. I think it was pretty well done,

but if you could think of some like the first one we had--the worms . . .

3. Were there any activities hat you consider unclear?

No.

4. Were there any ac.tivities yok considered that Vere extra in there that

..

)didn't need to be?-

No. The games I think are a little bit complicated. You really have to

spend too much time to do it.

5. Did you find any activities complex to teach?

No.

SA. Were there ones that were very simple?

Well, the regular addition and subtraction. The only criticism I have about

those I think would be intermixed with the story problems. Page after page

after page at the end, and the kids become very bored. If you cobld -have a

story problem7-in.fact at the end I am throwing in--I'm having the aide write

a few more pages of story problems because they get page after page of that

and they forget the story ,problems.

6. Were there activities your pupils found particularly easy?

Well, the regular computation. Most of them did pretty well.

6A. Were the rest of them pretty difficult for them?

.Fairly difficult. This is a next to the lowest group. The story problems,

they do have'problems. The wording of some of them is where you change the

- wording in ehe subtraction type ofthings. They'll switch the wording all of

a sudden and then they can't figure Out which is the whole, which is a part.

7. Do you think there was any material your pupils should have covered

before this topic?

No.
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8. Did you use all the aCtivities?

Yes, except the last game. It just took too long, and was too complicated.

9. Did you change any of the activities?

No. I have idded, especially where on sone of the pages wliere the kids are,

we've got the wide range, some of the kids can go on of course I won't hold

dbem up, so they go on until they get to a certain point where I think all the

kids should kind of catch up pretty soon then I'll throw in other trpes,

similar types, of worksheets. Then at the end, now I'm putting in some more'

story problems. I.

11. Anything else?

I enjoyed it. Can you tell me when they get to the point of learning where

places are? The 10's and the 100's. I'm finding that in the vertical sen-

tences they had no idea where to put the l's and the 10's. That's my major

concern at this point.
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1. How important do you feel this topic is?

I feel it's very important. I can still see where they have not yet

mastered it, but I do see it as important in terns of continuing what was
begun in S-3, S-4.

2. Which activities in the topic did you feel were most useful?

The ones that were most useful on the whole were the game type things whereby
the children can use themselves as examples or use objects and material. I

guess those were the most fun and they responded better to that.

3. Were there any ac ivities that you felt were unclear?

Not so much unclear as maybe too difficult for this age level. For some,

given the variety of children that you have in a room, for some they can
grasp that Nelly nine idea--the concept of nine--but out of the entire class

only, I'd say at the most, four or five actually really grasped it and were

able to do it. The others were really lost so I just sort of let it go. I

didn't want to push it so much to make them confused. That can be confusing.

I would say maybe save that for S-6 as a challenging thing. "Can you point

to a specific activity in the topic where that was most evident?" Well, in

the student text itself, pages 27 and 28. They can see a pattern going down
and going up, but trying to explain it was very difficult and so that they

can understand it. I think the explanation is very clear in the manual, but

I also remember that I had to look at it myself several times to make sure
that I was saying the right thing to them and I had to keep on doing it.

4. Were there any activities in the topic you felt were extras that were
thrown?

I'm not sure these were extras, but I can tell you what I skipped as a teacher.

S-5H was optional. The only thing I used in that and that the children loved

a lot, was the Beat Wanda the Winner with the dice. The,daily contest. And

the long story of short sticks. They seemed to like that. I did not use

sentence bingo nor this, or more, because I used those last year and I found

them, I had a hard time working with them. I don't know if the kids had as

hard a time as I did, but I just decided it would be better. And the mystery

container game. Those were the three that I used. The others I just left.

I didn't even attempt to do them. I did not do the one with the adding

machine tape, and activity S-5D. It's an alternate S-5C. I guess I just

chose to do S-5C instead of D. I didn't want to get into the guess button

and the transparent tape. I know the other group did.

5. Were there any other things besides what you mentioned that you found

hard to teach?

Not.so much that I found hard to teach--how camI explain it. The format of

the book in terms of the children working in the text, my only thought was if

they could have fewer Problems on page and have more pages--in other words,

these are so small for them to work in, for example, on page 3 of the student

1
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text. To me it would help if you had fewer problems on a page in terms of

the children working. I just found it to be difficult. The sentences are

hatd, they seem to grasp it, but when it changes from a difference sentence

to an add-on where they don't necessarily ask how many altogether but how

many' were there first, the children have a very difficult time with that. I'd

say most of mine didn't get it. Whether or not I'm going too fast or not I

don't know. But it would help, just need more room--when the kids are work-

ing out things that's awfully small for them. They actually write bigger.

I figured half that size, but they got on a lot--I'd say they liked it a lot.

They liked the activities. The chart--where they had to look at a chatt--

how much bigger is something than this: That was a challenge for them and

it seemed to be more fun in some instances than the work problems which I'm

sure . . . You know when I liked to work problems, I like to try to point

out the, you know, what they're saying, but it's still hard for them to

grasp.

5A. Were there any activities that you thought were"particularly easy?

Some activities were easy to teach given a demonstration on the board or

given a demonstration'using the overhead. S-5E I used the overhead a lot

on that. When using cubes as counters rather than chips and links--using

cubes seem to be the best way for them to see the difference. ,So I

always resorted to cubes--it does say use cubes, links, or chips in certain

activities and I found it easier to use cubes because you can line them up

against one another and see the difference, therefore they can see it. It's

'it

he difference of how many, it's easier for them then using links. It

gives them more of a success factor. The doubles facts was easy to teach.

They seemed to like that. The test was each to teach. Things like the

Mystery game and all those were fun and easier. There was one other thing

i wanted to say--it did suggest in activity S-5F the second part--it's not

necessary for the children to master any of these methods and net ix) spend

a lot of time on them. They are just suggestions. ,In terms of relating it

to 16, I did that with the entire group together'. We changed the first

number to 10 and decided how many we added on to make 10 and then we took

that number away from the second number, but we did it altogether. That

was difficult. Some are ready for it, but.the majority weren't.

6. Other, than the activities that you already mentioned, were there any

activities in articular that your students found easy?

I'don't think so.

64. Were there any others that_you found difficult?

NO, just Nelly nine and the 10 relating it to the 10. And the one word

problem with how many there were to begin with which requires an addition.

That wording always seems to throw them and I know we're trying to get them

to get the concept on what they would do, but they still have a hard time.

We still need a lot of work using manipulatives.
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7. Is there material which your pupils should have covered before this

topic?

I think they were prepared for it other than a few extra things that were

thrown in. I can still see where they're not anywhere near mastery. They

still--I'm starting now to drill on basic facts. We haven't before--they've

lost some of that, but I wasn't worried about that. Now we're getting a

little more concentrated.

8. How did you choose exactly which activities you're going to use and which

ones you didn't?

For the most part, given the children that I had, I choose according to their

needs. I do have a large range--it's becoming more evident--between those

that really catch on and those that are having a difficult time--so something

that would still challenge the better students or I could let them go on and

do a few pages on their own and work with the,others, but something that

would not be too difficult for the others. And then sometimes we just had to

work through it together and suffer the consequences. "So, mostly on the

basis of individual students?" Yes. I'd hope so and what had worked before

and what didn't work for me before.

9. Did you change any of the activities?

Other than using cubes, fhat was the one thing. In setting up stations we

just changed a few things to accommodate more children, but they weren't in

terms of the content, just number maybe.

10. Did you add any activities?

There were a few things that I added just to. review. Some were worksheets

and that was usually to accommodate those that got finished first--which were

basic facts and coloring and some of the others I think I did a lot of group

activity extra with their bodies. Using their bodies saying story problems--

using the same story problems going back over them and letting them do it that

way. There was something that I thought was really neat at the time, but I

can't remember.

11. Anything else?

No. I was just a little apprehensive in knowing that this is the topic before

the mastery topic and, therefore, I questioned myself as a teather if I had

gone too fast with this particular group. Because I know after 31, which

we've not started topic 31, will be into S-6 and was hoping for mastery. I'm

not sure we're going to master it. "You've given tests on this, haven't you?"

They just brought them b'ack today, I haven't had a chance to look. I did use

a lot of these things that are in written form after I corrected the child's

book and saw the ones that they had wrong. The ones that the majority might

have missed. That's when I did it orally. Then they'd either use--go up to

the board . . . "Individually?" . . . the whole group, but they'd all be to-

gether and they'd be involved. I'd say, so and so pick out four people--what

information is given to me. A lot of repetition. Orally, it seems that some

kids depending on how they lear can get it better orally, when they hear you

say it. When they read it on their own c1sy4re lost--then there are others

vice versa.
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1. How important did you feel this topic was?

I think it was a very good review. They need a.lot'of practice and it gave

them a lot.

2. What activities did you feel were most useful?

I think the topics where they were doing a lot of straight adding and sub-

tracting, some of them still need that, I think, and do a lot of the story

problems. Some are getting better at that. A lot of kids need a lot more

drill. They can get the story problems faster and easier if they knew the

basic facts.

3. Were there any actfyities you considered unclear?

.
I thought the topic that included page 17 was unclear. I thought the chart

was not very clear. I think they shotld have had a really clear chart and

they could have marked off every . . . okay, they marked off number 2,

number 5, number 7, and number 9 and the children had a hard time following

it. Cause here the lines are far apart and here they're close together and

unless they look at the size and count, some of the kids just Counted the

lines.. I think it should have been very, ah, well (inaudible). Also the

one that included work page 11. Somehow I think it shOuld have been divided

up a little bit. You've got the letters, the guests--oh, no, I'm sorry, I'm

thinking of the wrong on:--I remember at the time we were doing it the

children got confused. 1 know there was a chart and you did this part of the

page, the left side of the page, and then you did the right side of the page

.for more practice and they got confused'. They thought you were supposed to

go all the way across. Really, you were supposed to do one column down here

and then go back to the top and do the right hand column. I thought it

shouldn't split on two pages. Maybe I was mistaken that it was from the

. other book. Generally (small comments) pretty clear.

4. Were there any activities that you figured were extra?

Like page 23, I treated as a challenge (inaudible)

for some of the children--some of them realbyelt
something plus 4 goes 14, is a very good like a 10

I think it's definitely a challenge page. Certain

others are really frustrated.

It's very interesting
defeated when they go,
page they called it, but
kids can achieve it and

5. Were there any activities you found complex to teach?

No, I don't think so.

5A. Were there any tactivities you found very simple to teach?

I'd say they were all rather simple.
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6. Which activities did your pupils find easy?

At the very beginning when they had circle the largest one and write the

sentences. Although on those pages I think too many activities were crowded

on. Also, so many times when the children have to write their own sentences
they don't give them enough space. It's a mess.

6A. Other than page 23, were there any activities the kids found really
difficult?

The other one I treated it as a challenge page of course, like 33. The last

one, again it's very interesting for some of the students, it's nice, but I

treat it as a challenge page for those who want to--except for like 23 and
32 and there's one other page but that had, well it was a good experience.
Again, it was treated very well I though with, ah, I think it was page 21;
well, one of them happened to let the kids try and discover how to figure
out something take away 4 and it wasn't a page where they felt t,hey were re-

quired (inaudible). I though that was treated very well. Some of the kids

enjoyed it, a lot of them knew they may have trouble but, like, when they
got to 23 'cause they had done all these other ones, they felt they were

supposed to know this and some of them really felt bad about it. Well, the

other one was treated in a very good manner.

7. Did you think your pupils were, well, prepared for this topic?

I,think so. "Do you think S-4 gaye them the background they needed?"

believe so.

8. Did you use all the activities?

Not all of them. Ones like when there is a game on page 16 on a day- when
certain kids needed additional attention, the other children went on and

did the game on page 16--the same with page 31; again:lids who needed help
I worked with them and the rest of the kids worked (inaudible).

9. Did you change any of the activities!?

On page ,31, the game that went with it I had, rather than having Wanda I

had them do it with a partner. (inaudAble) It would be nice if they could

do it that way, but either way.is fine. "Any other changes you Made?" No.

, 10. Did you add any of the other activities?

I added more drill. Flashcards. Some other time tests I had just made up.

I did, in conjunction with.page 23, to help some students I had to make
charts and before_they made the charts I talked abouf typical problems in

that really a problem you cut in half which . . . right at the equal sign

and both sides are the same, but one side is the working side. I also talked

about and asked tnem which one is_ the working side. They all said, of course,

it's the side either you take away or add on, that's the working side. Through

that I said, when you are on the working side whenever you subtract you always
have a who/e taking away a part, and that way it helped a lot of the childyen
to figure out sum take away 10 equals 8. A lot of them, when they see a take

1 2..)
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away sign, and if your whole take away 10, they say, oh, 10 that must be the

whole. Then we talked about the working side, you always have two parts and

it equals the whole. Then"I added on.

11. Anything else you would like to say about the topic in general?

I was a little curious where it said the activity S-5B, it says in this

activity for the first time the children will write and solve different

sentences. They have been solving different sentences all along. I was a

little puzzled. With some of the problems they would write, like for,

here's a seven more join, okay, but they printed.the word sevenI think

it should be the numbers. I don't think the childrenif they can read,

great, but still if they have trouble with words (inaudible). Also, some

of the sentences got a little more complex. Some I'll.just make it plain,

just flat, short, simple sentences.
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I don't think that any of, ihere wasn't anything they don't know that they

should have known. S-4 topic report is in S-2. S-3, we prepared them for

S-5. I just find all the S topics (inaudible) before we have S topics that
it's extremely difficult to teach (inaudible). The thing I go for word
problems, that if the teaching helps me and it helps the kids and they,'

doesn't have the step-by-step processing--I think they need it. Maybe not

motivated (inaudible) my kids to circle the numbers in the word problems
that they are more aware of the given; and to label them right there inside

the word problem with the w's and p's. If they can do that in the context

of the story it's usually easier.

_

Do you think the thing that has made it easier--thatrs Mide flie-S-topit

easier--is that they always use a canonical Sentence? They haven't, up

until now, had that unknown.

Sometimes it's so confusing, but if they do read it and they can pick up the

w's and p's--the wholes and the partsbefore then they're able.to (inaudible).

Then I talked to Vickie, and another thing that I've done with topic which we

didn't too much with S-1, is where they fill in the chart. They still would

tend to try to write a number story using-the givens or say that if they had

a number problem instead of a story in an equation form they would try to
rewirte the number story with the same equation form with the unknown in the

middle of the sentence. (Inaudible) from the chart so what helped was to

act out the unknown in the chart. And When they knew they had--because they

tried from the chart to put the right numbers down so if they wrote the

numbers story from the chart and that was easier. Then it made more...sense

to them. They had the crutch but they weren't using it the righf way. They

tried to skip steps, but they couldn't do it. One of the things in the book

that I found.a little difficult (inaudible) that there would be.more space in

the pages--like the number problems--they should be if they're teught the

process of using w's and p's, nen they shoilld have rooM to do that. And if

they're going to fill in the chart they should ha,'e room to do that and kids

(inaudible). I know I've had times when children,have to check everything

all over the page. And-they had to look for where they did fheir mathematical

process just because they didn't have, thereW no way that they can get this

even with just a vertical or a horezontally, even if they chose, one of the

'forms. Their writing is just ... . Also, when they came to comparison
techniques, they were more ready to understand that.the mathematical process

was (inaudible) to try. It seemed like it was more to their understanding

now, but (inaudible). They seemed to understand and my basic questions word

problems was--what are you doing? Adding or subtracting or compaing? I use

that difference because I think there is,a difference in (inaudible) story

then they know that they still write subtraction (inaudible) regular subtract='

ing so that was, that really helped'and they seemed to understant that. But

it was important for them to know whether,they were,comparing cr not. Some-

times even when you read it . . . I have some children who have reading
problems so, even though they might at the time, like, I like the wording here

so it's a lot eadier for them to read 'cause that was a really hard thing.

They just weren't able to handle the vocabulary, but now it's just after reading

it, the comprehension, is (inaudible). The only thing I can do is look for key

words like together. That'll always tell them, what's the difference or, lot's
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of times they circle the,key word. Sometimes they circle the word sum 'cause

they know that's the unknown and then they 4:an label it easier w or p.

So you really worked at taking the problem apart and figuring out what it was

in the problem that gave them hints about how to solve the problem?

Right. I guess through my kids it had to be (inaudible) analytical. Then to

see that, to learn the skill, word parblems apart. One'of the things that was

a little confusing for them was page il. It is way . . . and there was a

guest teacher in there and tItat was just too confusing for them. I remember

I tried this once last year and it's still in this one and I guess for them to

refer to the two lettera then to guess the difference then to go back into, way

to get them in the right sequence, was-too much back and forth and a lot of

times when they get the . . . so; this year I just crossed that whole count,

'Cause I really didn't see that that was; I know-the ihportance of estimation,

but I didn't see it's importance in this topic, and I just felt that the more

important thing was for them to see that they had two objects, they were going

to weigh them, they were going to find the difference, and do the process. I

took out the guesses. It was too.confusing for them and-I really didn't pee

that that was the esoential. "You should feel really free to adopt these in

any way that you think improves your teaching." The graphs were good fOr the

'most part. We did them together, haybe it was becauie I was reading and

coming back to the chart. I know that other children (inaudible). We did,

usually we do all the stories together ot-talk about these (inaudible). Or

even just labeled, for instance (inaudible) page 17. How much taller (in-

audible). We went through and it helped that the names were underlined,

then we went through and found the number for Allen, labeled it right above

his name, found the number for Tim and labeled it above his name so that they

had,the numbers and so that was there: We did that together and then lots of

times after (inaudible) back themselves and decided whether they were com-

paring or, and then they were able to,do that, it was a lot easier. I liked

to do the-labeling of the answers but I didn't find that was always consis-

tent and it was Ile.first time it was introduced and nothing was really said

in the manual, but I think it's an important thing for them to get onto. But

then I think from now on that's going to become a part and it should be consis-

tent or . . .- "Not do it sometithes and other times not?" One thing I found

it very difficult topic to teach, extremely difficult for my children to

'understand, is easing the number 10. Not so much with the teams 'cause that

was lind,*but when you start teaching the value importance of the number 9.

"So that's from page 21-27." I just did it with, and if they didn't get it

' I didn't push it because they can't make that, that's a reverse process in

thinking. "They didn't hook up with that 9 is one less than 10, but .they did

alright with the 10?" They did alright with the 10 because we did a lot

with that tbo. Then to see, and some,kids da (inaudible), but far the most

part they caught onto 10 and when I was sure that they caught onto 10 I tride

this again. I tried it last.year arid these kids, I just think that this is

for children who are a little' bit more capable (inaudible) more of a

challenge, and if they can see it's a real help, but I can't see teaching

it . . .
"When they're not maybe- ready for that, process?" . . . so I really

made very, light of it because I know that they\just had a hard time of it,

they couldn't understand. They see the process, most of theFle on Page 27

subtraction processes, but they really ess.entialIy--first ofj all subtracting

10 and then'adding 1 more at or taking 1--it was a',reverse process from the

problem set and it was just too confusing for them. '',The value of,9 being i

less than or 10 being one more than 9 . . .
"They hi0 to add 1 more to get the.
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correct answer and,go on.". . . that was just too difficult. "Did you find

any kids ready to do it?" For the most part, no. I'd say it's more of a

challenging thing for kids who can stand the challenge. My kids are not

really that challenging. I think for a challenging activity it's*very good.

And the kids who can get it, it's a real help. But for my kids it was more

confusing than help. "So that's why you didn't go into that.too deeply?"

(Inaudible) the double numbers.. The doubles are fine, but then when it was

like 1 off from the doubles, it's the same reason. "So any of the number

theory part you found very difficult?" The games were fun. They especially

liked the Great Guessing Machine. They,seemed to understand that 'cause a
lot of that was comparison and they had to figure out what tO do and they

really liked that. I found out that,(Inaudible). "So you used that several

times?" I introduced it and we did a few (inaudible) it was nice to have too;
also, I'm a stickler,for, espe.cially for these kids, they're not always after
(inaudible), and I've got a number of children who are extremely (inaudible)
that every night I collect their books and (inaudible) I always mark down
and it helps me to keep track of hoy they're doing on the cover--on the
errors they had or if they needed help, if they needed to see me, and I had

them go back and correct their errors and I'm a really stickler Zor it es
pecially in this topic because I found,at that even after they (inaudible)

io they were (inaudible) careless. So I didn't even let them to on until

they had every page starred. "So are they using validation then--do you

think-that, oh, they really were." Sometimes they weren't and they said

they were. "That's what I was wondering." Which is why I was getting to

be a stickler for it, because they weren't trying, they weren't even being*

exact (inaudible). And so they learned really fast that they couldn't go on.

They weren't going to get started unless they corrected their answers. 'Cause

I don't see any, is to correct something they see an error and they should

look to see where the,mi3take was and if they weren't seeing that, well then

it wasn't (inaudible). "So you made sure then that they had corrected
those errors before they moved on. Were there any other changes in the

activities that you can think of? Or, for the most part you did teach them

as they were presented?" Pretty much the way they were presented. "Did

you use C or D?" I might have usedboth because I don't really stick to
many topics with these kids 'cause they needed as much reinforcement as they

could get. "Did you add any activities?" No, not for this topic. Practice

the basic facts.
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2. Which activities in the topic did you feel the most useful?

I think they are all equally useful. I think it's a very good idea that

you didn't push the C-2 with the supplementary type things. Last year we

went all through those too. We did not do that this year. Although we

could Use those as we go along. I think all the activities'were kind of

eugal.

3. Were there any activities you considered unclear?

No.

4. Were there an activities in there that ou fi ured were extra?

No. I think, as I just said, taking those other ones out was good.

5. Did you find any of the ,activities complex to teach?

No. Well, the only one they had problems with, although I think it's im-

portant, was in the last section where you have to add before you subtract

to find the difference. That was a little hard for them to comprehend.

5A. Did you find any very simple?

Well, it depends on what you mean by simple. I think most of them wefe

fairly clear.

6. Were there any activities your pupils found particularly easy?

Yes, where it's strictly addition all the way through. Once they pick up

the idea, okay, we're going to add on all the way through here.

6A. Were there any activities they found really difficult?

No. Only this last section and once they picked up the idea (inaudible).

7. Do you think there was any_material your pupils should have covsered

before this?

No.

8. Did you use all the activities?

Yes. Not all the supplementary activities because of time. We will use

them as the year goeu on.
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9. Did you change any of the activities?

No.

10. Did you add any of your own?

No.

V
11. Is there anything else?

The only thing I liked again to bring up somewhere in this writing, we

gotta get placement. The 10's, and 100's. I guess I would put that

a little.earlier. Talking about addition, I have done a little of that

(inaudible) . . . they were throwing the numbers in anywhere and the

answers anywhere.
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Topic S-6 Teacher C School Y January 31, 1980

2. Which activities in the topic did you think most useful?

I think the most useful ones were pages 21-28. They were-an excellent way

for the children to get more practice on addition and subtraction which is

still what they need. That's their main real need. I felt that the story

problems were good, but I think one big thing that should be changed is. that

the names of people like Herbert, Albert, andllortimer should not be used.

They should be short words like Tad or Tod or something the children cad

pronounce from the sounds they have already used in the reading, but whed -

they see Albert right at the very beginning of that sentence, oh, my gosh,

this can't be for me. And so A isn't the math so much that throws them

off, it's the first word in the sentence. At this point, it isn't the

math so much anymore but early in the year when they had both hard names

-and hard words, then the hard math, it was terrible.

3. Were th-ere_any activities yod-considered pnclear?

It was a little difficult on page 10-13 for the children to remember that

they didn't have to do the starred ones. And if they did the starred ones

they didn't get them right anyway and it was only confusing, so I think that

was very unclear and any most difficult ones should be at the very bottom

where you can say, okay, with the line on top of them saying, okay,if you

want to do these you can try them. Pgaes 29-41 are not all that clear.

They are rather confusing for children. They might--the average to the

top might be able to them, but for anything maybe average to bottom it's

more a matter of explaining hgw to do this particular way of doing things

rather than helping them with addition and subtrattion facts.

3. Were there any actiAties in there >607t5nsidered extra?

I think they can use all the practice all the help they can get, but I think

pages 29-41 were extra in the sense that ehey're too confusing for most

children to be able to use. So they were sort of used less rather,than

.extra.

4. Were there any activities you found complex to teach?

Yes,.S-6 I is very difficult for a loteof the children. They think they'

understand it and they don't. I have asjced them to hold up fourth of an

eight rod and they'll hold up halves. Even after we've done it eight times

or so with different kinds of numbers, they still don't have the concept

of halves and fourth. For one thing the language is hard. There should be

a page or two right after this developing the language if we want them to

understand halves, thirds, and fourths. We should have two parts of some-

thing, three parts of something, auld explain that threeparts is also called

thirds and two parts is also called halves, because they are asked to re-

spond to halves, thirds, fourths. And it is'a very new, not only a new

word, but a new concept and if they could at least get the language dawn,

then the concept would be the other thing. we would have to deal with, which

is still very difficult for.second graders I find. At least many of the

children in my room, if you have to spend all of your time working with

all of them and if they go on their own, the minute they go on their own and
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making a mistake it's obviously too hard at that level. I think it is

better--fractions are really better in the third grade and spend the really
precious time on addition and subtraction.

5A. Were there any activities you found simple to teach?

Pages 21 through 28 were pages they could work on their own and they were
self-explanatory in most cases. A little difficult on the bottom of page 26

to make some more--they needed some explanation there. Yes, and pages .19;

19, and 20 were very difficult to teach. Page 18, they understood adding
three or four numbers because they had those on pages 16 and 17, but adding
the words really didn't make any sense for thém.and I think that could he

deleted. It shouldn't be in as something that we ordinarily would do and
then especially when they got to the very bottom even after I explained it
fiVe times at least, they didn't understand how to put those words in verti-
cal order, many of them didn't. There were a few who got it,but they didn't
put them in the right place and maybe started in the middle of the page and
they didn't have enough room. It's something that detracts from their
learning of,, math-just how do you do it rather than the understanding of a

math conceft. We're.teaching them a procedure here to follow directions
and those directions are very difficult to follow, I think, at least for

them they. were. Page 19 had to be done one by one with all the children..
It would be very difficult for them--for my group to have done that by
themselves and come out with something that wag right.) Page 20, we didn't
do because'it was, I felt, just too confusing and rather difficult and the
way the format of the pages vary is difficult. That should be redone some-
how so that if they have to do something that difficult it should be maybe
half that much on a page to start out with so they can get the idea of it
first, and then they can do it.

7. Do you think there is any material your pupils should have covered

before thig topic?

(Inaudible) Definitely-Tr-there was a constant problem and it was really a

sore spot with the double digit numbers when they would add and subtract
double digit numbers. They didn't have any cOncept of the 10 space and the
one space so that if they're going to subtrat 1 from 21 they would just as
soon.put the one under the 2 as under the ope and they did in fact do a lot
of that sort of subtracting with the coinstunits where they had to gubtract
15 from 16. Well,,I tried to explain to t;hem that the 5 goes under the 6
and the one and if not a one that the 10 goes under, but it's not a 10 it's
a 15 so if they could, that concept it's 'almost impossible to eiplain it
without doing quite a lot of build-up with having the children put hands on
groups of 10's and then having a 10 and;a 1 and showing them where the one
space is, where the 10 gpace is. We had an old system that they had an
excellent way of doing that with the tally charts. It was just a vertical
1±ne and a horizontal line and they hah the 10 space on the left side and
the one space on the right and the,children could see very easily then
which Were the 10's part of the numbei was and what the l's part of the
number is and they did that before they every got to double digit numbers
and they could do something with them, so I feel that would be a real addi-

tion. In fact, 51 goes into that and I'm sorry that 33 didn't precede S-6
rather than follow it.
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8. Did you use all the activities?

"You mentioned you didn't Ilse page 20?" I explained how to do it, but if

some of the brighter ones wanted to do it, but there really much; they werca't

really interested in that page very mach 'cause of the difficulty and thrze

is no place for them to do their writing, it's all cramped together. "Were

there any other parts of activities or whole activities which you left out?"

Not of the ones we were asked to do. We were asked to dO A, B, C, D, and I.

We did all of that and then the children worked at their own pace from pages

21 through 28. Then from 29 are confusing many of them to 36, I didn't'ask

them to do those, but there is 37 and 38 that maybe some of the faster ones

will get to. They'll nec:c1 some explaining again too before they can do those.

9. Did you change any of the activities?

I didn't change any of the activities as such. I did a lot of explainihg at

the beginning for some of the activities. Oh yes, pages 10 through 13 I

tried to make the numbers that they have to add as small as possible. The

pages really cramped up and if they're going to put a vertical line like

12 plus 13 there's, it's very difficult for them to Ve able to add them

together without, if they have to do a horizontal line--in which you have

all these horizontal lines, here 12 + 13--then that's very difficult for

them to have to add those together if they can't write them vertically at

all and there isn't room on this page to do it; so, not only from that stand-

poing but from the standpoint of just practice of addition rather than seeing

how big a nubber they can add together, it's good to have these low like 10

and below these numbers here--like these get up to 8 and 8 is 16 well that's

alright, but some of these got up really like here 9 and 8, it's alright, but

something below 10 or even lower because of all of the amount of addition

here. There's some good practice I think that's one'thing it does.

10. Did you add any activities?

I did add before the topic inventorythey\did two pages of just regular

problems, story problems where they had a chart and then they 'lid the

vertical, horizontal problem and solved it. They were easier numbers.

Nothing above 10, I think, they may have gone into the 12. One was 14, but

so much of this constant building and if we throw in numbers that are too

C..../)

hard and hard concepts at the same time, then we confuse one with the other

and,are not reallyour purpose should be really:clear cut. Is this to add

hard numbers or is this to learn a new concept?

11. Is there anything else you would like to.say?

Pages 21 through 28 were really good, really great. Generally I think learn-

ing the concept approach is really good, and I think we need to sharpen up the

addition somehow--work that in here too so the children come out caPable of

adding and subtracting by the time we are done.
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School Z February 4, 1980-

1. How important do you feel this topic is?

I think it's very important as a conclusion to addition and subtraction.
I am concerned whether or not they have mastery; however; I feel they have

the concept. I think it was good.

2. Which activities in the topic a.H ii feel were most useful?

The activities that I found useful were, they enjoyed part 2 S-6 A. The

deep space patrol, it seemed they enjoyed it even though, myself reading the
problems and they responded. That held their interest. Another part that

went well was part 2 of S-6 B. What we did was we divided it in several

ways. We used cubes, geometric pieces, and the washers and we had different
groups working with various things and then they would switch as they finished
and that went very well in terms of weight and length and space (area). We

skipped part 3--it wasn't suggested that we do it, but I skipped it. The
graph paper and the children working and with that was difficult last year

so I chose this year to skip it. I have not fo:itowed any of the additional

suggestions yet. In activity S-6 C, I found this valuable last year and
this year, when we use the sentences in part 1 with the mystery box in dif-
ferent positions and the children had to make up stories to go with their

sentence. They enjoyed that very much and I felt they did very well. First

we divided into small groups and they worked in pairs and they made up a
story for each other and then I found it to be really helpful, I had enough
pieces of paper to go around to everybody and they each made up their story
and we sat in a big circle and they shared it and they held up their story
and shared it--it seemed to work very well and then some would interject, well
you could do it this way too, which was very good. S-6 D,\which we just

completed, we did part 2. The only difficulty we had with that . . . "Why

don't we wait on that."

3. Were there any activities You considered unclear?

No, not especially unclear, maybe difficult.

4. Were there any activities you considered extra?

That part 3 with the graph paper. S-6 B. I didn't find that to be advan-

tageous. I think an additional suggestion that I did not follow was S-6 B

where it says additional suggestions, I didn't even do it. It was measure-

ment and recording the . . . I think it's good, but we' didn't even attempt

to do it with the number of kids and not having help. I would feel better

doing it with somebody in there.

0
5. Did you find any activities com lex to teach?

None were complex to teach. I would say materials, lack of materials or
not having enough, they were fun_things but they were, because I didn't
have enough of them. Like part 2 of S-6 D--I realize we prepared the
master and we did that, but in those cards, 35 FA and 35 FB, there's only
one:set of cardaand I did,have the other children doing other things. But

it took an awful long time, in fact everybody didn't even,get to this. I

just decided to scratch it. I also did aot do part 4.

1 3
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5A. Wera there activities you found very simple to teach?

The add 'em ups here were not difficult and they really liked it. I didn't

find it hard to present any of this stuff.

6. The activities your pupils found very easy were?

Part 3 of S-6 D when it was like a shuffle board kind of thing. We aid

that, they enjoyed that. That was really easy for them. And the add 'em

ups--I thought that was going to be hard, but it wasn't. The rest were

really not hard. Give-an explanation, they moved right into it.

6A. Were there any particular activities that they found difficult?

I didn't even attempt to do part 4 of the checkboard. I think they would

have found that--the graph was difficult . . .

7. Do you think there was material your pupils should have covered before

this topic?

No, unless the expectation is to have them have a mastery of basic facts

in terms of memorization. I think we need more activities on that, no written,

just suggestions.

8. Did you use all the activities then up to where you got to?

Just about, except part 4 of S-6 D and 3 of B.

9. Did you change any of the activities?

I don't believe so. When they made up s4)r1es I had them get into a large

group. I tried it the way they suggested\and then I tried it another way.

10. Did you add any activities?

Given that some of the children finished before other children I did,give

them review on basic facts, but the activities included like flashing cards

for one another in pairs and then doing extra worksheets with the facts up

through 20 addition and subtraction.
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I felt there was a good balance for the,group I work with, at least between
the manipulative pages activities and the more symbolic ones. They used

fingers and counters (inaudible). They're manipulating all the time, but

the ones where they put the pieces, the geometricspieces, on the puzzle--
count that and write it down. We're actually manipulating geometric pieces;
or I think there were enough of those so that when we did things that were
symbolic, like the length, that was actually manipulating too (inaudible).
Obviously they couldn't see 8 liters in containers. They,were ytepared to

deal with that and I was a little worried that that was a.little too ab-
stract for them. They seem to be at the stage where they have"had enough

of the concrete experiences. The math, I kind of hurried through the

money one. The kids who understand the concept of money caught on real well.
There were a couple that were kind of shaky, but I didn't stop to make sure
that they all--if I asked any child on.any given--what a piece of money was
worth, most of them had some sort of a sense not from my teaching. We did

go through this is a dime, anybody who was stuck I'd say this is a dime--

it means 10 cents or how much does this mean--another child would answer
and so I made sure that they got the problems right. I'm not really sure

from these that they have any monetary concepts. I don't-know if that was

a goal on these two pages. "Oh, think it's just to give them some experience::

I didn't find any part particularly hard to teach. When I have problems.i.t's

with attention. I think if the page is particularly not interesting tcra
child the difficulty doesn't really seem to matter cause if they're paying

attention they do well in it. My big problem is the attention span in a

class for a lot of the kids. I found the overhead projector works really

well. I did make transparencies of some of the pages*that I thought might
give them problems so they could look at--page 11, I made a transparency
of that and actually put the pieces on (inaudible). "So you turned that

into a little more Concrete.activity than it was." So they could Actually

watch me put them on as well as on their own. I think I did the same, page

12. But that seems to help and then I left the overhead projector in the
classroom and we did things like on page 19--we read the story and I put,
they had the counters as well, some of the kids think there is something
wrong with using cubes and for- these problems you almost had to have cubes.

You know, you run out of fingers. "Again on page 19." They're not just

having 19 minus 18--it's 19 minus 3 plus 8 plus 7--so they have to, if
there's complicated action there, and required them to use the cubes in that

case and I said, and they could watch move, start with 19,on one side of the

projector and,then say, okay, 3 went home and I'd move 3 over and do the same
and then I could also write on the projector and then they could (inaudible)
and it seemed to work better with the class and that keeps the attention

for most of the time. "Keeping them attending is really the big,problem?"

Yes. I didn't see that the concepts were that really hard. I was a little ,

leary about page 18 because of the printing skills. And in many cases I
wrote the letters vertically for them and they filled in the numbers. "So

it was sort of fun, but.the page could have been set up a little easier to user
It might, yes, for my kids, I have some kids who use the.whole space for 3
and they're supposed to get several numbers in. It was this pafticular child,

I started her out vertically and she finished horizontally--trying to do it
that way. Some kids with good printing skills and fine motor coordination

could do it. They understood, I was really surprised that they understood,
actually, the secret code. I was only going to require that they do the

1 1 A.
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ones that were already written in the book, but they wanted to.go on. Ini-

tially I had written my plan book to skip.these. I didn't get to page 20,

that's the only one I skipped. "Did yOit-supplement some?" No, I don't think

I did. I did every page--I skipped 20--they did 21-23Andependent. I think

I'll probably give them some time to finish that and do some of these optional

ones--25 and 26 and 27, 28. "That can be done anytime during the rest of the

year?" Then I plan to do it.

-
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Topic S-6 Teacher U School Z February 13, 1980

1. How important did you feel this topic is?

Very important. For the reinforacement that you had in S-5, and I found
that they found much more success when they r:turned to it this time and
I think that's extremely important.

2. Which activities in the topic did you feel the most useful?.

More the word stories and the introduCtion to the fractions--they did a
little bit. The measuring and the comparing were very good, they could
see that. A lot of the stuff with my kids we did together--decided the
process and back into the solving and for some of them I think that was
important. Money, they really haven't had that much exposure to money

so that was good.

3. Were there any activities you considered particularly unclear?

Not too much, I think the one that was most difficult for them, page 11
in their books. Mainly because it's manipulative with many small pieces
and" we found out that they had to use as many pieces like instead of juSt
using one to trace,.they needed to fill in the whole thing. Because, for

the trace the size is so exact that, which is good and important, I found
out that in my manual to say that was important otherwise they get really
mixed up. I think one that was unclear but was good for them to have once
they .caught onto it was good, was the adding up in order to subtract. Once

they kind of got onto that and then there was a lot of exerciseg to rein-
force that so they seemed to kind of catch on.

4. Were there any activities you thought were extra?

No, because the children I have they're not the most advanced and so even
the extra pages were extremely important for my kids for reinforcement.

5. Were there any activities you found complex to teach?

Page 11 wasn't so complex to teach as it was to be sure that I had noted
for myself ahead of time to explain to them that they needed to fill in each
of the sections with all the pieces. No, because most of it is given as

review:

5A. Were there any activities you found real easy to teach?

I love teaching_family effects and they caught onto that real well. I was

very pleased. And,that was kind of new to them.

6. Which activities did your pupils find particularly easy?

Family effects. And we're getting really good at circling the numbers in the
stories, this is to organize their own thoughts, still labeling p's and w's
and still filling in a chart and I guess I think my kids still need that
discipline. They made it for the organization part of it, when they did that
they found,it very easy then to write number stories with a great deal of
success.

1 1 3
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6A. Were there any activities that were real difficult?

The adding in order to subtract was a difficult concept for them. Nost of

these pages of measuring and combining, and there were a few here--for

instance on page 13--was difficult. Find the difference between p and q

and r and t. Now that Was just out of their realm of understanding what to

do. I had them circle p and q to show that that Was one that was combined

to be one number and r and t because that was just entirely confusing for

them. They were trying to add all those numbers together and they forgot

they were to find the difference and it just didn't make sense to them at

all. Anyone of those where they had combined numbers and then to compare.

7. Do you think there was any material your pupils should have had before

this topic?

I think they had most of all the stuff that they needed ahead of time.

8. Did you all the activities?

Yes. All up to D and Family Effects.

9. Did you change any of the activities?

Not really.

10. Di.dot?
Basic fact drill. Worksheets. And they have been taking sheets home--two

packets which are duplicates--and they have a letter that they took home to

their parents at the beginning of this topic explaining that they were to do

one at a time and then it was suppoFed to be written down, the degree of

success and the time it took and then to compare again a second time towards

the end of the week and then return'it. I found it to be helgul because the

parents just stood on our heads prior to this to have parents help with

basic facts. With not much success. It just seems like flash dards, mmmmm,

most of their trouble'was with subtraction ones we found later, but this way

parents are even writing little notes on the sheets that came back and it

seemed to be really, they could really see where their children had a weak

ness or their degree of success, it was really kind of neat. One of the

things that I found was difficult on a lot of these pages was that there

wasn't enough space for kids to write numbers. Kids write big and there isn't

enough room.
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SchooPY March 19, 1980

1. How important did you-feel this topic was?

Well, I think it was critical in order to go on with the double digit addi-
tion. There was no way of skipping it without complete confusion.

2. Whlch activities in the topic were most usefui?

I feel that counting by lOs is alright. The counting backwards I think
was rather useless. There was not a lot of value gained from that con-
sidering the amount of time they had to stew over figuring out how to get
backwards. I think the most useful started on page 5, where they really
got into the doing of 'the double digit addition. The problems were good
and I liked the fact that they stayed with the addition for one or two
pages and then the subtraction, just straight subtraction and then they
mixed them up. That was excellent and the children really took to that
really well. I think that the horizontal sentences were confusing and I
thought that one page where they were asked to (there was somewhere where
they were suppose to solve the horizontal sentences and it was really hard
for them because they weren't put into verticallform at that.point), they
weren't used to putting it in their own vertical form. If they could start

with the ';ertical forms and then switch to horizontal and vertical combined,
it would help.

3. Are there any .activities you considered unclear?

Yes, they were more at the beginning. Page 3, give me a hand, in the stu-
dent workbook. The directions I felt were rather unclear and also if the
child gives you a hand, it's only five fingers rather than 10 so I changed
the game so that the child would see that he was adding his 10 to my 10 and
it made it clear visually. We played a few of those games and that worked
out pretty nicely. However, there are no boxes, no squares at the bottom,
they have no concept of space when it's all blank like that and the sum,
a few, 2, or 3, or 5, do a good job and the rest lose themselves on the
page so it would be good to put boxes in so that they can follow where we
are and keep their numbers straight. Spacing is still difficult for them
and they get the plus sign from the previous problem mixed up with the next
problem when there's nowhere to put it. The friends names sum or difference
can be fun but it takes a lot of time to explain.it and then for the children
to understand what they are to do and it's a good exercise in sum and dif-
ference. It really is good in that it shows them the sum and then they
use the same numbers to get the difference. Maybe some other way could be
worked out that might be a little quicker on, Ws probably okay, it's
questionable. Other than that I though the topic--oh, page 8 was very diffi-
cult for many of them--to find the lOs number that came closer on both sides
of these numbers did not seem to be real relevant to them to doing these
addition and subtraction problems and it also was very difficult. I don't
think that they drew a lot of connection there between the two. The Super
Cindy stories and all were quite good, however, they're still having trouble

1
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with knowing whether to add or subtract on some of those, a lot of those

problems. If we could clear that up for them pe'rhaps way back in the

beginning of adding and subtracting by making really clear even more clear.

Some of these questions have the word "altogether" in them and the children

have found out by now that when you have the word "altogether" it usually

means to add, so now when they see the word "altogether" it confuses them

in a problem. (inaudible) The rest of the book is real good and this

adding and subtracting is a page that really is nice because then when

they're finished they can do the coloring which they like to; it's kind

of relaxing for them and still it keeps them doing.some problems and

wanting to finish so 'they can do the coloring. ..They like that. The game

we didn't do.- I thought it, for the amount of time it would explain how

to do it, I did other things instead. We had done about four other papers

and sheets on double digit addition and subtraction.

4. Were there any activities you considered extra?

No. Fifteen didn't have to, but a cOuple of the faster children seemed to

enjoy it. Number 8 didn't have to be in there and number 3, unless if

we change,it, it's kind of a good exercise so the children brinkup both

hands. Some of this going backwards was a little confusing and may not

have had to be ip there. The chart was good and actually the chart was

critical for them so that they could see that they were skipping one for

counting backwards by 2's or counting forwards by 2's. I think the lOs

confused them more than anything going from 41 to 31 cause Oey're used to

counting 10, 20, 30. They don't really have the concept, but they have the

ability, the skill, and so when they go 31, 41, 51, that concept hasn't

stuck with them because.they didn't really understand, in a way they don't

understand the 31 to 41 so this is a little hard for them. It was diffi-

cult at the beginning.

5. Did you find any activities complex to teach?

Just the ones I already mentioned, the counting backwards, the game on

page 3 should be simplified, and the story problems are still very diffi-

cult. Page 8 was very hard.

6. Which ones were particularly Simple for you to teach?

The compact, double digit addition and subtraction especially toward the

end of the book. They seemed to be getting it fairly well, but they could

use a little more practice there. They're sort of on the edge of having

gotten it. I hope they are able to retain it in order to understand

better the regrouping later on. lf not, then a better job,should have

been done here, a more thorough job.

7. Is there material which your pupils should have covered before this

topic which they didn't?

I think they really should have more firmly in hand the memorization of the

single digit addition. The subtraction will come, but they don't really

have the addition inaland and we felt, we've been told, that they should

\
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learn both the addition and subtraction which they haJen't been able to do.
I feel if they had just been asked to learn the single digit addition facts

at least a 10 for sure and then to 20, if they got those to 10 for sure

,they would be in much_ better shape for doing this double digit, but this
is taking them way too long because they still don't have those facts

memorized and I think what they need is much more drill work and practice
work, but definite time allbwed in the classroom. Not just Saying, well,

practice your flash cards at home is what you were saying now. Well, half

of them don't practice them at home. So as a result they are way behind on

what they could be way ahead of.

8. Did you use all the activities?"

Yes. We used everything, except the fast children used page 15 which was

optional.

9. Did you change any of the activifies?

Page 3 I changed so that they would bring up both hands rather than one

because it's'a lOs exercise.

10. Did you add any?

Me added extra worksheets probably about 6 extra worksheets. Just the

counting by 10's, 2's, and 3's--kind of a learning process there. That's

it.

11. Anything else you need to say?

I just think of all the topics, S-topics or the extra topics that we've

done so far, this I think has been the best organized as far as teaching

the children step-by-step the procedure that we want.them to learn. It

also has been better than the others in that it's given the children more

practice so they are able to get something in mind before they move onto

something unknown. Then they know what they know and they're not confusing

what they know with what they don't know. Otherwise,,if we don't give

this good background, then it becomes also an unknownand then they've got

two unknowns to cope with when they get the second unknown.

1
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Topic A-1 Teacher J School Y March 19, 1980

1. You felt the topic was very important?

Right.

2. Which activities did you feel were most useful?

Most Of them useful, they just fit (inaudible).

3. The activities that you mentioned were unclear?

At the beginning right at the introduction and page 5 and 6 in the teacher's

manual. It just took a long time. for me to figure out exactly what they

were getting at. The other one on. page 8 of the manual, I think that's

pretty impractical. I used paper a little bit. I wouldn't try,that one.

4. You said that you didn't think any activities were extra except the

ones that they had listed?

Right.

5. You saidyou didn't find any activities complex to teah?

Right. All the activities were pretty simple. ,The pupils found all the

activities'pretty easy with the exception of the word problems. They're

still having some problems in deciding wheiher they add or (inaudible).

6. Is-there any material your pupils should have covered before this

topic?

No:

7. Did you use all the activities?

Yes.

8. Did you change any of them?

No. I think they gave you a choice on this one aboUt the hand one and I

used paper.

9. Did you add any activities?

No.
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Topic.A-1, Teacher K School Z April 18, 1980

1. How importaht did_you think the overall topic was?

I thought it was impor,tant and adding 2-digit numbers and getting prepared
for regrouping later on is a good prerequisite for that.

2. Which activities did you think were the best?

The oneti that were most useful,were the ones involving counting by 2s and
lOs and 5s and that kind of thing tfiey see% to enjoy. Therenjoyed counting

upwards and backwards. ,When we used ihe Overhead as suggested in part 2

of activity A-1 A, .it seemed to be beneficial. Counting sticis were much

better than anything else in terms of manipulative kinds ef things. "Count-

ing-sticks better,than cubes?" No, I.like-them.both. Antoher good part

was part 3 of Activity A-1 A when the children had to determine which 10

the number was closest to or which 10 it was between and I felt that game
was goodtsense of lOs and ls. I cna't remember which activity it was, but

when we used the chart frop the very beginning that was filled iff and with
the numbers from 0-99 or whatever it was when they would see a pattern that

was very helpful. "Could most of them see patterns?" Well, I think half

of them could. They liked the stories of Super Cindy in terms of getting
interested and involved. ,"So the coneent of the stories does affect their

interest?" Yes. \\

3. Did you think there were any actiVities that were unnecessary?

I don't think there were any that were unnecessary, but I think there were

some that were difficult. "Which ones were they?" The things I find dif-

ficult at least working with the children are, i know they have to write
the vertical, the chart, the sentence in the vertical form and thet is very

good practice for them. For some of the children, when you require all
thtee they tend to get confused or they forget one of those parts anyhow.

"po you think the chart.is still useful?" Yes. That way it helps them

to see, they look at the chart and they know what they should do looking at

the:chart, the whole and the parts. I don't think they're ready. "Any

other difficult parts?" No.

4. Were there any where you thought the directions were unclear?

Well, I guess on page 8 of the,mellual the bottom paragraph, that was a
little difficult and maybe If I read it ,over again. 'Where'the thildren

were to write numbers on their left palm and things like that. I had them

hold the squares of paper in that hand.

5. Any that you found complex?

NO.

6. Which parts did the kids find real easy?

Without word problems and those that just were 2-digit addition, they just
seemed to enjoy it. Once they figured out to add up the ones first end then

the 10s, they seemed to like that. "I'm assumidg that it was learned very

n
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quickly." Yes,, it was. T don't like to backtrack. The things that were

hard for them is writing the grAd. For them to.keep writing 10s and nnes.

I let them write lOs and Ones the first and then'I had them put t at the

top of one colundh-=-it's juat sometimes it's a lot of pencil pushing.

"Actually, the little physical things that we don't think about probably

make it more difficult for ehem.", Just more time consuming or they get

bogghd down with the activit. They enjoy the activity, but they get

bogged own.

7. Zid yob think they had covered all the material that they needed to

before this?

I think so.

8. Any activities you didn't use?
114

I did not use the bingo game at the end. I used one where they had a lot

of fun. The game on page 34. I did not use that. We did do the 'other

games. "Which they dj,d enjoy." Oh yes, very much so. Tfiey had to use

copies of their student booklets, fill them up with cubes hnd all, the

dice, we never completed it though. Some did, some didn't.

p. 121.sLouceactivities.?

We pretty much stayed within . .

10. Did,you add any?

I just did iu reviewing befdre I gave the topic inventory. I went through,

I went and picked out stories and gave them a paper with a chart on it and

everything and as I gave the story verbally instead of them reading it,

then they had to fill in the chart and write the vertical form. It was a

review. It wfs.using everYithing from here, though.

1 5 k)
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School Y March 19, 1980

1. How important did you feel this topic was?

I thought it was good. .It was very worthwhile.,

2. Which activities in the topic were the most useful?

I think probably the goods, also the rOunding off to the closest 10\and also
for the children to estimate to see or is it possible--is this answer possible
at all. (inaudible) do a real quick check on, which I thought was very good.

3. Which activities did you consider unclear?

The one I did not care for and I altered 'was "give me a hand." I would

never tell my children to write on their hands, ever. They try to do that

on their own and if the teacher instructed them that meanp in their free

time they're just going to be drawing all over themselves. I would not

recommend that. I adjusted it to having numbers on piedes of paper, dif-
ferent colored pieces of ,paper, and then I ask for a color and a number and

they'd answer. Another one I thought was unclear, a little hard for the
children, okay, there was some story problems that were not to put in/the
answer which we say and they did them very well. But then when I had to

go back a couple of days later to fill in the answer then I found it was

really hard because if they had trouble writing a problem, they had marks
. . they're ready for the corrections where they had trouble and then they

go back and put an answer in. Sometimes what you do you makr wrong already
and I think if it was objective was to just write the problem fine just
leave it, if you want 'em to solve it give 'em a clear page where they
don't have to go back to a page that already has check marks or whatever
on it. I think it's also hard for the person checking too. Especially if

they had a little trouble in the printing of it. . . . the box is too

small, then they come back to try and put answers in.

. \

4. Were there any activities yoU considered extras?

Most of them I liked and then one of them you said was optional. "Page 20."

I liked 20 and I wanted them to do it where they have to look for the answers
oa top. Any kind chart like things like that I really like and the kids
really like it too. Any of the ones I thought were extraImost of them--
I didn't see any that I really objected to. I thought the game at the end

was very good. I did take two whole days to work on it. The kids really

liked it and I thought it was really fun. It was good practice for them.
I considered page 23 a fun page, where they had to do the colliring with it

and that they really liked. I especially liked that they put the bushes
like purple and things otherwise it's too easy--oh, that's going to be
green--they won't even add carefully. When they had a purple bush instead

(inaudible).

5. Were there any activities you considered complex to teach?

No, I think the Only one was probably "give me a hand."

151
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'5A. Which did you find very simple to teach?

How'to make 2's and 4's. It was really nice because some of the kids

could do it but the ones who couldn't they have that chart in front that

was really nice and handy. A lot of kids used for along time--it was

good it was there for them to use when they wanted to. The grids were

very easy to explain and very easy to use. The only thing that I didn't

see here, unless I missed it, I think the children should be starting

right now to add l's first, then 10's. Prepare themselves for later on.

I didn't find that mentioned anyplace in here. Like for the game at

the end of the book Where they had to roll the dice and it said first

roll a ten. The second one I told them the first roll is the 10's because

I always want to be attacking the ones and then attack 'the 10's. Later

on (inaudible).

6. Which activities did your pupils find particularly easy:

Is think they found the grids easy. They found it easy to count by 2's,

4's, or backwards, rounding the numbers they did quite well and easy.

6A. Which ones did they find particularly difficult?

Probably the story problems. The good story was "Super Cindy" they liked it.

7. Do you think there way any material your pupils should have cOvered

before this?

No.

8. Did you use all the activities?

Yes.

9. Wer e there any other activities that you changed?

0
The gaMe at/the end, we played it two days. First of all,NI found the

game last very long, but it was fun for the first day, but the

second 'day I had them consider one game completing two sectionsNsthere so

their game sheet was really full. I just extended that, otherwisse none

other t4n the hand (inaudible).

10. Did you add any activities?

Just some time testing. The one activity where they had to solve things

mentally, (inaudible) fun. I had a very good group. The hints that the

book gave me to tell the kids--they wouldn't let me tell them. Because

they were solving so many of them on their own. They found their own way,

main134they would see the problem in their heads and add the l's first alen \\

the 10's and they did such a good job that theY didn't bother to listen/to

my hints.

152
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11, Is there anything else you need-to say?

I like the activity with the sticks. Yes, they were very cumbersome in use

but that was the activity, was shown that it was combersome, but it was nice
that they had (inaudible) quite plainly all of the standardized test they
show little bundles of 10's and we don't work with bundles of 10's; we
have cubes, and links, and all sorts of things so it was nice that they
actually had some little bundles of sticks that looked just like their

tests. I thought that was nice--visually they can relate to it. I

found just two typing errors, just wrong pages down until we figured it

out.
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Tbpic A-1 Teacher T School Y May 16, 1980

1. Row important do you feel the topic was?

I think probably one of the most impoftant ones for second grade. Impor-

tant as a lead in to the next one.

2. Which activities in the topic did you feel the most useful?

I found them all to be necessary. I think there were very few pages that

I skipped. One or two that I did half of; I have the bottom group so I

felt they were at a difficult level for that group and I did supplement

a little bit with the few kids on number sequence. Twenty-three comes

between--and that seems to be a skill that somehow they either have

automatically or it really takes some work to do. And seeing which number

it was closer to. Especially a number like 28 or 29. A lot of kids auto-

matically said it was closer to 20 and I think that's just because it's a

20 number. They didn't think of 30.

2A. How did you supplement?

We just did some work problems on the board. I imagine for an average

group there was probably enough in the book.

2C. You used most ok the activities?

Yes. I did skip one game activity toward the end because we were a little

rushed. I think they got the concept even without some of the games.

4. Were there any activities you considered extra?

No. Not for my group. Some of the kids went real fast once they caught

onto adding the ones and then adding the tens. Some of the kids relied

on using the bundles of sticks a long time. Counting three lOs and two lOs

and then putting it down. This is a kind of topic you could almost do an

individualized thing. Kids could move at their own rate. r did have quite

a split in my group for awhile with three or four kids that just were ,

critical on how they finished on their own. The only thing that held the .

kids back was the reading. When they had just page of problem to do they

did fine and they just really seemed to love to do more and more. You get

to one story problem page and they just get bogged down. We would, have to

do those together. Which is frustrating for the kids who want to go ahead

cause math ability is there and the reading ability isn't, so . . .

5. Were there any activities you found complex to teach?

No, I don't think so in this topic.

5A. Were there any activities you felt particularly simple to teach?

I don't know. The kids
and ones, and they seem
seem to be a struggle.

have a fairly good background and as
to be ready for it at this point and

The only thing that I felt we had to

far as the lOs
it didn't really
backtrack a
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little bit and reteach was the parts with weighing and measuring where
there would be a problem that says I weigh 42 and together we weigh 88.
How much does the other one weigh? That threesome of the kids. Or,

what is the difference between our weights. Some kids added rather than

subtracted anct the aide and I had to work one to one with kids and really

talk them through those problems. Even the kids who could read on their

own quite often forgot when they're doing difference. I think doing a

chart in each case would help kids. Which number was the whole. That's

usually how I attack a problem when the child is having difficulty with
it, is to say now what are these and what are these numbers representing?
If it says we both weigh together 88, what does that mean? Okay, where

would that number go in the chart? Even if they are dot required toldo

that on that particular page. Where would that number go on the chart?
When they see a chart they automatically know if it's too far it's a\

whole and a part and they'know what to do with it them. I found verY

little difficult parts to teach, it was all pretty easy, I think.

6. Were there acti-vities your students found particularly easy?

The straight problem were the easiest, they have a pretty good sense of the
order,of numbers so the first page where they just filled in the numbe'rs

from 0-99. Well, the number sequences I guess I.have to backtrack. One

was hard for some of the kids--counting by twos irom 77--counting backwards

by twos--or this happens to be by 10s, but some of the number sequences

were a little difficult. Well, they're not tested on that at the end of

this either. But anyplace where they had to fill in the chart or they had

to go from the chart to writing a vertical sentence, they found it real

easy.

6A. The ones that they found the most difficult were the word problems and

the sequence?

Yes.

6B. Are there any other ones?

I think the word problems just from the standpoint of reading them. I

never gave the.kids a page and said to do this page. A couple that could

do it, maybe two out of the group could do it. In that instance, I would

let them go ahead.

7. Do you think there was any material your students should have covered

before this?

No, I think perhaps some of the kids really need some more work on the basic
facts so they're not counting on fingers all the time, that's about it.

9. Did A change any of the activities?

No.

1 53
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11. Anything else you would like to say?

I think for my group this topic came at a very opportune time. They wer,e

ready fo it. It fit in. That's one of the reasons I think it was easy to

teach. It seemed to be laid out logically for me and for them. There

didn't seem to be anything that they just had to memorize. They were just

doing it-because they add up these first and then we add up those second and
that happens to be the answer. Working with the sticks, the bundles of 10,
first of all really seemed to help because the answer they were getting
counting was the answer they eventually got on the paper. After they

'realized the short cut where they didn't have to add, the bundles everytime

that they could just add in the columns.,
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Teacher U School Z

1. What did you think of this topic?

I felt it was important especially because the activities in this topic,

thought it important that I do them all. It really helped them to see 10th

numbers in relationship to another. They started to learn to count better

by 5s and lOs and 2s so they understood 2-digit group numbers in relation-

ship to one another.. Also, the introduction to subtraction and addition.

2. An activities that stand out in our mind as bein

or you have suggestions on for making better?

articularl rood

The one that I question that was kind of difficult for my children, on page

8 of their study book. Doing writing the 10th digit number that was before

and after a given 2-digit number. They could sort of do that and they came

to using that to estimate answers. (I watched some very slow children do

that today so I know that that can be a problem.) I was pleased with how,

after working with 10 digits and being able to count that way by_10s, that

when we came to add and subtract 2-digit numbers how they, could actually

do that exercise in their head. For instance, they were to add like

23 + 41 and so they added first of all four 10s, they were really exicted

that they could do it. They needed a lot of direction to follow the steps

because again for them to think abstractly and to follow all the steps in

the consecutive patterns that they .needed to were in proper sequence. They

needed my direction. When I was able to direct them I was really pleased

because that's the first abstract thinking process they really had to do and

were able to do it. They couldn't if I hadn't directed them. Otherwise

they did really well, I was really pleased, it helped them later when they

started to actually subtract the digit numbers.

3. Did you feel that they were really ripe for this?

Yes.

4. Did you think they should have had it earlier?

No, I don't think so. They're really ready for it now. It even applied to

story problems. I felt very successful in teaching this. I-guess it

really showed even in their tests.

5. Any activities that you really thought were good?

Super Cindy was good because it stimulated them. It was something new. I

think they were kind of tired of some of the other stuff. That was a nice

introduction to have for_now- "Something that motivates them." Yes. Using

the chart was very valuable in number stories. I feel and I still have to

label the p's and w's and I guess they need that eXtra step in there. The

chart helps them to think the process. They need that crutch a lot. I Would

say about half of them now can skip the chart crutch.
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6. Was 23 any more motivational?

It was too crowded though. Page 19 is a perfect example of too much

crowding. Like even 17 and 18, when it's just problems, they don't write

that small. I had to almost force them to write,small. The one on page 15

where they cross out the wrong answer, I still have trouble.with that. I'm

not sure I like them saying incorrect answers. I let them play teacher when

they'do it and use a red marker to mark it wrong, but I'm not sure that's

good positive reinforcement for teaching basic facts. I'd rather havie them,

figure out the,answer. Like 14, another perfect example--eight word problenis

on the page--there's no room for them to write their number stories. "If

you use this again next year, you would prefer that we did redo enough that

that could happen."

7. Anything else?

Even the first page is(kinda like (inaudible). I was very pleased with.the

whole shebang.- Some of the-things-in-the-manual-7sometimes_l_spent_i don't

know how many hours--one night I spent a half hour trying to figure out the

directions. If that were proofread it would certainly save the teacher time.
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Teacher C School Y

. 1. How important did you think this topic was?

I thought it was crucial if we are going to do double digit addition, es-

pecially when ie'comes to the carrying to 10 over and I think there were

a lot of good exercises. Well, I thought that starting off this unit with

a review of the previous unit, I think that idea is always good and they did

that in this unit. They allowed the children to add a few_pages of numbers

that didn't have to be carried before they went into the carrying. And then

I found another thing that was really excellent to show them that they

really are doing something different than what they did in A-1, is that

they have to circle those that they could have to carry on ,before they

actually have to do the calculating. "So they could identify that and

figure out a method for identifying?" Yes, they could identify those

that were different than what they had done earlier. I didn't think it

was good to go back through and solve the, ones, the back pages, they were

told they didn't have to solve them and in some cases there were marks on

the_paper_and_all_that_when they think they don't have _to solve them. And

then when you can go back it becomes very confusing and it confuses the

process of what we're trying to get--the story connected--the simple pro-

cess of the whole thing. I generally'have not gone back when we have been

instructed to do so because I saw that there would be confusion there. Not

maybe in this particular instance, but I remember in one instance where they

had already finished the calculations and then they were to go back and

there was no room for them to wtite anymore of what they were supposed to

do. "Once again, we have heard that several times that it is a problem of

just the way we've organized the material on the page as much as the idea."

Definitely. The format is so important. Generally it hes been a problem,of

not enough space and I would say these exercises at the back,where they have

to add 11 and another 11 and all that it looks very.simple and I thought this

will be easy for them. First of all they were confused in adding sua a long

column. "It's after the money, I think, along in there." And secondly,

there isn't any room once they print their answer under the two double

digits, then there isn't any room if they're going to carry a 10, so the

problem there is if they carry a 10 with one of the top ones they do fine,

but now suppose they get something wrong, they get to the bottom, 6 wrong,

and they're going over to do them again, well, if one of the numbers was

only a single digit or even if it were a double digit and they have that

10 carried there, it looké like there's additional 10 when they're going to

redo their work, because the bottom work, see what I mean? They have that

10 there because they've added, done this, and when they redo it to figure

out what their mistake was then they not only have this 10 up here but

this 10 down here that they're adding in because there isn't room here for

them to put their 10 underneath the line to keep them separated. So that's

really a problem here. The coins, putting this was a little confusing,

putting 25c out in the column is a little hard for them especially where

there's no lines in anything and they get their numbers pretty far afield

and then many of them are doing their circles first and trying to get the 25

inside them and so any loose kind of things like that become a little bit

of a problem. Otherwise the addition of this, I think these were a good

idea and I think they could have used more practice on long columns of lOs

15
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and 5s and 25s. "That's on page 24." They had a little difficulty with

recopying the number here from the grids to the compact form. They didn't

unders,tand why they had to do it and many of them put their answer under

the grid rather than under there._ They still have a lot of difficulty follow-

ing the example and doing what the example says. Some, of them were just

answering down the grids and not recopying into a compact form. Some of

them had trouble copying in the compact form, there just wasn't room enough.

Some of them write such large numbers that things got a little confused h.lre

so if there were boxes where they could put each one in so they could

distinguish and realize how much space they had; total space they had for

each problem if would help. They always need to have some relationthips--

many of them do at this age level. Page 3 was fine, they put in some sub-

tractions, but they left the subtraction ones, they weren't ones that had

to be carried so that was fine. Any of the practice items were really

good at this point and leaving space above the lOs column to put the numbers

they carried, the lOs they carry is really good. I'm glad that they did

that in the book.

2. Aolactivities that just stand out in your mind as saying, gee that

was a super activity, or the other side of the coin, that was really

bad?

I think they were pretty even. I think the one on insects was a good one

for them. It was simple'and yet there was room enough and space--there's

a defined space for them to print their numbers and it was very good.

They did have some difficulty, pages 16 and 17. At times they would copy

the number wrong and then, of course, their calculation would be wrong

and when it was checked wrong they didn't realize why-it was wrong. Be-

cause they had actually copied the number wrong so they had to go back and

check that out. So, in .some cases it was good and taught them to be more

careful in copying, looking, you know, doing research more carefully. So

that was pretty good. Page 18 was good, I think page 19 is really nice in

each unit or topic to have a page like that where they can do their figuring

and then they can do a color page. They like that and they look at it as

kind of reward. They like to have a little bit of variety. So 19 was

really super. Page 20 was really hard. Espo.cially, they had to really

write these lOs numbers and add them over or the right side, but that was

very hard for them to see any relationship. It was very difficult for

them to see that's a way of checking their answer. I would leave that

for third-graders. On page 21 they needed. a lot of teacher help on that.

Many of them could see if.they were quick that 4 and'6 make 10 and 8 and 2

make 10. Many of them just added down the column like that too, but I

really worked with them and helped them on each one of those. "That's a

new skill?" Yes. It worked fine helping them and, in fact, that's the way

to do it, but then finally they become about to see the relationships here.

.Doing the subtracting was fun--kind of enjoyed that--and page 22 was fun,

sood challenge. I did 2 with them and left 1 for them to do by themselves.

There was a certain amount of explaining, but still I think page 22 was

really good because it was something different enough and yet it was easy

enough you didn't have to spend the whole period explaining how to do it.

The coins were confusing in a way for them, circling the coins. I had to

go through and help them a lot with that. I forgot just what was confusing.

The bottom one, number 4 was difficult. Up here they had asked for the
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total amount and here suddenly they are asking for only part. They had

difficulty seeing the difference between or asking for just the amount that

was in the two quarters. Page 24, for adding lOs and 5s really good, nbt so

great for putting the 25s out there. They had some difficulties. Then on

page 25, by the time they get their own numbers in there's no room to carry

the 10 and if they go back and correct them they confuse the 10 that they

carried from the problem below with the 10 they're presently carrying from

this problem. Page 26 is about the same way, but most of them caught on

and a lot of them had half wrong on each page because of the difficulty,

the closeness of the numbers here, but then they did correct them and they

did well after they corrected them mostly. Page 27 is really fun, and that's

another one of those. They didn't understand even after I explained how to
do the bottom part but then once they got to it they tried to figure it out

themselves and couldn't get it, then I explained it -asain and they understood.

They really liked, I think that's another,one of those nice pages that
are in there fore something a little different. The little puzzle page is

really good. Page 28 is a bit of a challenge. It's really good for children

who are &little quicker in the particular reading gkonior: -AEU,'arrdEE, I.

think most of the children are able to do that page after some help. Many

of them, I don't understand it, and even after we did all of A together,

they still didn't understand, but I think it's really nice to have a page

like that in there. It's simple enough, it's, got defined spaces for them

to put their numbers, it's got a bit of figuring, it's a,challenge,for

the upper kids. _So I really think those sorts of things are nice. It's

only the confusing things that confuse them with their computations that

we want to eliminate, but those really nice pages are really great.

3. Did yob add anything?

I added worksheets. Double digit addition and a few of/the color sheets

instead of working with math problems that they coulddo when they had extra

time. That gave them drill and practice.
\

4. Anything else?

I thought A-1 was just a little better put together--really superb in the

way it was put together and carried out. I found that A-2 wasn't quite

that well put together. "Can you specify?" No, I can't compare it now

because I can't recall. I know at the time I thought it was superb, but
working through this one I thought, no this isn't quite what the other one

was.

1

\
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1. What did_you think of this topic?

I thought it was very good. the unique what that I've never seen before-of

introducing carrying, and I think it was done very well. 'The kids picked it

up easily.

2. Did you feel most of your kids were ready?

Yes, and in fact I think they could have gone into subtraction a little bit.

There were a couple of mistakes. The only thing that I had difficulty with

is, I don't know quite the purpose of it, is counting by lOs rather than--

maybe it's because I can't do it very well--is to'find for instance when

you're counting 75 + 60 or whatever and you count by 10s, 70 then 80 there-

fore the answer must be closest to 80. Estimating.. I don't know quite

what the value of that is. I haVen't quite finished it. I'm up to here

and will do this in the next couple of days (Bob's on page 23). This is

very difficult=-I think it's very important, but it's very hard--maybe you

can put a little more of this in there. I think they can learn it (the

money portion).

3. Do you plan to supplement?

I probably will, some of my own using, I wish we had a lot of money (play)

so we could kind of use money. I think more should be done in this area.

They have a hard time remembering this--how many pennies are in a nickly,

in a dime--try to combine them. For instance, on this one they finally .

figured it out, combine three coins to make a quarter. Otherwise I thought

it was really a good unit.

4. Any--;C-iivity other than-the estimating that y6u thought was particularly

difficult?

No, except for the money part. Just more of the money part. "Anything else?"

Just.that the kids were ready for subtraction.
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School Y

1. What did you think about this topic?

Generally, I thought the topic was quite good. A good variety of work-

sheets and I think some of the games are real good too. It's a fun way

to practice regrouping of numbers. Again, I like it when the pages have

challenge problems on it. I think that's always nice to have. I liked

short cuts pointed out eo kids trying to gioup into lOs if you can. '1Did

they catch onto that right off?" Many of them did. It w s always nice to

have a coloring page in there. I liked the link one witk. .

The page with the coins I thought was very nice where they had. . "23."

. . the .coins shown very clearly on toP. That's nice; some children,

most, know the coins, but when you-sit down and do a problem with it, they

see a coin and then they blank as to which one.it is, I'm very glad they

had the coins on top of the page and *they were labeled. that was very

good. Talk about the money with grouping,them actually physically have

them group with a pencil. A lot of story problems quite often . . . How

much money do you have here and how many coins do you need? By grouping

it here it was very easy for them to sae if they made a mistake or they

didn't make a mistake. I thought it was very nice. One pageNthc I had

sdme questions about were on page 20, a little'hard to teach it. \I liked

that'pane with the estimates, I thoaght that was very good. I think the

way it'd set up is a little bit hard. They had a rectangle or had some

numbers in it, right next to the problem the kids--52 . ... plus the 50,

50 is closest to 60 and they would circle 60. And then on the side, the

teachers show that they could 50 plus 30 equals 80 (this part is inaudible

except for a few words here and there). I thought the first problem was

a very poor cholce to have on because right away that problem happens to

exactly b a b and of course was exactly what was in the box rectangles;

so the kids thought the other problems were estimates (inaudible)...

"Could they round off each of the numbers?" Some children haire a little

trouble but then after a while . . that estimate is very worthwhile. One

point, just kind of minor, they have Some really interesting where they give

oral problems to children. I know that the book just had several mistakeS

in it. If yOu read it directly from the book,/page 28 and page 29 in the

teacher's edition; "Usually I,tried to go over those and.find errors.,"

Page 7 in the workbook first time 'they hadstory problems. Page 6, and look

further on I think on page 12, then the next time they had story problems.

On page 12 they were very simple. I think itiwould have been nice to have

page 12 first. I think that when they point out problems like 36 plus 8

and pointed out that 8 is a one not a 10. Many children still have proll>--

lems with that. They brought it up through the whole book of (inaudible).

Again I think the kids found the sticks were'very cumbersome. They didn't

want to use them, which maybe is the point. kids understand that it is a

lot harder. I thought that the book overall was very good. I like the

variety, there are still a lot of students who need review of their basic

facts, 0-10, 0-20, but they're getting kind of tired of,doing that. I

think if they would have had the regrouping a little ealier they would

have felt the incentive of, oh, yes, I really should have that knowledge

cause I can see how it helps me here. If we would have had this a little

earlier and then gone back to drill. They were ready. I found very few

had tr...uble with regrouping.
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' Topic A-2 Teacher T School Y June 3, 1980

1. How far do you think you will get?

We have gotten about half way through and I think the kidS except for the

parts on estimating and the part with money, I don't think theitopic inven-

tory, and:for the most part they Should be able to do it, 4The only thing

that might give them some trouble is that adding the single digit number;

theymight put the 6 and the lOs out on the top. But we haye worked with

that so if they are real careful they shouldn't have any problems, or ju-st

with the accuracy and the adding and that would'be the.only problem. I

think they have the concept of the regrouping so I'm real.pleased. It

went really quickly from manipulative to the carrying. They caught on

right away. I thought it was great grouping the sticks togethet. This'

is the first year I have.taught it that way. The old program was more or

less by rote. I don't think the second grade program included carrying.

2. So they got regrouping in third grade?

Yes. So I think they have a feally good idea of why they aA putting the

one up on 'the top. A-lot of kids said a lot was like putting a chip over

there so that you need . . . I don't think that is just doing,anything by

rote.. They understand wfien they have . . . the two.that goes there or the

two sticks that were left when we put the 10 over. It isn't juSt.a put

down the two anA carry the one kind of thing, 4

3. So they know that is a ten?

Yes. When r do a problem at the board and we add it together I always

say 8 tens plus 4 tens. I'felt for this as far as we've gotten anyway, 4

the amount and difficulty of the activity was just about right for this

group. A couple of the kids got a little bogged down with reeopying when

they had'to write the ,compact form. They didn't care if the dotted line

when down between the lOs and ones or not. They didn't see there was much

difference than just writing the numbers together. I think maybe they

could have had a little more practice writing from the horizontal form-,

for the verical form and the number sentences to the vertical form. Qn

the achievement monitoring, of course we haven'edone the whole book, but .*

that may have been something you'could have worked on a little bit more.

They do have story problems that they are suppose to translate from and

write in the vertical, but they,don't haVe any just problems.' "Horizontal

number sentences?" I know the sum that they write first in the story

problem and they write in . . .
in the inventory they are given a horizontal

sentence and they have to write it over vertically and then solve it.

4. Anything that was extremely difficult?

No. I was afraid it would be, but I didn't know if they would -catch on

changing from 10 sticks to a chip but that didn't seem to bother them. We

counted 10,.20, 30, instead of 1, 2, 3, 4, they seem to like the formAt

of the space patrol. They like to listen to the story. The bunch that I

work with arehighly-distractable, but they like to listen to the story,

10 1
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they can't read them, but they like to listen. Even the starred problems,

well I don't know about this topic so much but the starred problems most

of the kids wanted to attempt.at leaSt. I wish I would have had a chance

to work with the end of the unit so I could tell you a little more.
A

51 What would be your recommendation for the teacher next year? Would',

you have them reteach this or just finish where you left off`or just

go on to A-3?

I don't think I would reteach the whole topic. I think I would review and

see how much retention there was. Review the process of regrouping, it

may take only a couple of days and then go on to A-3. A couple of the kids

will have summer math so that will help. It would be nice if the whfle

group would have summer math., I referred about seven of my children I

think with a little review then go on to A-3. Probably some of the story

problems and that's what I Would recommend.

6. Any comments you would like to make about the year?

I d n't kn w if there were, looking back on tha sequences of topics, if I

would svend more or less time on\any of them. I should look,through them

and see and, hoping that the program the Way it used to be, I could pretty

much tell Okay, now I know I don't need to spend a lot of time on this--just

a quick lesson on this is enough. Wereas, this maybe I did a lot,more

than I needed to. I don't know, It depends. I found that most of the

activities I did were necessary. I had a couple of kids who were bored.

It was coming so easy for them that they, oh, this again, they seem to need

the manipulative activity. I just feel a little bit responsible for, I don't

knOW hoW many other topics the other classes covered.

7 n14 you think your kids were ready for this prior to when it came for

the algorithmic

No. I don't think so. It was timed pretty well as far as their readiness.

It's unbelievable becuase when they'get to a page of 2-digit addition, we

walk into thlt classroom and they are all busy and working like everything

and that's great and I guess it'ssbecause it's something that they under-

stand and they can do and it's a little bit by rote . . . that was a big

stumbling block, the story problems, becluse then I had to read and they

had to stay together--where this, they could work at their own pace and

not feel rushed or held back. So I think in that way this kind of an

activity, just adding numbers, they all got into it and really, liked it.

Whereas I can remember if I were given a page of addition,"2-digit addi-

tion, uh, I would much rather do five story problems than 25 addition

problems. I think next year will be a lot easier as far as from my stand-

point after having taught--I don't know, will we have any direction? As

far as which topics? "It will be totally your decision. I am sure if ,

you wanted someone's reaction to what you had thought you would do, I'm

sure they would be glad to give it But as far as offering direction or

feeling that we're involved in what you do in anyway." In other words',

we could go back to the old topics? "Exactly. Which do you think you'll

do?" I think definitely the new topics will remain because we have had,

we have been concerned that kids coming to our district from other dis-

tricts were quite advanced with 2- anA 3-digit addition and subtraction
1
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in second grade and some of the other programs that we've reviewed did not

include it and we were thinking not only for kids coming in but when our

kids transfer to other districts they would be lost, so I know definitely

.

we want to keep these topics. I don't know if we'll go into all the sen-

tence writing topics. I will have to go back through/those and see which

topics they replaced. I don't know il they're putting up in options as

far as if kids have caught on, if they need to do the S topics Or not.

"You can do whatever you Vant." I know, I don't know some of the geometry

topis that I mis'sed this Year because we were working on the arithmetic

so much maybe are not as important as we thought. I don't'think they have

lost all their math. Maybe just bring in some geometry things once a week'

or once a month. "You mi6t not want to do all those sentence writing

topics either. You could/sit down together and say let's do all except

page such and such cause/it does seem to me like some of that gets a little

boring." Looking at the/inventory and I looked ahead these last couple of

units tq see whether (we/ were a little rushed), I didn't rush the kids, I

did do half pages here and there whenever I could, but when I felt they

werelgetting the tont* we did a half a page and they thought that was

neat. They like to doidnly half pages so I don't know which is more

important to a group like the one I work with.' The aides were a great

deal' of help. I am re/1 happy the way it's all laid out, it just seems

to fit developmental1 as-far as what the kidb were in for at this age

and Perhaps some kids were ready for this in/first grade. I don't know

how the first grade i this year. Their-figure skills have really increased

throngh this. That w s not stressed as much in the past year. Story

problems they had to 4hink, but these really, and they went from the single-

digits to double-digi s and I was real surprised that they tould do that.

I think that little ch rt with the whole and the parts helped a lot too.

Translating that to th vertical forms seethed to come quite easily so then

when they got to the t ree-digits, the big nuaers did not throw them.
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Teacher N School X

1. Do you plan usually by yourself, or do you plan with other people?

I plan by myself, but the other, third-year teacher is new this year so

!'m, like her leader. I make sure that she's, um, understands the direc-
tions and is not too far behind me.

, 2. Do you plan usually day by day, activity by activity, or topic by

topic?

With this topic I play day by day. Because I have to tell that lady
exactly which parts we're doing, by day. So I do it day by day.

3. Do you use other resources besides the topic material?

No. (inaudible)

4. Are there pupils in the class that you plan specifically for? Do

you have different plans?

Yes, because I have several children that would need extra help, well
mostly you keep them next to you. I had one child'in my classroom most

of the quarter that was here from Iceland. And so I had to keep her, be

explaining things again. If they're working alone, I try and get those

kids at one table so I can be real handy to help with them. And, have

to keep sticks and chlzps out for some of them, to actually figure it out

with objects. Where& a great many of them do it in their heads already.

DIRECT INSTRUCTION

1. Do you group the kids?

They are grouped in two . . . groups, What we consider the better students,

then the ones that need more help. Now I've got the top hglf of the third

year. "Does your grouping change? Do you have . . .?" You mean between

myself and who I might send to another teacher? "No, I mean in your class.

Do you group the kids?" No. Not unless the specific activity wants a group.

You know, 4 or 5. Then it's just at rAndom. "Okay. So usually you don't

group the class."

3. On what basis do you decide whether an activity should be seatwork or

teacher directed?

Mostly on the directions. But if it looks like it's going to be too con-

fusing for them, do it with them. Or if it's something I really want

to make sure, like'there were several examples on the board befoce they

try it. You know, work with them.
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4. How do you decide how much time to devote to each topic or activity?

Just what it needs. Some of those.topics, those units, are very long. You

know, like in A-3. I think it's C that just goes on for ever and ever. You

have to judge it day by day.

5. What type of evaluation of the students do you favor? Mastery, or

just low level skills . . .?

Well, whenever I look at those inventories, I always, I think, aim for higher

than what you guys consider mastery. If, like say there were 10 problems,

I would really expect them to have it all, or maybe one wrong. You know,

cause of mistakes. But I think your mastery is usually lower than what I

consider mastery.

TOPIC INTERVIEW

1. How important do you feel the overall topic

Oh, I think it's one of the most important ones

grouping and understanding it-and-being--able to

is?

in third year! That re-
_

do it easily.

2. Which aCtivities in the tdpic do you feel most useful?

The beginning, when we're working with the chips and sticks, you know,

where you have to actually have, trade this in, bring it over, that's very

valuable for them. If I whipped through here I'd probably . . . part-part-

whole is very important. And it's always hard to teach. You know, if they

haven't had it in second grade, where you get new kids in third. See the ,

idea is that they can read something and understand.what's happening and how

to solve it, rather than just a list of problems. That's one thing. This

part-part-whole business is very important.

3. Are there activities that you consider unclear?

Yes. Page 15, student booklet. What's in the pot? The set-up is rather

poor on it, it's confusing for the children because see, they start here,

come back, go over this way. Our children would do better,if it were

coming straight down. "So there, it's just not clear, which direction to

go?" I think so. And also, my edition was different than the children's.

The graph was hard for them but I think that's not in your set-up, that's

just that it's difficult for them. The snake page was hard on page 19. But

once they caught on to it, they liked it. It was fun for them. "It was hard

just because it was too long, or . . .?" Just cause everything was so new

to them. They, they weren't real sure what to do with it. Pattern pages

were difficult, but I liked hPving them because there are some kids that

just love that challenge. Having something hard, But I couldn't even

imagine that all the kids coilld do that. We did them mostly together.-
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4. Do you'feel that some activities are superfluousf

The first few pages, you guys just wanted us to circle the ones that needed
regrouping. You see mine were just you know eager to solve, and so I
actually went badk and let them solve that as extra work. Cause otherwise,

you know, they just seemed silly to them to just circle it.

5. Which activities did ou find ye com lex to teach?

"You mentioned the part-part-whole." That's complex, yes. The intersection

with only one page, page 25, in here? But that's difficult and that's some-

thing I have to do with them on the board. Cause now they're judging inter-

sections. That, that's coming. But it's new to them. Anything with

graphs were hard. I think it's a transfer of information, especially on,
it's the page with the frogs. Let me see if I can find it quickly--page

16 and 17. If they could ever set that up, I finally was just ripping this

page out for kids. So that this is, the graph is facing the questions. Be-__

cause flipping back and forth and transferring_informationil hard for
a lot of children, "Did you find-some-adrEiYities to be very easy for you

to teach?___Very-Simple?" -The beginning part was especially good, it was

very clear because they're working with objects. The page where they're

doing the menu, remember the, or which page? Is easy because it is so

intriguing to them. The high interest of that makes it fun.

6. Which activities did the students'find easy?

"You mentioned which ones were difficult, but-. . ." I think any of this

first work in here, whether it's simply circling what needs regrouping,

which is pretty easy for them. Page 4, there was no problem at all, they

were just regrouping. Page 7 was easy for them, they were doing this bottom

part down here. They were figuring out like riddles. That was easy for

them too.

7. Is there material which our ils should have covered before this

topic?

Well, I was wondering, because suddenly they hit something, you know, thqY'd

done all this teaching with subtracting, regrouping and subtracting, and'

then suddenly they threw in an addition problem. And it startled me and it

startled them too. And then after they thought about it, they said, well,

yeah, I guess we did have that last year. But, it didn't have any review,

and here they'd spent so much time on the subtraction, and then just right

in the middle Of iE was this adding . . . we had to regroup. "So you feel

that it would be much better if you had reviewed . .?" If they'd made it

a little_bit of that. It was just right in the middle of a page, if you
didn't ilaye anything separate apart, you know, look out for this one, or

you need to regroup, and had . . . and so that was hard.

nit
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, 8. How did you choose which activities to use?

I did almost all of them. If there was

too repetitive for them because my kids

thought it would be too repetitive, too
topic, you know, there were very few . .

simple. I probably stopped using chips

would indicate.

something that was just odd to'see,

are the better students, if I

boring, I skipped it. But in this

. activities that would be that
and sticks sooner than the manual

9. Did you add any activities?

We spent one or two days working on what we call consider basic facts be-

cause there were 8 to 10 of them coming back from over the summer, of

course, that understood what we were taking about with the regrouping and

all. But they'd forgotten so much fact work. So we threw in a few extra

days of that.

11. Is there anything else you would like to add?

I liked the topic. I think it's one of the most important ones we have.

And I liked the pattern work at the end. Like I say, it was mice for the

kids who enjoy a challenge. But another page that I guess I found diffi-

cult.was that often, maybe three times, my manual was different than what

the children had. And that was hard, you know, cause you go, you know,

you're.racing along, you tell a child one answer isn't right, then it

turns out it's a mistake and it iS right. Like on this Moletown, page 8

and 9, you just have to do with them because they have to get these same

answers or if they do it on their own, you know, they get a little bit

different, they're still technically right, they've got a different answer

and it just changes everything on page 9. You know, makes all their answers

different from the other kids, and.they're just sure that they're wrong

and they get upset, yoU know! How they do it. So that's the type of page

you just have to do together because, the.measurements are so ridiculous.

170
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Topic A-3 Teacher 0 School Z

PLANNING

1, Do you plan usually by yourself, or with other people?

I usually plan with Teacher N. That's kind of to keep things-together.

We're.now apart, but . .!

2. Do you plan day-by-day, or accivity-by-activity, or . . .?

I try to plan it by the activity, but usually you have more plan than you

need, so . . it's mostly, you gotta go back and plan it day-by-day.

3. Do you use other resources besides the topic itself?

I, um, just kind of brushing up for review for myself. I use other things

and, um, just to, well there's a lot of things that I may show the class,
or, like, with something and it might not be in there. You know, so, that

way there is other things. Mostly it's just kind of the information given

in there with a little quick review.

4. Are there pupils in your class that you plan specifically for?

"Do you have students that you have to plan specifically different from the

other kids?" No, I think I kind of, you do a lot of just general review

in the beginning, kind of get them rolling back and then usually it's whole

group planning.

DIRECT INSTRUCTION

1. Do you_group the kids in the class itself?

No. They're usually together. We work together. "Are there times'that

you would group the, or they would change, um, from the whole group to

small groups?" Usually for correcting purpose or question purpose, there

are some that they'd finish faster than others and then do other activities.

Other than that, no.

2. On what basis do'you decide whether an activity should be seatwork

versus teacher directed?

Kind of how the 'students are taking, whether they understand the concept or

not. A lot of, most of this was done together with the group that I haye.

And a lot of it was probably my guessing too, since this is the first time

I 'had this program. You know, so it was kinda feeling out. But most of

the time it was teacher directed with help. A few they did on their own.
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3. How do you decide how much time to devote to a topic or an activit ?

Kind of the children's pace. How much you can, you know they will get

finished. Say like an independent activity, you know. You plan maybe

one, two pages depending on the time, their speed. There's other activity,

you know. Then there's other things we do when they're, if somebody

finished ahead of the other ones.

5. What type of evaluation of the students do you favor? Like mastery

or low level?

Well, right now I don't think there can be definitely mastery of these

things, there's, I think, just kind of a low level scene that they're,

they're getting something. Can see the light somewhere. Somewhere in

there. You know, it's very hard to see well direct mastery on this. You're

__going to, you know, direct drill all the time. To have mastery.

TOPIC INTERVIEW

1. Do you feel that the whole topic is important? How important do you

feel it is?

Like, this, . . . "The whole topic, yeah." I think it'si important that

they should know the adding and the subtractihg outside df just the basic

fundamental drill which this basicallytcovered, you knowl That they know
ithat they have to kind of add, subtract to find anything ln life. "You

mean the applications of the problem solving?" Yeah, the) application is

good. That they'd see it used more than just.plain drill+ all the time.

2. Which activities in the topic do you feel most usefur

Mmm. I have, well I think the . . . in general? I doniti know which ones

were the most useful of all! I think probably where the* I hate to get

back to the drill part, but I mean that's kind of, that there were some

of the activities that they, I think confused them more tiaan kinda helped

them. "We'll talk about it in a minute. Which one, did vou find any ones

that you think more important than others, more useful th6n others?" Not

offhand. Rightlilow I can't see which is, you know.

3. Do you find that some ,of the activities were unclear?'

I think so. That, um, when they started kind of switching back and forth

to the adding and subtracting, um, some of the? like the Oarts and things,

that's kind of confusing for the children. "Um-hm. Can You show me or

tell me?" I think kind of with my group thy enjoy--they ehe ldwer

level--they enjoy all_ of these, um, the names and things.) But I think at

times those names kind of boggle them down cause they, y4 know, forget

what,they're talking about or, you, like thumpers or . . 1. it's kind of

the different things. I mean, it's cute but like on thisl, the restaurant

page, I said, just, we had to kinda go back to how much it was just the

soup, or the mushroom soup instead of, because they.would get so confused

with what all the ingredients were in it that they forgot what they were
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looking for. Things on that. And that one and, maybe, sometimes some of the,
the way the question was asked, they weren't really, they couldn't figure out
whether in the story problems per se, whether they were really adding or

subtracting. Some of them were kind of confusing to them. "Okay, but that

was because they were difficult or because they were unclear?" I would say

more un . . . un . . . well, I don't know if it was. .Some of them are a

little unclear I ,,Yould say, more than.just difficult in their reading part.

"Um-hm. Can'you think of a, one in specific?" Well, a lot of them, okay,

on this page they, this one really blew their mind, the one that they

couldn't do. "On page 21 . . .?" Twenty-one, numbtr 3. Where they can't

tell the answer and just, when you had the word (r know it's very hard) all

together, we got to the point where they understood that all tOgether meant

they had tu add. And the word difference is taking them away.. And, um, but

then when they were, they had to put things together. Maybe just some of

.the, this one was confusing because it really doesn't--on page 22, number 2--
where they had to . . . because it just gave them, it gave them two sizes,

ana they really etillCdn't117W-hether they, you know, with the two sizes

whether they had to add them together or take away when they were just

talking. It was kind of unfair to them. But, I think that's probably . . .

and, oh I know, on their graphs. They weren't really sure, okay, on these

graphs. I don't know how they, they read it as . . . "Page 23?" Or just

kinda like any of their graphs. Whether they should read the top number,

whether this should really be 26, you know. I said where it ends up. They

weren't really sure. "If it's 26, or 25?" Twenty-six, or 27 or 25. You

know, it was kind of, I said well wherever it ended on the line; They were

just, I mean just kind of a little confused to start.

4. Are there activities you consider superfluous?

"That you would leave out, that you wouldn't use them?" I don't really, I

don't know. It got, I mean it was good that they . . . I don't really

know. I guess they kinda need . . . maybe to get . . I don't know, they

need to know. I guess not really, not really offhand that I can think of

right now that . . - I, some of these I know that my group at the very

end will never, I will give those, just the challenge thing that they . . .

and some of these other things, it's just to get the, I guess just to'get

the basic concept down and then some of the things like, um, I let--like

page 7, which is answering on the top can then filling in--this was kind of

an extra thing they did. Because it took, it takes some of the children

more time to figure out other.pages. Um, I don't know Af there could be

any way . . because each group ,they have, uh, even like in the slow

group there's fast ones and slow ones, but sometimes, maybe if there weren't

I know, well story problems I can see. Five or SiF on a page. But maybe

some of these other pages, or maybe you could do that more on an individual

basis, too, where you just haVe them do part of them. In a man a drain.

Like where they have lots of problems. Like on any, well, kinda like any

of these, well, I don4t know. It depends on their time. But there's a-lot,

some Pages have, there's a lot of information and it takes them a really

long time to grasp what they're doing. "Like this one on page 10?" Yeah.

I would say this whole, like this map of the molehill. Maybe it was just

a little too long with the flipping and the looking, thb.y kinda forgot what

they were, the idea of doing the kind of, the basic addition and subtraction

and things. It got kind of confusing for them.

1"
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5. Which activities did you find very complex to teach? And which did

you find simple, for you?

Well one that was, that we're on right, where they have, um, a lot of thing

to do. Like the part where they have to . . . it took a while to explain to

them the difference, it was kinda like a review of . . . they get confused

when the directions say what form to use. Liie sentence form compact form,

when theyfhave a lot of different things to do. To explain, it took awhile

to explain to geo through, and ode day we just talked about the sentences,

you know, a sentence, and then we talked, . . . "You're talking about

page 24?" Twenty-f'our, where they have a lot of different things to do, to

_finally get them together. A lot of them just thought that because it said

adding that they were adding. And open sentence, they thought they should

have circled adng, because that's what they were doing in the open

sentence. "So ey didn't understand the directionsl" Yes. They didn't

understand whicd direction it tell, you know, it says adding, tell what

you have to solve, but they didn't get that. And then when they had to

put them in the box form so, right now, each day whenthey come in we do

sinple addition or subtraction with regrouping, or.. . . and then, I will

put a sentence.on the board and they have to label it. With the part-whole

or whatever. And then some days I'll say, put them in the box for, in the

whole-part-part box, so that they get the idea that there's lots of different

ways of doing it but they get, I think maybe, a little confused on the

terms and what they call them. "Is there any other activity that you find

very complex.to teach?" Not . . . I think it was just, it wasn't really

complex, but it was just kind of the review of the subtraction, how they,

,because they had forgotten all about regrouping. Whether they, I don't

know how much they had it in second grade, "You mean the addition or the

subtraction?" Well the subtraction that they had to regroup; and then all

of a sudden they threw in, one of the activities, they threw in some adding

and it really kind of blew their . . . you know, that they forgot what they

were doing. "Did you find activities that were very easy for you to teach?"

Oh . . .
basically nothing was really that, I mean for . . . just to go

through. It's just that, I think it just took More, just some of.this took

more explaining than the other ones did. In that aspect that you haCto

really go kind of into deatil, but there weren't any, you know, that really

had me confused or anything like that!

6. Which activities did the students find easy? Or difficult?

"Some of them you've already talked about." Yeah. I think really the easy

things were for them when they had, I think, just the basic--as page 3, as

"page 4-athat they could just, to go on their own. That was really easy

because then they knew what . . whereas things that had all subtraction

on the page or sOmething like there was no confusion for them. And the

ver. y basic story.problems. They did Page, we did page, I did number, let's

see, what page is that? On page 22, the children 'could do those problems.

I guess after going over the first page, 21, they would then, a lot of

them wanted to go ahead and do it on their awn. And, we did number.2, the

one that was confusing, 2 then, together. And then they just went on

their own for the rest but, with questions. They're always given time to

ask questions, or need help. I will help them, you know so, too, that

kind of stuff.

1 74
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7. Is there material which your .u. ils which your students should have

covered before this topic, which they didn't?

You mentioned addition, that you felt they needed . . ." I think maybe

now do they'!? they had regrouping in second grade? "They had a regrouping,

sure." Maybe just a general addition or subtraction review before these

start or soMething. I think that would . . . "We had some problems with

the regrouping in second grade." Yeah. But a lot of them also have to

work in the school so much on just knowing their basic facts. And that's

what, I think that's what holds up students. Oh, they really enjoyed.

the validating page. If they could see their answers to be right. And

we had to do our examples on the board wrong. So that they could see because
I says, there,is, you know, you have to,know what's gonna happen when you
come across something wrong, too, cause when you're checking how're you

gonna know where you went wrong? So they enjoyed that, you know, kind of

. . . another idea.

8. How did you choose which activities to use?

Depending on the speed of the class. We basically covered most of the
things, and that's just up to, I just kind of figured whether they could,
easy enough that they could do on their own, or we had to do them together.

And most in, this_topic we did together. Now with all the reading an& the

,graphing and things we worked together.

9. Ild_youLclymileany of the activities?

Not really, no.

10. Did you add any activities?

No we didn't-really add anything. It's just that maybe more examples or

we did things, maybe had people work things-out. We didn't really add any-

thing 'Or take anything out of it.

11. Is there anything_ that you would like to add, that you would like to say

about the topic?

Not really. There are some things that . . . I lost my page 24 but I know

you people gave me a copy of it. We're finished with it anyhow, so we don't

need the answers now! I worked it out myself! No. I'm glad there's

answers. Maybe, um, some of the things, I have notes here somehwere that,
oh, maybe when they stuck to adding and subtracting and they got kinda con-

fusing. Some of the answers I found to be the wrong answers, but that's in

every book. Okay, first of all page 15 is set up kind of jumping a bit.
After we kinda did it together andtthen they kinda caught on to the way it
skipped around to get the things. The idea that they had to move on the

page and also carry their answers along with them, which was a good intro-

duction. They enjoyed ihat sneak page. But I think that was a good, there

too, how they had to keep in mind how they came out with one answer, then

they had to keep.that answer in mind and either add or subtract to the

next . . . "So you're saying that you enjoyed page 15?" It was, the
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childten enjoyed it, it,was maybe the complication of the sale. That kind.

of, but they enjoyed doing it. -I mean there's one thing, they liked the

name. Now, on page 18, a lot of the children could solve that page, but

when it came to coloring they, I think, have to be a little pore, maybe it

was my fault that I didn't explain a little bit more, kind of, give an ekample

____-af-greater than, less than. It kinda, where they had to figure that out it

just, because a lot of them didn't'understand the greater/less than principle.

To be thrawn in on that-page. That was the kind of hangup on that page,"but

. . .
because then on page 18 they had no problem. I mean it was just the

right, and 19, I'm . that they had to just be reminded that they had

to either add or subtract.
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PLANNING

1. Do you usually plan alone, or with other people?

Usually I plan by myself, but that different topits, because we'ea0 have

a separate level. We decided at the beginning of the year usuall, who

would start what, in what topic. But then once that's decided then we.

kind of . . . unless we need help with something.

2.

topic?

What I do is I plan on Friday or Thursday for the following week. And

then I might readjust my plans, as the day goes, you know, as the week'

progresses. But I usually plan ahead a week at a time.

3. Do you use resources other than the topic materials?

Um-hm, I do. Um, Irhave a lot of motivation sheets I do With the kids.

It might pertain to a season or a holiday, that would correlate with

what we're studying in here, but it would be extra things that I call

fun sheets. For them to do.

4. Are there pupils for who,- you plan specially in the class? Differently

from the other kids?

You mean that there are certain kids in the math group that I have that I

spend . , . "In your class, yeah. Um-hm." Yeah. I have a coupld kids

that have problems with listening. And so I have to do other things with

them afterwards. That, you knoy, we go through things that.they should be

doing.

DIRECT INSTRUCTION

1. In your math group, do you group the kids?

No. The only thing that I'do is xhat sometimes they work at their own

level where some kids work faster than the others so I might give them

sometimes more work to do. Or different work to do. "Does your grouping

change? Do you change . . .?" So far it hasn't. But I don't'do that

much, the majority of the kids are pretty much together. I haven't been

really, grouped . . .

2. On what basis do_you decide whether an activity should be seatwork

or teacher directed?

Well I'm, way I do it is how the kids are acting when they cOme into the

classroom. Sometimes if then-you-can tell it's gonna besa really good

day for them. And they're gonna,work really independently/by ,themselves.

And some days they're really wound up and I know that they aren't going
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to be Able to do that. And then sometimes it Just depends on the activity

'that they are doing. Sometimes, if it's something that's gonna really

frustrate them, I know it's gonna frustrate them, we might do it together.

Where something that I know that's gonna be more fun, or just reinforcing,

they do Wthemselves.

4. How do you decide how much time to devote to a topic or an activity?

That's hard. And I'm not reaily goodiat it yet. It kinda depends on,

.well, how fast my kids are working and what day of the week it is. Like

I Uow Monday, like whatever.activity I'm doing on Mondays I know I'm not

going to get as much done with them as I will on Tuesdays, or . . . It

really makes a difference.what.day it is! "What's wrong with Mondays?"

Mendays, I think it's because they've been so active on Saturday. and

Sunday, and Friday night, they're worn out% And so on Mondays, when they

come a lot of my kids are really tired and they're just not totally with

'it. And on Tuesdays it seems with this class, it's really weird, it seems

like it's a really good hard-working day for them. They really work! It's

weird but this class does that! '

5. What type of-evaluation of students do you favor? List mastery, low

. . .?

I. do.a lot of teacher observation with them *and I guess mastery way a

certain percentage of mastery of skill. Like I don't go for 100% mastery

with the kids, but a certain level of mastery. And it depends on ihe

activity I'm doing for the mastery, jou know, the level.that I want.

TOPIC INTERVIEW

1. How 1m ortant do ou feel the overallt ic is?

I think it's really important. I like the change this year from last.

year. Last year they had regroup, you know, the carrying and the borrowed

book in thesame group. I like it that it's separated now this year. I

think the kids handle it a lot better than what I saw last. year.

2. Which activities in the topic do you feel most useful?

Most useful. You mean page-wise, or . . .? -"Yeah. Oh, in general, what

activities do you feel were most useful?" I thought it was very good

where they had a story problem and then you read it, or the story, where

I would'read to them, and then we get firoblems relating to that story. I

thought that was a really good activity. Because it could related to

something. "You mean a central story with different questions.on it?"

Riight. Like one Fwas thinking of was feather plump. .The broom factory?

Where we read a story and it was a really cute one. And then we did pages

on it. So that they had something to go on besides just, well'he,had to

do page 20, now we have to do page 21. If they could relate'that. I

liked that part. And I liked also where the more, instead of thls type of

a form where it's just . . . "On page 5?" Right. Instead Of doing

1 7 zi
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something like that, you do something a little bit more exciting with it,
like, well something'like that. "On page 7." Right. It makes a difference.

Also I like it where' you can . . . relate it to somebody else. Or to your

awn self. Like with heights. . You know, they coul.d really relate to that
and I like tho9e kinds of activities that theyscan relate to.

3. Are there activities you consider unclear?

Unclear. I felt the whole thing with estimating was . . . maybe it was my

interpretation of it, but I tho/ught that that was unclear. It,was unclear
--for me, and I thought it was unclear for the children. But it's maybe

the way I handled it, too.

4. Are there activities that you consider superfluous?

"Activities that you think that you don't really need, that you . .?" With
the higher gr ..ps, I think the back activities are finch But with Ithe group

dhat I have, roese,are much too challenging for the kids, and more frustrating
than they would be worth. So I'm not even doing them with the kids. They

were the back ones.
C

5. Which activities do you find very complex to teach? And which do you
find easy?

I felt that the ones where you,start out, where you have toil" the grids,
we do them physically, and then we did them on the board. That was really
complex and it was hard for some of the kids at first to comprehend. "You

mean to get both of them, to get the physical objects and the . . .?" The

grid, right. To transfer this they could do that find on the grid on their.
desks. "Move the physical objects." Right. But then when we had to put
it on the grid on the board, it became more difficult for them to do. And,

that was one thing I felt was difficult 'for them.

6. Which activities did the pupils find easy, or more difficult?

They found the validatingTretty easy, and they found, most of them, there
were some who had problems with that. I was surprised though,,a lot of
them found the part-whole pretty easy to do. And I was really surprised!
Becausejast year kids had problems with that. But there were somerthat
couldn't do it4

4

7. Is there material which your students should have covered before this
topic which they didn't?

I think what I would have done, before I would've gone,into this topic, was
done a little bit more review with the addition pf two-digit numbers. Be-

cause sothe of the kids had forgotten the carrying. And it, I'd have gone
through it a day or two Of review with them on that. Before getting into

A-3. It woulda been wisei. But, I had thought that, I expected that they'
wouldn't remember that. Some of them had forgotten.

V. t-t
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8. How\did you choose which activities to tle?

'Well, I read through what the next waS and de4ded whch activities the

class that I had could handle. And which ones I didn't feel that they

could handle. And, with this class I also tho ght that motivation was

really important. So, if it was something that was going to be very very

boring to them--I'felt would be boridg to them-7we kinda went over that,

just didn't do it. "Like what?" Well, like jusç the examples were . . .

you know, these-kinds of pages. That's why, and\I realize you bafta do

some of those practice things, but they can be very very boring for kids,

whereas, those other pages with . . I don't knoW, that type of thing, or

"Like 15?" Right. Or, those things were just great. "26?" The kids,

right, 26 and 27. They were just great for the kids. They liked them.

And you're doing the same thing, yoU're practicing\the, you're solving

those problems. But yet there's a little motivatio\-1 behind it.

9. Did you change any of the activities?

That were in here? Yes. I did with the estimating. Because I didn't

want to go into it as much as they had suggested with the kids and so, I

did change the activities for that. And.I believe the one with the measur-

ing of the height and things, I changed that one alsoa little bit. Be-

cause, just for the caliber of kids I have.

\

10. Did you add any activities?

\

Um, we had that time test and game day every Thursday. And I added,

activities working with their basic subtraction and addition facts.

Because these kids still need a 1ot of work on-that. So we do quite a

bit of different aetivities other than this on that--tO build up their

skills.

11. Is there anything else that you woujd like to say that could help us?

Just chat I like it better now that they have split the subtraction and the

addition of the 2-digit mumbers. I think that's very helpful. I question

the reason foF putting estimation in where they did. Ahd maybe, like I

said, maybe because I felt uncomfortable with it that'sIwhy, I totally

misihterpreted it. But I question where they placed itI "Did you find it

unsuitable to put it in with this unit at all? Or . . If it would be

included into the unit, I would:have preferred to have Seen ittat the end

of the unit. And it might be because the kids that I had, that caused me

to think that way, but . . .
"You just found that it was too much to do . .

I found that we were working with so many different, yoti know, working with

the grid and then we went to the 'compact form, and then 'we did the graphy,

and there was so much there for them to handle. I don't know why. I think

that there should have been something dropped for now.

*r)
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general, how important do you think the whole topic was?

the basic concepts they're trying to achieve in A-3 are very im-

this age level. And I'd hafta, regrouping is a . . . important

a good thing to have. 'So, I think it's pretty important.

2. Which activities in the topic db you feel most useful?

Uh, okay, now again I'm dealing with low skilled kids in my group. So any

kind of page like . . . 2 and 3, where they're actually working with

numbers I think are iMportant. I think-,tand 3 are real good because, not
being real concerned with the answers, they're just looking, they're, one

you're getting them to look at ,the ones column already which is important,
and I think that should be a big step,-a very important for them to get and

I thought those pages were excellent. "Without, you mean without solving

them, just by looking them over?" Yeah, not worrying about the answer per se,

yeah, just looking at the on0 column so they have to make a decision, is

this gonna be a regrouping problem or not? And then, you know, any page

like 4 and 5 where they're actually working with problems, for these kinds

of kids I think are important. I thought the beginning of the book until

you got to page 8 and 9 for my group was good. Eight, see now with my

group, 8 and 9--the pages with the mole town--that's jt.IE throwing a curve

ball at them. Where, if you're gonna do something with that I think you

should have a _couple of days, I mean like a . . . 3 or 4 exercises with a

map. So you got not just a hit and miss type thing. So that was, that's

been my biggest complaint about the program. For low kids anyway, this hit

and miss is bad for them because they're just betting comfortable with the

regrouping and boom. All of a sudden they're confronted with now they

hafta, you know, kind of decide a path that this mole's going. And they

add those up, or subtract, or whatever the problem asked for, and, you know,

if you're gonna do that I think you should stick with it awhile so, you know,

you're achieving something instead of this hit and miss type thing. That's

why I've said I think this DNP is excellent for a high-achieving kid because,

well, they're more, you know, the different angles you take, you know, they're

able to handle that, and they're able to say, hey, this is a, you know, this

is another way I can use numbers for them. That's what they're saying.

Where I think my low kids, now this is just something that is confusing

to them. Where if it's just a one-day deal or a two-day deal. See what I'm?

That's my, how I look at DMP. For a high-achiever I think it's an excellent

program.

3. Are there activities you consider unclear?

Mole eown. That's 8. 9, 10 I think. Um, then, you have one day where you're

looking at a, 13, you know. One lesson where you're looking at a menu. For

a low kid, again.they're, running into troublds. Then we start one day

where we deal with money. Or a, two less-6ns where we deal with money. You

know, those, I think they're good. Good exercises. But I think for a low

kid again it has to be something on-going a little more than just a bang,

okay, two days we're gonna start thinking about subtracting money. Yeah,

I'm saying thil as compared to my kids. Another one thatls very bad I wanna
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mention, I wanna just talk about real quick is, 19. "Because the directions

weren't clear, or . . .?" Wel4 when you hafta, you know, these kids make

one error and they're done. You know that's, then they see their book and

oh, my god! Gotta go all the way back and do it. "So it's not that it was

unclear but it was . . . difficult, frustrating?" This can be very frus-

trating for them, where it, a low kid you want to give as much positive . .

you want it to be a kind of a positive type thing, you know, where they're

getting confidence. That's where I am as far as you know, dealing with low

kids. Whereas a high kid, you know, this is good, and I think any kind of

variable you can throw in is great.

4. Are there activities that you consider superfluous? That you yould leave

out, thatyou think that are unnecessary or . . .?

Especially mole town. This is A-3 we're talking about? Moletown. And uh,

. . I don't w.nna tell you, A-1, as compared to A-1 and A-2, I thought it

was pretty good. For a low kid I think I'd leave out the patterns. For

a high kid again I think it's good. I did leave out the pdtterns too, I left

that as kind of a game type,thing for them if they got three of them they'd

get a treat or whatevec..-

5. Which activities did you find very difficult to teach, and which did you

find easy?

Okay, um . . .
mole town, again, that's one that was difficult to teach. The

charts on page 16, the jumping,contest, I took an extra day on that just to

teach them how to use a chartIand a graph. Which is hcithing wrong with that,

but again it's just bang, onelesson and it's gone. And I think, you know,

that's something that could be on-goini, could be of value. Cause I bet

you right now, if I did show the kids a chart, there'd be a couple' of them

that, you know, it probably is gone already because it was a two-day deal.

Another thing that I disagree with in the book is the greater than and less

than. See again, my kids have a lot of trouble reading. When I'm teaching

something like the sign greater than, less than, I think that's of value to

them, they can see where it opens up to the biggest number. Instead of the

reading, "The sign goes (unintelligible)'. . ." Yeah. But like I said, I am

dealing with low kids. If I had a high group I'd, you know, have nothing

but praise for most of these lessons.

6. Which activities did the students find easier or difficult (unintelli

ible)?

Uh, difficult, again we might as well go back to Moletown, and I think the

chart was kind of difficult for them. I think the menu was difficult for

them. I believe that the sail page, number 14, was kind of difficult for

them. I, uh, like I said, if I was given a week or a two week gig with

the charts and graphs thing, that could have been turned in to be a real

'easy page for them. Or, concept for them. I think validating at first was

hard for them but I think it's necessary. .They worked hard on it and I

think they have it. I think validating, you know, the first, for these

kids validating was, oh my god,, another math problem! Two in one, what a
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bum deal! Whereas where they understood it was a real checking of the

answer and what not, I think it turned into something of value for them.

And, also, page 19 was kinda tough.

7. Is there material which the students should have covered before that

they-didn't?

Not really as far as math goes, just like in the map, reading'a map, dis-

tances and, um, charts and graphs. You.know, a lot of these kids probably,

I'm sure of it, at least by what I saw of their work at the beginning, I'm

sure haven't worked too-much with charts--or graphs.

8. How did you choose Which activities to use?

I looked it over a day or two in advance, or actually a week. I plan a

week ahead, then you know if I sway from that it's no big deal, but I

look a week ahead and if something looks a little too difficult, or some-

thing that looks that it may not be of a whole lot of value to them, I

didn't use it. For instance the, when I say that I, really, most of it we

went-over. Cause I really do think this book has a lot of good concepts.

And it just, a real creative way of presenting a lot of the concepts. But

the-patterns is one thing I decided wasn't necessary to teach them,t not

quite yet. But there's some kids that went ahead and worked on them which -

is good.

10.. Did you add any activities?

Yeah, like I said I did the chart and graph thing. For instance, one day

we did a class chart. Just to teach them how you use it, you compare

things with it and where the subtraction problems come from and the addi-

tion problems. That's one example.

11. gIinelsetIstherearhat you would like to add in general?

I think, you know, I've said it more than once I know that, looking at the

topic it teaches, I like the way it introduces part-whole. I think that's

good. I like the validating. I like what it teaches, but I just wish it

would, you know, for instance if you're gonna go to the graph deal, do a

little more with it, expand. For a low kid. Now again, for a high kid I

think it's good. Real good, uh, booklet. I think it's a good unit. Even

the middle kids. I have the extremely low kids and that's where it's . . .

r
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The third year team, we plan as a whole group--for a broad overview, whether

or not our kids are measuring up, whether some are falling behind. But on

a day-to-day basis-we-plan for ourselves, because I have the top group and

mine are going much faster than theirs, so I do my own planning. And, um,

I.plan, um, activity-by-activity and day-by-day, I think. "So, in other

words, you kinda see how things go on one day before you." And then if

they can do well on, then if the book doesn't have it I, like mine are

having trouble with sentences. Open sentences. Then I make supplementary

work.

3. Do you use rescurcos other *hnn topic matprials?

Yes I do. I use things that I, like I go to Madison School Supply and get

things. And we have math materials over her, math activity cards, and I

have a lot of games that I use for faster workers. "And stuff you've used

in other years of teaching?" In the other years.

4. Are there'pupils for whom you plan specially?

Yes. Russell and Scott. "And why? Cause they're better, or weaker, or?"

They're better. "Russell is really better, isn't he, yeah." And Scott is

too. They're really amazing the way they can figure in their heads. t'Uh-

huh, yeah. So fast too. I'm seruck by that." So I usually, um, they

don't like it if you give them something that's really hard when they get

finished, they want it to be a little bit fun. "Yeah. So what do you use--

games and stuff like that for them?" There are a lot of games they use,

and I get puzzle sheets and things like that. That they don't have to do

a lot of, not a lot of the same thing they've been doing, because they know

how to do that and so things that challenge them and make them think.

DIRECT INSTRUCTION

1. How do you decide how to group your students?

"Or do you, I suppose, the first question?" Are you talking about the, all

of the third year or just my class? "Just your class, yeah." I don't, I

introduce a lesson to everybody, anr' I set an outer limit that, that the

faster ones can get to, but I set an inner limit where everybody could go

to. So that the ones that can't work as fast aren't as frustrated. 'And

then I give extra work to the ones that finish up. "I guess part of this -

question deals with something like, say in a given lessoh it says to break

up into small groups." We do. "Now, how would you do that? By kids who

are friends . . .?" No, I don't. "Or do you do it by good readers with

poor readers, or . . ." Well, all of the kids in this group are good

readers, they all can handle it pretty well themselves. That isn't any

problem. They all cap work together. And, uh, I don't have to make any

special arrangements, except for girls that like to get together and be
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silly and giggle. .They wouldn't accomplish anything. Then I have to split

those things up. "That never happens, though." Oh, yeah. 'Does your

grouping change? In other words, from activity to activity, do you put dif-

ferent children to work with different children? I guess that's kinda what

that means." Yes, on Thursdays we have game day. And I try to change it
because if, msually they play on teams or something like that, and you find

out that some of them are pretty fast, and that that group will always,win,

so You try to split it up so that, we use different things like numbering,

and like that. So that you mix them up so they don't get all the same

good ones on one team.

3. On what basis do you decide whether an activity should be seatwork,
versus teacher directed?

Well that is a problem with these kids. They are so cocky, they think they

can do everything. And, um, they really hit a snag on that las,t part of

topic A-3 where they have to see number patterns. I made a transparency

and I was gonna give them all help on it. And they said, well we know. it. .

We know it. We don't need any help. And I said all right, then you go

right ahead and do it by yourselves. Two of them, Russell and Scott, did it,

just like that. Russell hada little trouble. And the rest of them are

struggling, so I let 'em struggle for a day and, tomorrow I'm gonna give

them some help because, they were so cocky they didn't need to listen before,

now they, they know they need to.

4. How do you decide how much time to devote to a topic or an activity?

"Okay, this next oue, dealing with allocation of time that you devote to

a topic or an activity. Vow this is kind of hard, since you haven't been
through too many of these topics so far, but I think.you can think about

this in terms of your general teaching behavior, not only this year but in

past years. How yOu . . . (unintelligible)." Well, if they're all getting

it, then I just do what is barely, and then necessary. But if, when I check

their work and there are quite a few of them that are having trouble then I

usually do an extra teaching unit, I make games out, that they can play

together, to, for drill. And I make out extra activity sheets to work on

that. And the only problem they've had was the whole-part sentences.

5. What type of evaluation do you favor? Do you want them all to master

, the objectives, or . . .?

I think the high, the high group should. "And pretty much they do, I

would guess." Yes, it's kind of fun. I went through the, I took their

books on, to check brfore I wrote out their report cards. And it was '

really kind of fun to go through them ans see practinally a perfect pages

on all of them. "It must be a joy to teach those little characters." It

is.
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TOPIC INTERVIEW

1. How important do you feel topic A-3 is?

Very important. Because this is a very very basic skill that they have to

have, with the regrouping.

2. Which activities in the topic do you feel most useful?

"Now, you can use the teacher's guide if you can't remember." I can remem-

ber. I think the activity that was really helpful; that drove it home'to

the kids, was the very first lesson where they used the objects and they

had chips and they had sticks. And we spent a whole period dping--I did

a lot more than what it said in the manual. And by the end of the period it

had come home to every one of them. So the next day, all I had to do, I went

to pictures, and we worked on the board with pictures, and then they went

to the abstract numbers. And, a few of them still have a little bit of, they

get mixed up once in awhile and, you know, when there's a 2 on the top and'

an 8 on the bottom to subtract, but, most of them have it pretty well. And ,

I think that that was really an important thing.

3. Are there any activities that were unclear?

No, I don't think there were any that were unclear, but I do feel that there

should, and I noticed the next one'has more; These kids do have a weakness

with story problems. And there should have been more storY problems I think,

because, um, the ones that are in it are good. And those boxes for whole and

part really helped them a lot. But I've done a lot of extra work on that,

and some of them are still having trouble, but I see the other book.

4. Are there any activities that you think were superfluo6, unecessary,

or . . .?

Yes, I think the end ones, for mine, these weren't necessary. All of this

section was not necessary. It's pages,26 and 20 . . . uh, these right here.

Now this one . . .
"In other words they, they had it already by that time."

They didn't need it. Okay; but this one was.hard for them. "Yeah. Page 25."

Because they don't understand about intersecting. And, it requires very

careful reading. Most of them could get it down as far as 5, but 6 and 7

they didn't, it's pretty detailed reading and you have to go back and put

your finger on it and they get impatient about that. I had to help with

those.

5. Which activities do you find very complex to teach? Which did you find

very

I don't think for this group, any of them were complex. Other years, I

know that this whole businesi of regrouping is pretty complex. -And you

3pend practically a whole year and they still don't understand it. But

the thing that they're still having trouble with is whole and part sentences,

beoause quite a few kids are new in our system and hadn't, no background.

)
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And they are quite sharp, but they are diSadvantaged because they haven't,

they don't understand that. The ones who have been with the program all

along seem to be getting it pretty well. "Do you sense any difference
between children you've got this year,.and ones in past years, because

this is a different approach . . .?" Very definitely I do. I've never

had the third graders this far along. I've spent practically the whole

year in other years just teaching them to regroup for adding and regroup

for subtracting, and that's about as much as we aid in whole and part

sentences. This year I'd say they should get into multiplication.

6. How about activities that'the children found easy or difficult?

;

One thing that they really enjoyed a lot was thaking graphs. Then working

with groups and estimating. Now that is, uh, and most of them understand

about estimating, but when you, when it comes right down to checking you.

Did the answer you have aeem reasonable? They don't do that. "Were there

any activities-That were hard for them, other than those couple pages you've

mentioned to me?" No. The nuMber patterns were'about the only ones that

bothered them.

7. Is there material your pupils should have covered '..;efore this topic

which they didn't?

No, I don't think so. I think they were pretty well equipped to handle . . .

8. How did you choose which activities to use? .Or did you use them all?

I used them all because, but I enriched them. Because I figure if you have

dhe top group, you don't just zoom right through in a straight line, you

find some things that challenge them and give them extra if they, more

workup.

9. Did you change any of the activities?

Yes, I changed the estimating activity. So it would be things that were

more.concrete, because we don't have all those things, like we don't have

chains and things like that that it says in it. So I used things we had

in the room.

10. Did you add any activities of your own?

"And you said some drill and some enrichment." And a lot of extra, a lot

of whole-part sentence things I added. "Now did you just get them from

other books, or did you have . . .? No, it's from what I used other words.

I can make flash cards, and make games and, and things like that.

11. Well that's it except for if you want to add anything else.

Well,.I think the program is a big, blg tnprovement over what it was. And

1 do hope that, iewould be nice if they would keep on revising and, all

the way up the line. Because it's sadly in need of it. Our kids are way'
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behind in math with kids from other schools and generally when Oey come

in . . . "in this system, in the skills, you're talking about mainly?" In

skills, yeah. "How about conceptual development, do you think they do okay

in that?" I think that the old way where they drew pictures and went

through writing big long sentences and everything, they say it's so they'll

understand, but children who are slow don't understand, they get more.and

more confused. They, I really do think they need a straightforward approach

to it, so that they, they should know that it's ones and it's tens, but

drawing it all out like they did before, it took so long, and when you got

,finished they were more confused than they were when they started. "That's

one of the reasons that we changed it. Okay, thanks."
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A. How do you feel about the topic and general things about the topic?

PLANNING

1. Do you usually plan alone or with other teachers?

Alone.

2. Do ou plan or acti -b -activit ?

Usually it was a series of, like if two or three pages went together I

would do those or Ild-p1an a couple of days or whatever it took,to get

through that: Sometimes it was day-by-day, depending on the activity.

3. Do you use other resources than the topic material?

I used a couple drill sh-6EtI-51-0---practIce-when-they_were_having_problems

on borrowing. I'd give, them a sheet to work on or I made a couple up just

to practice.

4. Are the pu ils for whom you planned s ecial in a class Or rou

Well, not really. When the aid_corrected-them_she made notes and I made

sure to just talk to those kids, but I didn't pltan anything different for

them. Everyone did the same thing.

DIRECT INSTRUCTION

1. In the group that _you were working with, do you group the kids in any

way? 4

No. The ones that finished their work early could do other things. They

are usually in a group by themselves doing other things. But I don't plan

\it that way. It depends on how fast they'work.

3. On what basis do you decide whether an activity should be seatwork or

teacher directed?

Well, I thinkI usually Introdute it and let them work and if they are

having problems and if someone asks questions that,I usually do most of

the page together. They did most of it by themsalVes.'

6> "we
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5. What type of evaluation of students do_youlayor, like "mastery_lr_e_lL

or . . . or "mastery?"

Well, I think that if.a topic for, mastery, I think they should be able to

pass a test. Get half the test right, or three quarters of the test right,

if they understand the concept of that,,that you are testing for and that's

what you're teaching.

4. How do you decide how much time to deviote to a topic or activity?

That's hard; it depends on the kids and sometimes they caught on faster

than thought they were going to so I may have them do another page or

something. It really depended on them and how sharp they were that day or

how hard the concept was--that I was trying to teach.

TOPIC INTERVIEW

1. About the' topic itself, how important do you feel the overall topic is?

I think the things I've been teaching are very important.. They will carry

on to every math that you have to add and subtract and :borrow and carrY. I

think they should know the processes are more important.than getting the

numbers right.' I think it's very important to know that.

2. Which activities id the topic do you 'think were most useful?

I think maybe the kids got most out of the ones with stories with them, or

there was something cute about it that they could color and tSey could do

something else with it so it didn't really seem like math. They were more

exicted about that and I think they didn't realize they were doing math

when they were.

3. Are there activities you considered unclear?

Some of the teacher directions I didn't understand. "Can you be more

specific?" The 'contest part I had a hard time with. I read over it and

over it and I couldn't understand it. I asked someone how they did it and

I.did it that,way. I just couldn't understand what they wanted. I think

these last things are hard becanse they don't correlate with the topic.

"Do you feel they are unclear or difficult for the kids to do them?" I

think tfiey are just difficult. I haven't done the games in here either,

that were suggested, and I don't know if I'll have time to do it but.I

think they are too difficult for the kids to understand.

4. Wee there activities that you felt were unnecessary or that you would

leave out?

No,-I don't think so. Well, one that a parent talked to me about was the

estimating. And the kids hada real hard tithe with that and I'm sure they

still don't know it. They just can't understand why you would want to

4,
13 0
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just guess at it and Chat is the complaint the parent had that this is math

and math is exact and why are you-guessing when you can figure out the right

auswer. I couldn't explain that, I just said tiat's what it says in the book

that's what I'm doing. The klds didn't see any justification for doing that

so they didn't get it. I don't think it is that imOrtant right now with

1

5. Which activities do you find very complex to teach and which do you find

sitple?

I didn't find any really hard to teach. I thought tbe- kids Were going to

have problems-with this whole and part and doing the charts but they didn't.

They have had it before. They did a really good job with it. At the ,

A3eginning when we were doing some graphirkg thete were some questions but

I think gfter we talked about it after awhile that wasn't too hard. That

was a little hard to teach just because it'S hard to explain why you.put

things on a graph. Other than that I think it was pretty easxto teach.

6. Are there things that were easy or very difficult for the kids?

I .think the whole bortowing concept, either the kids got it or they didn't.

There are maybe still two or...three that still don't and that is hard for

them and they just can't get into their brain yet. The kids that caught on

right aWay did really well through the whole topic, they understood how to

do it and didn't have any-problem.

7. Is there material which your pupils should have covered before this unit

whiCh they hadn't?

1 think ithe,only problem is that they don't know facts as well as they should'.

They could have done more careful--work if they knew their facts better. We ,

worked o
tn it and' worked on it and worked on it, it's gonna sink when'it is %

going to sink in.

8. How Uid you choose which activities to use? !

1,

I used most of it. I looked through it and tried to explain so they could,

do all of the,activities except those at the'end. I figured all the practice

they could get was worthwhile.

9. .4isitL4s.f_any of the activities?

No. I don't think so, except maybe that context with the graphing. I did

that a 4ttlet;lifferently.'

10. Did' you eau anyactOities?
.7

4 ,

No, not if,yo9 areW,,t includingt the drill sheets and stuff like that. We

did a Little,graphing.Oat wasn't included just for practicd. The graphing

was just,another activity we made to make it clear. .
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11. le there anything else you'd like

No. I don't think so. The kids did a

awhile to get used to this because I'm

didn't have any realPgroblems.

to say?

really good job and it.took me
used to the other form. I really
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1. How important do you feel that the whole topic is?

Well, it's so much like A-3, in that it is very important, they need to

learn how to regroup, and I liked that they're getting into reading the

story and deciding whether they should add or subtract. It isn't depend-

ing just on a picture any more. They have to read and then solve them.

Of course with my kids, I have really good students, so reading is no

problem to them. I've had some kids, figuring out the reading before

they do the math would be a problem. And for some third year people.

2. Which activities in the topic do you feel most useful?

Um, any of the story problems. Any time they have to read a thing like

oh, I have 76 crabs and you have 29, anything where they have to read

and solve I think is very valuable. Instead of just the computation.

3. Are there activities chat you would consider unclear?

Yeah. Some of the games itt, I think it was D. Page 22 was very diffi-

cult for, you know, just reading the directions to understand, much less

to explain it to a child. The games, you know, it was nice that you

listed those, but, all the games the emphasis was on computation, whereas

what, I know my kids are beyond computation right now. What they needed

were games that would give them'extra practice in deciding whether to

add or subtract. (Inaudible)

4. Are there activities that you would consider superfluous?

There was one. The castle thing. Yeah it's a cute idea. And the

kids do like this, you know, they solve the problems, and they cut out

the pieces and put on it, but it takes so long. "To cut, and . . ." Yeah.

Cause I started up promptly, and maybe five got finished in that one period.

And, any time you have to go for the next day, anyone that's got little

pieces and you, they never got all the pieces back together again. So I

would say, if you're gonna do that, either do all the problems on one 4ay

and cutting the next, or else, if they chose a much simpler picture without

so many pieces to it.

5. Which activities do you find very complex to teach, and which do you

find very simple?

Page 14 is complex, because they have to go up to the page for informatlon,

and bring it back, before they decide whether to add or subtract. Page 17

and 18 are tricky. They know what to do, if you write the problem 27

blank = 43, they'd be able to solve it. But the set-up is very hard for a

third-year child. That, you know, going across here, then you're going

down, then you go across again, and you find a missing problem. I like

the way it makes them think, it was good for that, but I Auld never let

them do it by themselves again. It was just too frustrating for them.

1
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6. Which activities did the pupils find easy, and which did they find a

little difficult?

"You mentioned this one, and . .
" Okay, they found 17 and 18 very dif-

ficult. They liked page 20, we did that partly because (inaudible), but

they liked it, it was just, they're sort of like riddles. They had that

feeling that they were solving a mystery and they liked it. And it wasn't

too hard for them. They enjoyed the page about the animals, I think part

of it-just appealed to them because they were animals. And because they

were interesting ones. And, cause they werd interesting ones. And they

weren't just dogs and cats, they were animals that, some of the kids knew

a little bit about, and were interested in reading about them. So they

liked that. They liked, some of the children iireferrad page 10, I heard

.them talking, because it was more pictures. And those would be my children

who found all the words just a little overwhelming at first. For most of

my kids that isn't a problem; but like I say, five or six . . . appreciate

a picture!

7. Is there material that your people should have covered before this

topic which they didn't?

No, I didn't find that with this topic at all. They were fine.

8. How did you choose what activities to use?

I used all of them except on D, with the games. I enddd up just making up

my own games that suited our needs a little better.

9. 12id you

"You just said that you changed this one, did you change any other ones?"

No, not really. I ended up doing most of 9, 8 and 9 with them. Because

the problem. was, they'd had practice in adding up three numbers at a time,

and they probably could handle four, but you have five things going across

there. And so rather than let them try it by themselves, I did page 8

with them, and part of 9. Um-hm, so they could checktheir work. What I

found, I don't know if this is in answer to your question, it's just that

I'm noticing it here, what I found was that sometimes the answers in my

guide were different from what they had. "That's an interesting point.

I'll have to check it out." You start to say to the kid, no, and in the end

it turns out that they're right! Several'of the children were missing

pages, I know that that's more of just a physical thing, but, you know, the

kids were missing pages in their books. Or one whole .page, the top half was,

it hasn't printed correctly. "In the children's book." Yeah. So they

couldn't read the first one or part of the second on some papers.

10. You mentioned that you added a game, did you add any other activities?

I gave them a little review in writing sentences with, in my time with the

story. I would say, I had some marbles, and my brother gave me 30 more,

now I have 76. And they just wrote down the sentence. I thought they
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needed more practice in writing a sentence. And they can take a look at it

and say, okay, I'm gonna solve this by . . . such-and-such. So I just made

that up and just did it on another page. I thought that was importqnt to

add.

11. Is there anything elSe that you would like to add or to say about the

whole topic?

I've started doing E, which I'm enjoying it. I'm glad to see them getting

into that, you know, three groups 6f four plus whatever: Because so often

we start getting parents saying when are they gonna teach multiplication?

And then we explain, well, they're learning it. It, it looks different. -

But it's the same idea. So I was glad to see that at this time of the year,

start to appear.
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1. How important do you feel that the whole topic is?

I think it's important that the children should know story problems, and just

the reviewing of the adding and subtracting. Story problems because they

use so much', it's just kind of a daily thing. Daily idea. So I think it's

a very important topic.

2. Which activities do you feel mOSt useful?

Well, I think just the basic, ones that haye just the basic skill problems,-

and the kind of, the page where it had--page 7--I thought it was very good

where they had the plain, ending with three numbers, just kind of a general

review of the addition. And then um, things like that. Just the basic.

., Mainly those pages. Okay? ,

3. Are there pages that you feel were unclear?

The one that we used the.group, the one we had the most problem with was on

page 17 and 18. Filling in the missing numbers. It kind of boggled the

mind. I tried to explain the part-part-whole, but then at times that whole

became a part and they were totally confused. "So you think that the setting

on page 17 was just very difficult and very . . .?" It was difficult for

the group to grasp what they were supposed to do. They didn't understand

they, were supposed to add, and then subtract and then, it was just, the idea

was just complicated for them.

4. Are there adtivities that you consider superfluous?

Meaning what? "Like, uh, that you Would leave out, that you wouldn't use?

Did you think that they were unnecessary?" Well, Igdon't think they really

were unnecessary. I think the one, it was this, kind of put in where they

had to, the pattern work, but it kinda goes along with what they're doing,

but, if you just use that one, any of them, you know, to be taken out. Maybe

this, maybe the confusing page! I don't know, you know? It was good that

there was adding and subtracting review, but the idea ef it was . . . con-

fusing.

5. Which activities do ou find ver com lex to teach and which do ou

!ind very simple?

Well, that one there was complex. The one they . . . ''You mean the one

on page 17 was complex?" Yeah, it was complex to teach, yes. 17 and 18.

And, um, I think that was probably the only one and then, no probably that

and this, I think maybe just at times, just the general explaining of the

story problems to them. I told them to look for animportant word a word

that's gonna tell them what to look for. And that took some extra planning

and extra thinking through.
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6. Which activities did the students find real easy or real difficult?,

"You mentioned the . . ." Okay, the one they found real easy which they

enjoyed to do, which was the geoboards. They enjoyed that, and another one

that they, theSr enjoyed the one, it was 15 and 16, where they had to solve

the problems and then put the castle together. It took them, some of-them,

a little longer to solve the problems, but they enjoyed, it was kind of

different, they enjoyed doing that. And then, um, once they got the idea of

21 I think they enjoyed doing that, where they had to find 4-digit numbers,

or, out of the four numbers, find 2-digit numbers too. They had to find

that smallest.difference between them. They kinda got into that. "Are

there activities that they find difficult, besides the one that you men-

tiofted with the, on page 17?" The first story problem, now, they kinda

started out, they were kinda confusing to them on 2 and 3, and then, and-

we did 4 and 5 together, but then they kind of . . . they could do very

simple ones but when the wording of things gets confusing for them, they're

lost. They're lost on the wording and what else is going on. -Other 'than,

figuring out the addition and subtraction principle. "Would you say that

it's just because of too Much wording, or just because the problems them-

selves were difficult?" I, maybe a little, I don't . . . well, sometimes

they had, well they got down the idea, as s9on as you're compaiing more or

less, they know the answer, subtract. But it,was just some of the wording

in it, may be hard for them to follow, as on page 3, number 3, where it

says.they brought some, and then there was some left, and they had some, and

then how many did they have to start with. I think when they have to go

back and think through the whole problem. It gets them confused. But

they know, they can read the last question and it says, how many all to-

gether. They know exactly what to do. "So it's not the problem itself

that is more difficult than just, um, reading it through?" Um-hm. If

they don't quite understand what they're, the principle or it, what they're

suppoSed to do. It's kinda, they get lost in the things.

7. Is there material which your students should have covered before this

topic which they didn't?

No, I don't think,so. It's just, because it's just, this topic was just a

review of the adding and subtracting and story problems. No. I don't think

there was any.

8. How did you choose which activities to use?

Kind of went along at their speed, um, I did add a review sheet. I Made up

a review story problem sheet for them. Cause I felt they needed more. For

that, and just kind of stayed at their pace, what they could do.

9. Did you change any of the activities?

Um, the last at the end, some played the game on page 22, otherwise they

played regular, just' math games in the room. That I had, and . . . no.I

don't'think I changed-. . . or added anything other than just, kind of re-

view, and just more explanation than some of the topics they had to go

through. I explained a little better.
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10. And you mentioned the sheet that you added on problem solving? Did you

add anything else besides that?

, No, just, no. It was just the basic problem solving on that sheet there.

11. Is there anything else that you, would like to add or, to say, about

the whole topic?

No, no. One of the pages, page 4. The top of it. The first problem was not

in their book. It did not come through, so, the first two lines was not in

there. The last one was in there perfect, but the rest of it was kinda

blurry so we did put it on the board and they wrote it in their book. Oh, on

page, the charts on page 8 and 9 at times, they were confusing. In the aspect

that they had to carry a two or a three into the tens columns. More than just

the one, that was confusing to them at times cause they put, they would

just put -the answer 23 down and I said no. How can all those big numbers

add up to the little number of 23 and then they realized what they did, but,

so kinda that, but I'm sure they'll have more . . . review of that. On

page 10, the problem was wrong! But we did solve it. "The work is wrong?

The problem, problem 5 on page 10. The answer was wrong?" The ahswer was

wrong. So. But that was, other than that, nothing much. I enjoyed teaching

it, I'm now getting into this math! Because I mean it was a new program!
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1. Over all the topic, uh, how important do you feel the to ic is?

Up to Part E I thought it was pretty important, since a lot Of the kids

hadn't Mastered the regrouping -yet; and that-was-a chance-for-them_to master

that.

2. Which activities do you feel were mdst useful?

i'robably the ones-where you are doing the group, like page 7, where you're

doing a . . . number of different problems where you had to add and subtract,

the ones where you would have to alternate subtraction and addition. Some

(unintelligible . . .). Right or like these kind. Where you were getting

used to the whole part. And working on that like 15.

3. Are there activities that you would consider unclear?

Page 10. On page 10, I think they had labeled just the--how did that go?

They had labeled some of the animals but not all of the animals. And that

was confusing to the kids. They had labeled the animals, the ones that

they would be using here, as they, for the answer. But they hadn't labeled

all the animals. And that was confusing for the kids. That I thought was

pretty unfair'to them. And that made it to be more clear. Um, there's

one more. I think i was unclear also, they were confused about that.

Where it was . . . On page 9?" And 8. Where you weren't supposed to

put anything there, and they're used to doing tables where you did the

whole thing," Right. Right. And so, we used that as a challenge exer-

cise to see if they could do that. But that was unfair to them, since that

wasn't part of the directions. "Fill in the corner over there." Right.

4. Are there activities that you would consider as superfluous, thatjou

would leave out?

Um, on Part E, I felt that they kinda made a mistake. I would have arranged

things a little bit differently. They had the stations right away, where you

work on different stations, like three groups of something and, groups of

five, and I think we should have done some pages in the book, where they

could see it, before they went into the different stations. I, I guess I

would have rearranged that a little bit differently. If I had 'it to do

over. "Are you saying that you would laave out, that you would just go with

this one, just . . . okay." No, no. I'd just rearrange.. . . the order.

5. Which activities did you find very complex to teach, and .hich did you

find simple?

This, I felt was very complex to teach on the charts, because you had to .

"Page 9?" Right. You had to go through the _charts first on how to read a

chart, cause some of the kids had forgotten. Before we could do any of the

adding up. And, that was kinda complex for us. Um, I felt page 21 was very

4
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complex. At least for my group it was. It was very complex. And, the

kids had, we did page 19 together, because that one was very complex for

the kids. Especially the challenge exercises. And the most difficult

was the magic squares. They had a lot of trouble with it. A lot. But

-that-was-, you-know,_like my_group. "Is it because it was unclear

what you have to do?" Um-hm. Um, I think it would have helped, if they-

had started with, and that's what we did later, start with simpler numbers

to begin. With one digit numbers. And then after that, just be, so that:

they had a background, more of a background in the magic squares, then

go to the 2-digit numbers.

6. Which activities did you finds, did students find easier? And which did

they find very difficult?

They loved 15 and 16. They really enjoyed that one a lot. Um, some of the,

these pages 12 and 13 on story problems, they really liked those a lot and

they found those pretty easy. Um, let's see if there was any others. They

found the first couple of pages here pretty easy also. Like 2 and 3. Um,

the only other things that I would ment(on would be that, first you're

labeling with words, and I realize the reason why they wanted to label with

symbols was so that they wouldn't have to write out the word. But that was

sometimes ,confusing for the kids. "Was.it diffidult to do them, or it was

just didn't know what to do . . .?" It was just that, I guess these kids

they, they still are being spoon-fed a little bit, and they're not, first

they tell, you know, label your answers bugs, and then label'your answers,

and they didn't know whether to label them with a symbol, like they had

here, or the word. And I guess maybe they shoulda thaybe . . . "Give better

directions?" Yeah. Clarification there. '"Um, did they find some of the

actiVities difficult?" Um-hm, The magic squares I just said.to you. It

was very difficult and I, I, they had some, a lot of trouble with this. Cause

you had a series of numbers and if you made a, one mistake, you know, that

threw the whole thing off.

7. Is there material that the students should cover before the topic that

they didn't?

Um, like I said that magic square, I think they should start with a real

simple one, to start out with. The story problems the kids got fairly well,

so I don't think there needs to be any more background work. I guess that

would be the only one I can think of. That they need more background with.

8. How did you choose what activities to use?

Well, like I told you:before, type of the day makes a big difference for

the kids. And um, the ones that I felt were going to be too challenging

for the kids so that they were gonna-get frustrated, we left out. I felt

that lociking through
this beforehand, this page was going to be . . .

"Page 31," Uh-huh. Way'too challenging for these_kids. They would get

real frustrated. So I left that one out. I also left this out--page 2.

Cause I thought that that was a little bit more than what we needed, in

my room.

20
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9. Besides that, did you change any of the activities, that you did dif-

ferently?

Tifferently? "Did you change any of the activities?" There's pages, like

19, which we did together, because I thought they would be struggling too

hard, but that's . . I changed the magic squares. We started working on

the magic squares and then decided that they were teally struggling with it,

so then we went back to some.simple, real simple, 1-digit, simple ones, and

then came back to that.. 9

10. Did you add any activities?

We added the simple magic squares, and then, juse plain old basic math

facts. B'heets that we added, too.

11. Is there apything else that you would like to add about the whole topic

or in general?

Can't think of anything offhand. I guess I said all I needed to say.
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A. How far have you got in A-4?

A-4, we're, well I have a student teacher now doing some of the work and

do believe, I was in there Tuesday and I, I think 14 they're working on

right now.

1.- In general, wh't do you think, how important is this topic?

Let me look through it quick, I didn't teach it! I'd say for a . . . as

far as the importance of the topic I think it's a very important topic

because now it's, seems to be, it's now mit straight subtraction or straight

addition, it's mixing it up which I think.is good; I think it's very import-

ant. I think a, my kids it's a little difficult because there's a lot of

reading, you know that's' unfortunate, something they're going to have to

have to deal with. So, you know, for my kids that is kinda tough. "Do you

feel that you would like to talk about specific activities?" I can up tp

14.

\

2. Which activities did you find very useful?

Very useful. I've found, um, I think for my kids the story problems with

the pictures is not bad, I think it's gqod. For them it's just motivational

(inaudible). I don't think there is a lot of reading but I think if, you

know, the fact that, when they see reading, I think a lot of them kind of

are scared. Cause they aren't real comfortable with reading. But the

reading isn't really that hard. I think that one that was, one activity

I know that we did that vas good way, I thought it was good, was the

charts, even though I did have to take some time to explain the chart. I

thought that was good to do the . .
I'm talking about 8 and 9, the store

sale, the pet store and the library. I think that's good for them. Only

thing is, it's just I had to, you know I tend to take it, 15 - 20 minutes

to explain, how you read the chart and what-not. But I mean it wasn't

just a one-shot deal, at least there's two pages to it, and there are a

number of (inaudible) you could add stuff.

4. Are there activities that ou would consider su erfluous that ou

could leave out?

Well, thus far, no. Maybe --he geoboard. But I, see I didn't teach the

geoboard when I was in here. Looked like they're enjoying it, so, I

really souldn't say anything about that.

5. (Which activities do you find very complex to teach? Which did you

find very simple for you?)

"You mentioned that 8 was complex to explain." It was. "Are there other

activities that were complex to teach?" This (unintelligible) words, is.

kind of a challenge for them but I think there's enough pages in here st,

that they were starting to gain confidence. They're starting to look for

key words. You can tell 'em, you know, what to do with those numbers in

the paragraph. For instance, how many more tells them it's time to sub-

2")
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tract. You knoW, they're starting to see the key words now. I gueis the

more they, do the, you knoW,,the easfer they feel with it.

7. Do you think that the Materials should comer other material that they

didn!t?' That should be covered before?

No. I wish they wouid have weilt on a little bit more with the 684, does

follow A73, I.wish they4would've Went on a little more with the whole-part

type deal. I think that little chart that they give with the square ,that's

divided into three boxes, I don't know if that's a good idea and I wish

they woulda stuck with it a little longer.

. 9, 10. Did you change any activities? Did you add any activities?
\

The pages that I did, no. I.didn't e*eept we did an aample of a chart

on the board together.

11. Is there anything else that you would like to add about this topic?

Oh, not so far. Like I said I haven't . . . taught a whole lot of it.

a
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1. How important do you feel the overall topic isl

I think that story problems are very important. But I don't feel that they

had a chance to analyze them enough. They, um,' the directions say to just

write it in a compact form. And I find that kids don't read the story then.

They look and they see two numbers. And if they will'add these, they'll

subtract.these. The old book seems to say you had to write a sentence in

the order that the story happened. And that way they had to analyze it

first. And I made them do that, which they didn't like.very much, But I

-had the top group and they were capede of doing it. Andat gets back to

this business of whole and part, and whole and part is a really hard thing

for kids to do. And this . . .
"Eveu still with them, it is?" No, the

majority of the ki'ds in the top grf)up can do it. But the ones who are new

to the system especially, there are four, are still having a big struggle

with it.

2. Which activities in the topic do you feel most useful?

"I don't think we teed to go through all too, . . ." I don't think, as

,flr as activieies, I don't think there were too many activities in this

one. The story problems and the games', and . . .
activities means,

adtivity Jr, or activity 2." Oh. Well I, the story problem part is the

most important. Least are, just plain doing the sums and differences.

All of the kids in the top group understood that perfectly, it was just

redundant. This was not necessary at all As far as they were concerned.

This activity was important, the labeling. This is something they hadn't

done before. But I do think they should write out sentences.

3. Are there activities you consider unclear?

Do. you want ,to talk about this lase part, here? They had a lot of diffi-

culty with these magic squares. And uth, right now, . . . "Now don't

about the grouping and partitioning stuff, because this is really

dealing with addition." That's what I'm talking about, we' won't talk about

that. "We won't talk about that, no." The, the only thing that they had

a lot of trouble with was the magic squares. "Okay. Just the way, they

didn't understand the format, or . . .?" They're still not going back to

the thing that if you have twO parts, you add them. And if you have, I

mean it goes back to that b4sic thing.

4. Are there any activities you consider superfludus? Unnecessary, or?

Yes. I don't think we need any,-meed too many, I know for other children,

they do need these papers, but.these papers are just plain figuring out

facts. The top group dobsn't need that.

5. Which activitieg do you find very complex to teach? Which ones very

simple to teach?

I didn't find any of these complex. They were not, there was no problem

at all in teaching any of these things to.the top group. "I mean, for
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you to prepare or anything like that? Any problems?" I usually do a lot of

extra things. And, um, try to give them concrete objects to work with and

so forth. To introduce it. Um, but no. There was no, the only thing that

I was asking of them was that they, um, write a sentence. And that, and

analyze the problem, and they still don't do that. "Well, a vertical is a

,sentence of a sort, I guess, but uh , . ." But the old books used to say in

the order it happened, like if it says when they hear the clue word, sum a

box. And they think of, what's the whole thing And what are the parts of it.

So they don't go heading, if they have a 48 and A,26, they don't add them.

Just because they see the two numbers there. "Soietimes they get a clue

that the smaller number comes first, then they knoW\they're supposed to add,

if the bigger one comes fiist, then . . .! And sometimes they don't have

that help." Um-hm.

6. What activities did the pupils find easy, and which ones did they find

diffieult?

They didn't seem to hav:, any trouble with any of them except the magic

square.

7. Is-there material which your pupils shoufd have covered before this

topic which they didn't?

No.

8. Haw did you choose which activities to use? Or did you use them all?

0
Um, I used them all, because they could do sO many in the day, that like

they, every time' we came to a new activity, I just had to introduce it and

then they just worked right ahead and finished it in a day. So I did a

lot of extra things besides.

9. Did you change any of the activities in here, othe-i than this?

Yes: I did that. Um-Em. "Why?" Because I want them to read and analyze

a problem and get this whole and part business better.

10. Did you add any activities, well we (inaudible . . some of the

stuff you said you did?

11. Is there anything else you want to say?

I don't know, I think that, um, these books seem to have simplified it.

So that the majority of kida who were having a big struggle with the

others are able to get it, I hink. And, perhaps writing it in the vertical

position is the way to do it. For the majority of kids. But I think for

bright ones, there should be more challenge. This isn't challenging enough.

"Okay. Yeah, well you just get through quickly and run on to something

else I suppose." Um-hm. "Yeah, what we had done in this whole series was

try to get at the, . ." The middle. "analyzing business earlier. You

know, with the things that you used to teach out of topic 43 was really the

first place where we got into that part-part-whole kind of analyzing, and

2 is z.)
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we felt that probably, yow know, a little too abrupt, or which some of the

teachers told us was, for certain children it was kinda hard, so we've

been trying to do it all along." Well that form, where you make the little

box, that is a big help. I had that man in my room, but I mean nobody else

did and they, it was really hard if they couldn't see that it was like and

some kids still can't see that if you have one piece in the whole thing

that you're gonna subtract to find the other. Because they don't reason.

That's one of the big problems. They don't, they don't analyze their work

to see if it makes sneie. They get an answer down. "Well, do they have

that analytic ability to, I mean, in general, and.let alone just mathematics?

Do you think they, they have ability to reason, and to . . .?" It depends

upon their level of intelligence. Some of them are very, it's really

amazing to watch, I was really amazed when I watched them do this part here.

Where they had the five, where they had 3 and they had 25. How some of

them went about doing it: I put chips on the table. So that they, if they

wanted to use the chips they could. But some of them made pencil marks, and

the sane way with these. When they had to split these up into groups. That

many. Some of them went and got chips. And they would put them out, then

they would split to find out. Some of them numbered them, and they real

diTferent ways of doing it. "That's challenging, I guess, isn't it?" Uh-huh.
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1. How important do you feel the overall topic is?

Well, I think it is good as a review. I don't think it was hard for them

after the last one they did because that was basically you know teaching

them and they went through all the thi.figs pretty quickly. "In A-4?" Yeah.

The things that had to do, you know, with what was tested in A-4. The

adding and subtracting wasn't hard, that part, it was no problem. "You

say, you think they have the mechanical skills they need to . .
" Yeah,

to have &review, to some exposure to it again. But, they did well on

it. "How about solving the story problems and that sort of stuff?" They

were getting pretty good at that--reading them, I think they get the tech-

nique down. "Yeah, there's just so many different kinds." Yeah. They

want to do all of them the same way, that's the only problem., "You mean

all add, or?" Well, you know, they see two numbers and they want to do

the same thing that they did in the last problem with them. So that.takes

a little practice. "Do you think that now they get into a routine that

now they start thinking less--do you think that's a possibility?" Yeah,

I think they try and do that. "Yeah." You know, they try to make it fit

what they think it's supposed to be rather than looking at it and making

it the problem that it is.

2. Which activities in the topic do_you feel most useful?

Okay, now we're going to talk about the specific activities, I think there

were only four of them, weren't there, A, B, C, and D--so that's what we

mean by activities here. Which ones do you feel are most useful? Well, -

I think that just the story problems and that sort of thing were good for

the reviewthat's what the topic was about. The games and things like

that I think were a little hard, we did a lot of those together and some

of them we skipped. I don't think they saw what they were doing. They

thought it was a game and would be easy but it wasn't as easy-as they

thought it. was going to be. "If it's not easy it's not fun?" Right. And

I think those were hard. I think the basic review was very good. "There

was some stuff in there in three and fOur numbers and stuff like that?"

Um-um. The geoboards was one thing and we spent more time on geoboards

because they.really got excited about that and so we spent a couple days

on that. "Chances are they haven't seen it for awhile." That really

didn't have a lot in do with the topic; but, since that was presented it

was another way for :hem to add and they really liked that.

3. Are there activities you consider unclear? 41.

Well, I think the games and the puzzle parts. I had a hard time trying to

figure out. Magic squares were hard. Wekapent a couple other days on

those too, because the kids didn't get them, some of them still didn't.

But we all did a couple extra worksheets on those. "Kind of a different

way of presenting the same old stuff, making it a little bit less bitter

to swallow, I guess." Yeah, and they either got it or they didn't. They
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either saw how that worked or they just didn't have any idea what they were

doing. "Well, those kinds of things appear in other textbooks, too." Um-Um.

"Maybe not in such big numbers, but those things work also for multiplica-

tion, too, except that gets pretty hard to keep the numbers small, the

last number gets to be pretty big down 'at the'bottom." Um-um.

4. Are there any activities you consider superflUous?

Well, I don't think so. There's, like the things I felt that didn't neces-

sarily teach--like the magic squares and the geoboards--I think that they

got to be extra activities that happened to fit ih. But for just teaching

adding and subtracting I think that just the review pages were the best for

doing ,that. "I think that's the reason for including the variety." Variety,

yeah, that's true and I would have done some other things, too. "If they

weren't there." Yeah. I would have done something.

5. Were any of the activities hard to teach? Or too simple?

I thought they were okay. The kids didn't have a hard time with the adding

and subtracting part. And I really didn't teach. I said, here's three

pages, do them and in 10 minutes they were done. "Great. And they're

getting them right?" Yes. "Do you think that waiting for third grade

makes a difference? The kids are more mature or more ready for it than

some programs they have Du second trade?" I think they were ready for it

now In the beginning, when we first started teaching borrowing, they had

lots of problems, but that's anything-new
they're going to have problems

with. But I think they get it now. And they're really eager to do new

things. They're so excited to multiply and different things like that.

And now the lead teachers tell us, don't teach them how to multiply. "Oh,

really?" Yeah. Cause we're doing the last part of A-4 with the grouping

and partitioning and I said, this is the first step to multiplying and

they're all cheering and then the fourth grade teachers say, don't go on

with that, they're not ready and it's too hard. But, they're so excited I

would think that would be the time to start it. "To capitalize on the ex-

citement. T think so. In fact, some of the drill sheets we included in

the dittoes are simple combinations which come early on in the textbook.

The 2s and the 5s and some of those things. It doesn't hurt to have the

kids know those." No, I don't think so either.

6. Which activities did the children find easy or hard?

Well, that's-b.asically what I said. "They get most of it." Yeah. 'The

magic squares they have problems with. 'I think that's about'it. "That's

probably unfamiliarity with the format." It wasn't the numbers that were

the problem. "If we had done that earlier with simpler numbers they prob-

ably would have." Yeah. It's the concept they don't get, not really the

nuMbers. "They've got'the ability, it's just what they're being asked

for." Uh-um.

2
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7. Is there any material which the children should have covered before this

topic which they_did not?

"Were they ready for it?" Yeah, I think they were. From the last topic

they had enough. "Do they have any problem with adding more than two

numbers?" At the beginning we had a liftle in the arrangement. They were

putting the lOs in the ls column. Once we lined up the numbers we didn't

have too much problem with getting the answers.

8. How did you choose which activities to use?

"It doesn't make sense, if you used them all then you didn't make a choice?"

Well, some of the games and the puzzle things we didn't do just because I

didn't think I could present it to them in a way that they could understand

it. "Okay."

9. Did you change any of the activities?

"I mean the basic format suggested or routines?" No, I don't think I

changed anything that was there. I added, you know we did some extra things.

"Oh, yeah." But, that's the next question.

10. Why did you add?

Because I didn't think there was enough. Well, one was the geoboard things--

we spent a couple of days just working with the geoboards because they liked

it and Ithought rather than here and take this away I'd give them a little

practice at that. And the magic squares, we did someextra things because

I didn't think.they understood it well enough. But that's the only thing I

changed or added. Most of it I did what was there.

11. Anything else you want to say?

"Last chance. This is your first time teaching DMP, isn't it?" Well, when

I was-interning I interned at McFarland so I worked with it there. "Oh,

you did. What grade level?" Second. "You're not using these topics,

thoughE?" They weren't. "They still are not." I don't know. I wonder

about having all the different activities--you know, like in the end of

this talking about this grouping and partitioning. That seems to me like

it should be something on its own, rather than just a little taste of this.

And I don't know, I'm not sure of what is going to come next with it. "That's

an organizational sort of thing--kindwlof review and kind of getting,ready

for Topic 47 when it occurs." I think that's the one that the fourth

grade teacher said they didn't want us to teach. Is that the one that

starts multiplication? "Well; it does but it doesn't use the multiplica-

tion symbols. It still uses the grouping." I think that was the one we

were talking about. But I think the basic topic was fine. I think they

really understand it now. If they are making mistakes now it's because
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they are careless, not that they don't know how to do it. "You still get'

a few who take the top number from the bottom." Yeah. And I'll say, look

at this and they'll say, oh no. They know. And that's the important thing,

that they really know the concept. "And I always, well it's not quite the

same, but kids who reverse the numerals when they write." Yeah. "They .

cam read them correctly, )iou find a few adults who do it, they get over it."

I have one that makes every single 3 backwards and I'll say look at that,

backwards.. But when she writes it. "She-processes it mentally." Yeah,

she knows it, it's a 3 and when she looks,at it she knows it backwards.

"Well, it actually'turns out that most test data show that this kind of

addition and subtraction sometimes kids are in fourth grade and have the

practice--95% right down the line and I dare say that when you get to

teaching 3-digit addition, it will take you about three days." Um-um.

"You know, the transfer is there." Yeah. "In fact, with the regrouping we

could do it now." Oh, I'm sure they could and they like big numbers too--

they're fun to work with. Big numbers, because that's, hard. "Well, they're

looking for status and being big kids and multiplication is that sort of,

thing." Um-um. "Well, somebody has to transcribe this . . ."
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